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MONDAY, MARCH 27, 1901

U.S. SENAT4'
COMMMM ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m. in room 2221,

Senate Office Building, Senator Harry Flood Byr4  (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Anderson, Douglas, Talrnadge, Hartke,
Fulbright, Williams, Bennett and Curtis.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk.
The l CHnArMA, . The committee will come to order.
The subj ect matter before the committee is H.R. 5463.
(The ill and brief analysis thereof follow:)

[ILR. bst%, zsth Coug., lst sessa

AN ACT To amend and extend the Sugar Act of 1948, as amended

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Mtate.
of America in Congress assembled, That, effective March 31, 1961, section 412 of
the Sugar Act of 1948 (relating to termination of the powers of the Secretary
under the Act) Is amended to read: "The powers vested, In the Secretary under
this Act shall terminate on December 31, 1962, except that the Secretary shall
have power to make paymentA under title III under programs applicable to the
crop year 1962 and previous crop years".

Sw ..2. (a) Section 4501(c) (relating to termination of taxes on sugar) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 Is amended by striking out "September 30,
1961" In each place it appears therein and Inserting In lieu thereof "June 30,
1963".

(b) Section 6412(d) (relating to refund of taxes on sugar) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 Is amended. by striking out "September 30, 1901, where
it first appears therein and inserting iu lieu thereof "June 30, 1063", and by
striking out "September 30, 1961" where it appears' therein the second time and
inserting in lieu thereof "September 30, 1963".

Sfc. 3. Effective March 31, 1961, section 408 of. the Sugar Act of 1948, as
amended (relating to suspeasion of quotas), is amended by striking out of
subsection (b) "for the period ending March 31, 1961" and inserting "for the
period ending December 31, 1962"; and by striking out of parapraph (b) (1) "for
the balance of calendar year 1960 and for the three-month period ending March
31, 1961" and inserting "for the period ending December 31, 1962" ; and by Insert-
ing Immediately before the colon In subparagraph (2) (111) of subsection (b) a
semicolon and the words "except that any amount which would be purchased
from any country with which the United States Is not in diplomatic elations
need not be purchased" and by Inserting in 'the "provided" clause a comma
after the phrase "additional amounts Of sugar" and inserting Immediately there-
after the phrase "including any amounts which would otherwise be purchased
from any such country with which the United States is not In diplomatic rela-
tion,"; and by striking out the semicolon at the end of subparagraph (b) (2) (IIt)
and inserting "except that consideration shall be given to )Untrles of the
Western Hemisphere and to those countries purchasing United States agrl-
cultural commodities;". - I

Passed the House of ItepresentatIves March 21, 19(1.
Attest: 'RALrp R. ROBERTS,Clerk.
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BRIEF SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL PROVISIONS OF H.R. 5463

1.11. 5463 will amend those provisions of the Sugar Act respecting foreign
purchases which were established by Public Law 86-592, as fojlows

Presidential authority to establish the mngar quota for Cuba through Decen-
ber 31, 1962, at such level as the President shall find from time to time to be in
the national interest, but in no event in excess of the Cuban quota under the
basic quota systeui of the Sugar A;f. If the President sets the Cuban quota at less
than its baac quota, the alpoupt of the reductions are to be distributed as fol-
lows:

(1)" An amount equivalent to Cuba's share in any domestic area production
deficit may be assigned exclusively to other domestic areas; and then

(2) To five nations whose quotas have been between 3,000 and 10,000 tons, a
sufficient quantity of sugar to bring each Ul) to 10,000 tons. These nations are
Costa Rica, Haiti, Panama, the Netherlands, and Nationalist China; and then

(3) To the Relublic of the Philippines 15 percent of the remainder; and then
(4) To other countrit- having quotas tnider the act (except those five nations

mentioned in (: above) the remaining 85 percent In amounts prorated accord-
Ing to the basic quotas established by the act, "except that any amounts wlilch

,would be purchased from any country with which the United States is not in
diplomatic relations need not he purchased" ; and t hen

(5) If additional amounts of sugar are needed, purchases may be made from
any other foreign nation without regard to allocation,, but with consideration
given to countries of the Western hIemisphere and to those countries purchasing
U.S. agricultural commodities.

The bill continues the President's present authority to obtain refined sugar if
raw sugar is not reasonably available.

The ChAI.AN. The committee is very much honored to have
St, ator E lender, dhhiirmin of t10 Agriculture Conimittee, of the
Senate.

Senator Ellewder, will you proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF HON. ALLEN 3. ELLENDER, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF LOUISIANA

Senator ELLENDER. Thank you very much, Senator Byrd and mein-
bers of the committee.

I am very glad of this opportunity to say a. few words'to you in
respect to the measure that is now *before you. 0

In order to save the time of this committee, I am appearing here
today on behalf of those, who. represent all segments of the U.S.
sugar-pr(ucing and refining industry. This industry, incidentally,
includes many of my own constituents in Louisiana who are engaged
in the production of sugar. It also includes the sugarcane producers
of Florida, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico; the sugar beet industry in '2
Ststes, stretching from the Great Lakes to tle west. coast; and, as
well, the cane sugar industry with operations in 14 States, including
TLouisicana.

I appear before you to say that these groups endorse without quali-
fication the bill before you--H.R. 5463'-and urge this committee to
report it, unchanged, today, so the Senate may enact it without delay.

The groups for whom I speak, Mr. Chairman, are listed in a letter
of February 9, 1961, addressed to the chairman of the I-louse Agrieol-
ture Committee, which I ask permission to insert i. the record at the
end of my testimony.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection the insertion will be made.
Senator ELLENDER. On my own" behtflf;'as Well as f0r-our' dqfnfestic

sugar industry- I want to say that we have no argument with what
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smins to be the basic objective of those who asked for this hearihg-
that is, to enable farmers who are not now producing sugar i thOe
United Stato to do so. The question is how much sugar 44 where?
The answer is not simple.

We all know that. time is of the essence and we inuTst .a(t between
now and midnight of March 31, when the present Sugar Act ex-
pires, to develo) the kind of legislation which apl)ropriately and
ensibly reogv.nizes these deriands for growth. As a practical matter,

the recognition of these aspirations require an adjustment of many
other features of the act.

The bill under consideration, I.1R. 5463, would extend the basic
provisions of the Sugar Act for another 21 months, until the end
of 1962. However, I firmly believe the act will be amended further
this year. We have ti assurance, as contained in the report of the
hou.e Agriculture Committee on this bill, that hearings will begin
come May of. this year on a. long-range sugar bill.

I wish'to interpolate at this point, Mr. Chairman, that I shall do
all I can to get The committee of the House to act promptly. As
all of us know, there have been slight delays in the past which has
caused many of us quite a lot of worry. lIt is my hope that J, to-
gether with others, can induce the House committee to proceed with-
out much delay.

The groups for whom I speak have pledged to cooperate with the
committees of the Congress, to the eind that as soon as H.R. 5463 is
passed, a long-range Sugar Act will be developed, which will recognize,
as far as practical, the justifiable desires and abilities of people in
new areas who want to )roduce sugar beets and sugarcane. And I
shall personally work for the enactment of snich legislation during this
session of Congrvss, as I have just indicated.

It has been arged that a shorter extension of the present law will
provide more incentive to enact long-range legislation this year.. I
maintain that the urcent necessity for putting thl Sugar Act back
again on a long-range basis. and the obvious need for making some
provision for new growers and new areas to enter, are pressures Com-
pelling enough to prompt such legislation this year. The 21-month
provision of the present bill is a, desi-able and necessary "margin of
safety." 

I I

We should remember that most of the sugar produced this year
will not be marketed until iiext year. Our growers and refiners need
the assurance that there will be a sugar law next, year, which a 21-
month extension now will give, in order to obtain the necessary financ-
ing to produce and market this year's crop. 46

Time is running out on the present Sugar Act. Today is the 27th
dtay of M41ai'ch. The Seinate, and Housea Coled-ulans call for o brief e
cess of a few days, beginning at the close Of business on Thursday,
March 30, so we can fittingly and respectfully observe one of the mdst
sacred aid solemn commemiorations of t heArligious calendar. That
means that we have to complete work on this bill before midnight on
March 30, so the President will be able to sign it before midnight on the
31st. From here on out we have to keep our eye on the clock as well
as on the calendar. Otherwise, the sugar program, which has served
our Nation so well for move than a quarter' century, will die.
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Now let me tell you what would happen if the Congress should al-
low that to occur.

The stability which has characterized both sugar supplies and prices
under the operations of the act would be replaced immediately by
chaotic conditions in the sugar market. If this act should pass out of
existence, the farmers would have no asurance that conditional pay-
ments already earned on the 1960 crop would be paid.

The importance of the sugar program to our domestic sugar industry
and to our national welfare is. I know. well recoirnizedbv this dis-
tinguished committee. On the 26th day of January 1956, this com-
mitte&-then, as now, under the leadership of the distinguished Senator
from Virginia, Mr. Byrd-said, on page 6 of the report issued in con-
section with a renewal of the Sugar Act then under consideration:

For, many years It has been the policy of the U.S. Government for defense
ad.. trategic reasons to preserve within Uudt£d States the ability to produce
a portion of our sugar requirements. This has been done becrause sugar is an
essential and vital food product needed by American consunieri, the supply of
which on a worldwide basis has beena marked by periods of alernatlig scarcity
and surplus.

A large portion of the world's sugar production is grown in tropical countries
with essentia~y one-crop economies, where cheap labor is abundantly available.
An additional large portion is distributed among the majority of the countries
of the world whieh, like the United States, provide protection to their sugar
industries. In these circumstances, it is unlikely that a significant amount of
sBgar would be grown In the continental United States If American producers
had to compete on the open world market with sugar produced with cheap
tropical labor.

But there is sill a further and grave situation which would happen
if the Sugar Act should be allowed to expire-even for a day, even
over the Easter weekend. The authority by which the President of
the United States keeps Communist sugar from Castro's Cuba out
pf our country is in the Sugar Act. If the Sugar Act expires, even
or ; little while, there is nothing to prevent any foreign sugar, in-

cluding Cuban sugar, from coming into this country* immediately.
Castro would be able to divert shipments already at sea, now headed

to Communist China or Red Russia, and get them to our ports per-
haps in a few hours. Sugar ships now loading in Cuba would be
able to reach our ports this week. I am sure that the minions of the
Kremlin now ruling Havana are watching with intense intere to
Oee whatfthis committee does here today. -I Mr. Chairman, i will take only a moment more--to recapitulate.
Representatives of established sugar producing and refining indus-
tries cj this Nation have asked me to urge you to approve today, and
send to the Senate floor by tomorrow if possible, the bill before you-
1I.R. 5463-without change. A single amendment might necessitate a
conference between the House and Senate and passage again by both

-. - , s ,t t, thzat befo, e 101 t,,e expiration
hour of this act. The many complications mnvolvJ 'in developing
long-range sugar legislation, including full consideration of the as-pirations of new growers, will be explored fully later in this session,
and I firmly believe a long-range bill will be passed later this session.
Iut the welfare of our Nation makes it imperative that this temporary
bill-H.RI 5 3--b passed in tho few remaining h6utrs before mid-
night of March 31.
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That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. - I
The CHAitmLikN. Thank you very much, Senator Ellender.
(The letter previously referred to follows:)

WASHI OTON, D.C., Fcbruary 9, 1961.
Hon. HAROLD D. COOLEY,
Chairman, Gotninutce on Aprioulture,
House of Rcpresen-ative8, Wa1iingtoti, D.C.

DAR MR. CoeRssMrAN: This Is a confirmation of out telephone conservation
of last week.

All segments of tne ttomestic sugar industry will heartily support your efforts
promptly to obtain axi extension of the Sugar Act for a period up to 21 months.

The Industry believes, however, that a short term extension of the Sugar Act
should not delay an effort also to obtain long-range legislation at this session
of Congress. It Is our understanding that you concur In this view.

In the past, the industry has not felt qualified to pass upon any emergency
Presidential power affecting tie Dominican Republic which may be required in
any extension of the act; nor doesit now.

As you know the act expires on March 31 of this year. ,11 who know the
requirements of consumers of this country, whether by way of household pack-
age; or industrial products, know that the national sugar policy embodied in
the Sugar Act should be extended by law well before this IMarch 31 deadline.

We deeply appreciate the consideration which you and your colleagues on the
committee have given to the problems of our Industry.

Very sincerely yours,
For the Puerto Rican Sugar Producing Industry: Dudley Smith1 Vice

President, Association of Sugar Producers of Puerto Rico. 1or
the Uawaiian Sugar Producing Industry: Sanford L. Platt., Vice
President, Hawaiian Sugar Plasters' Arsociation. For the Lou-
isiana and Florida Sugar Producing Industry: Josiah Ferris,
Washington Represeiitative. For the U.S. Cane Sugar Refining
Industry: Irvin A. hoff, Executive Director, U.S. Cane Sugar
hcfilners' Association. For the Domestic Beet Sugar Producing
Induhtry; Loren S. Armbruster, Secretary, Farmers & Manu-
facterers Beet Sugar Ussociation, Saginaiw, Mich.; Bichard W,

lake, Executive Secretary, National Beet Growers Federation,
Greeley,, Colo.; Gordon Lyons, Executive Manager, California
Beet Growers Association, IYtd., Stockton, Calif.; E. W. Rising,
Executive Vice President, Western Sugar Beet Growers Asso-
ciation, Washington, D.C.; Merrill E. Shoup, President, Holly
Sugar Corp., Colorado Sprlngt, Colo.; A. E. Benning, Executive
Vice President and General Manager, Thd Amalgamated Sugar
Co., Ogden, Utah; Frank A. Kemp, President, The Oreat Western
Sugar Co., Denver, Colo.; Robert H. Shields, Preglident And Gen-
oral Counsel, U.S, Beet Sagur Association, Washington, D.O.

The CIfATRn 4,. We are honored to have Senator Milton Young
with us. Will you proceed ?

STATEMENT OF HOE. MILTON R. YOUNG, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA

Senator YO0.- Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of th
committee.

I appreciate appearing before this committee, and especially takingme6ut of order. • "'Mi. Chairman, . in o'de&'to conserve time, I will* S" thll a telegram

from the Red River Valley Beet Producer Assorntion bd 1aced in
t~e ~eor, s asktters from" rIr. 1 ) N ornAclk' ti ent of

the North 1)akta" T -i- 4 Dmy S4gtr Yteet Asocatloi R -.dMi f. .
Campbell, se.iietary 6f the lnnesota-bakti Sugir 1ket3 Nvelo-
ment Association.
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(The telegram and letters referred to follow:)
GRAND FORKS, N. DA x., March 23, 1961.

Senator MILTON YOUNO,
New Scnate Office B0ilding,
Washington, D.C,:
Red River Valley Beet Growers Association of North Dakota and Minnesota

want 21-month extension of Sugar Act passed as soon as possible. We are op-
posed to Idea that any State or area be given sp cial consideration of any kind.
However, If any should be given, we think we are entitled to considerat ion as we
have requests for 180,000 to 1i,000 acres from farmers Wh cp have laud pro.d
to be adopted to growing of sugar beets. Please present this to Finance Com-
mittee for their consideration.

R. T. ADAM s,
i. M. TsownmoE.

NORTH DAKOTA TRI-COUNTY Si'ONR BEFT AsSOCIATION,
Mayvilir, N. Dak'., March 23, 1961.

SENATE FI NANCE CoMMirrEE,
Washigton, D.C.

GENTLEMEN: In regard to the extension of the Sugar Act it is the feeling of
our members that if there is to be any special allotments given to any group or
area, under the short term Sugar Act, we request. that equal consideration be
given our North Dakota farmers.

The Tri-County Sugar Beet Association is composed of 529 farmers, who
would like to grow 58,305 acres of sugar beets. Our farms are located in the
heart of the Red River of the north on the North Dakota side. Our farmer
members are farming about 400,000 acres of land. If we could get beet acres
we would divert 58,000 acres to summer-fallow and 58,000 acres to sugar beets
each year,

In the case of barley of which North Dakota ranks first in bushels produced,
thiswould reduce our acreage of barley by 116,000 acres. The valley farmer in
our area averages 35 to 50 bushels per acre In yield.

As you can see, should our members become beet growers, in our case it would
reduce the production of barley by over 4 million bushels each year.

Sincerely yours,
E. N. DORNACKER, Presidcnt.

MINNBsOTA-DAKOTA SuOAR BEET DEVWLoPMENT ASSOCIATION,
March 24, 1961.

SENATE 'FINANCE Com miTrT,
Gave E. W. Rising,
Washingitint D.O'.

GENTLF.MEN: I am secretary of the Minne,;ota-Dakota Sugar Beet Development
Association, which represents eight sugar beet development groups, located in
the Red River Vallr, of Minnesota find North Dakota. These eight groups have
a current dues pay.ng membership of 1,501 and have requested 130,819 acres of
sugar beets.

Speaking for and on behalf of the membership of the Minnesota-Dakota Sugar
Beet Development Association, I request that if any new area is to receive
special consideration regarding the growing of sugar beets under the present
extension of the Sugar Act, that this area represented by the Minnesota-Dakota
Sugar, Beet Developmnent Association be given equal consideration.

Yours very truly,
C. J. CAMPBELL, Secrctary.

Senator YotTNo. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, in
this telegram our producers are asking for an additional acreage from
180,00 to 190,000 acres.

If the committee sees fit to 'wako additional acreage 'avaiiabit, I
rgspect~fly'request that the Ited River Valley of North Dakdt and
Minnesta receive its proporitionate share of any such increase.
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At the present time, over 98 percent of tbose farmers not having
sugar beet allotnients have organized sugar beet development associa-.
tions to promote the production of stigar beets in their respective

The Red River Valley of North Dakota and Minnesota is ideally
suited for sugar beet production. It. has large farms of fertile, level
land, f acilit ating large-scale mechanized production.

It. has adequate natural rainfall to provide the necessary moisture
for sugar lts.

Th i major crops of Red River. Valley, other than sugar beets, are,
primarily crops which are in surplus

This i.4 an area which, I daresay in the past, 5 years, has produced
an average wheat crop of 30 bushel's to the acre. It is also the principal
Iarley-pro(lucing area of the United States, and another crop which
is in surplus.

I would like to point this out.: In producing sugar beets in this area,
land must b summer fallowed, prepared a year before, so when you
have a hundred acres of sugar beets, you are actually taking 200 acres
out of production of another crop.

Sugar beet production in this area, is therefore, most desirable.
At the )resent time Red River Valley has approximately 1,200

growers of sugar beets, producing 103,500 acres. Fromoni the standpointof availability of suitable land this acreage could he tripled in the
next. 10 yeans, and farmers could increase; their sugar beet, acreage as
rapidly as processing facilities are made available.

Mr. C(.halrman, there is very little time left for reenactment, of the
Sugar Act before the expiration date.

I would be glad to support. a conunittee recommendation for a simple
21-month extension.1 hople, however, that the time will not be far off when greater
sugar allocations can be given to our domestic producers.

I think the Red River Valley Beet Producers Association of North
Dakota, ani other similar organizations in this area, as well as ether
areas, have made a good case for increased production.

Senator ANfwitso.. Could I make a comment on what Senator'
Young said?

Senator YouNo. Yes.'
Senator AzmEisow. Senator, you are suggesting, are' you not, that'

the Red River area in your State has 108,000 acres now?
Senator YoUNG. Yes 103,500 acres. '
Senator ANDWRSON. knd you think that could be tripled?
Senator YOUNG. Yes, many times more than that.
Senator ANDERSON. Do you believe, tlen, we should freeze it foi 21

months to put it through; two new seasons so that they could not pos-
sibly increase it , .h.l It, i btt"s beot A* eased in Mexic,, C&and AL X Pu, th';
Dominican Republic? Don't you believe that, farmers in Nolth
Dakota and Minnesota have some rights too?

Senator YoUNo. Yes, Senator, I would like to see our domestic pro-*
ducors given a better allocation.

Senator ANuDEsoN. Good.
Senator YouNo. If that is notpossible, then I would support the 21-

month extension. But I think we should start working in this direc-
tion.
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Senator ANDULSmO. I know how carefully and militantly and con-
st ntly you have supported the farmers of your State.
, 4Snator Youmr-. Thank you.
;Snator AN-DESoN. Particularly on Durum Wheat, where I (lid not

always agree with you, but you have done a fine job, Senator Young,
and I would be the very first one to admit it.

Now, the situation of the very able Senator from Louisiana is a
little different. The cane producers are not using all their acreage
right now or were not the last time I noticed so 21 months to them
does not mean a thing. But it means quite'a little to you and to your
farmers.

Senator BmXNrmr. May I ask a question: Do you -think between
now and Thursday night, considering the rules of the Senate, we can
rewrite the Sugar Act and get a bill through the House and take all
these very complex problems and solve them? Don't you think we
need-is not the real purpose of the extension, regardless of the num-
ber of months involved, to give us time to handle-this complex prob-lem?

Senator YOUNG. I am not nearly as familiar with the handlingof
the program as you and other members of this committee are. lut
I wanted to point out that I do believe that we should work as fast ag
we can toward giving domestic producers greater allocation, and if it
is not possible to do that now, I hope the time would not be far off,
I would therefore support an extension of the present act.

Senator AwNDuisoN. I would just like to remind Senator Young,
when we had this matter up in July of 1960, the House committee put
in a conference report this language:

As part of the understanding by the conferees, It was agreed that the con-
ference on the part of the House would undertake to pass a sugar bill and trans-
mit, such to the Senate on, the earliest possible date after the reconvening of
the House In August.

That was August of 1960.
We would not have had a conference report. It was close in the

Senate, and we had to-wrestle with it until early in the morning.
There were only three Senators from the Finance Committee pres-
ent, Senator Long of Louisiana, Senator Bennett, and myself, and
the only way we reached agreement was as the result of an absolute
ironclad, promise that something would be done by August of 1960.

Does the .Senator recal , anything :being done? We get this same
thing, I will say to the Senator, every time, 24 hours, 36 hours, at
the most, "You have got to do it now. It is too late now to fool withit."

This is exactly what is being said here.
"Do you think you can write a whole new- %U in 24 hours?" Every,

time. it is the'same story, because the House . uses to upset the situ-
ation.

The only way the Senato will ever get any good done for its people
is to fool the House on it one time.

Senator CuRTIs. Senator Young, yous with your longtime experi-
ence on the Committee on Agriculture, are you of theopinion that a
substantial increase, in' domestia'sugar production would- be; 4 good
thinr, g
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Senator Yobno. Yes. I can think of nothing that would help agri-
culture more in this country, and it would go a long way toward solv-
ing the surplus problem.

As I pointed out in my State in order to grow 1 acre of sugar beets,
you summer fallow tluj land a year, before, so the land, is idle for a
whole year. This means it takes 2 acres for 1 to produce sngar boots.

Senator Cutrris. Anid you would aXt agree that. to do that would
L in the best interests o L Cho total economy of the United States, con-
sidering our overall agricultural problems?

Senator YounG. Yes. I wa alaimed at, sometimes at, the uncer-
tainty of our supply of sugar from foreign countries.

Supposing we had trouble witl) Lathi American and South Ameri-
can countries ike we had trouble. with Cuba, our supply of sugar
would he in a precarious situation.

Senator CuR'ris. Well, entirely independent of that from the dollars
and cents standpoint, when we consider the low cost of the sugar to
the consumer over a period of years, as compared with other prices
and who we consider the burden on the Treasury for our overall
agricultural program, to have a just and fair increase of domestic
production of sugar would be in the interest of the general ewoimmy,
do you not believe?

Senator 17ou gc. Ce-rtainly. I think one of the big prollLi Coll-
tributing to our surplus trouble is our imports of agricultiral com-
modities which we ca easily produce 4hi us" country. . I

I realize that you have to import in order to export, but I do not
think we should be importing comnodities which for various reasons,
it is better to produce in this country. I certainly thiink we, should be
producing a higher percentage of our sugar needs in this-cotntry now
than we are.

Senator, CuaTIs. We are importing roughly 45 percent of our sugar
consumption, and that is Qxclusive of what we get from our offshore
possessions and territories; is that not true?

Senator YouNG. Yes; that is right; and sugar is made available to
the consumers of the United States at a reasonable price. , -

Senator Cuwns. Now, my next question does not call for an involve-
ment in what is the best procedure, and conflict with the House, or
anythifig of that sort. I do not want to minimize those problems, but
I am no,', trying to discuss them at this time.

Do you feel that a long-range program of orderly and gradual in-
crease of our domestic production should be undertaken as soon as
possible before additional foreign producers feel they have a vested
interest in our consumptive market here? Do you believe that?

Senator YouNo. Yes; I do, and this is the danger: If you give a
greater allocation to foreign countries, which you cannot maintain in
the future, we are causing ourselves some trouble, and probably some
enemies.

Senator Cuwris. Yes, If the are given something temporarily, if
that temporary period is extended too long,,and then it is elanged at
a later time, it may be regarded as an unfriendly act.

Senator Yourio. Yes; that is right.
Senator Cums. Yes. I think also that the first step-I see the dis-

tinguished chairman of the Foreign Relations Committeo here; I do
not want to solve all his problems-but I think one of the first things
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necessary in dealing among nations is that you winthe respect of other
people, and certaily if there was any other nation in the world that
had the agricultural problems that we have involving all of the bil-
lions of dollars, the billions it- does annually, and that other nation
happened to be importing 45 percent of a product that they could
produce more of, I am afraid that we would question them a little bit,
and we would not quite respect them as much as if they solved their
problmens a little better.

Senator YoUNO. Well, I have followed this situation quite closely
for years, and I do not know of a single foreign country when they
find'themselves with surplus farm products that do not impose some
kind of restrictions on imports, particularly from the United States,
and that includes our good neighbor to the North. Canada, as good a
neighbor as we have.

Senator Curris. Mr. Chairman, I (1o not wish to take f-urther time,
lut I ask unanimous consent at the close. of Senator Young's state-
ient that I may insert a statement in the record.

(The st-atement referred to will be found at the end of Senator
Young's statement.)

Senator YOTTNO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator FJulrJIwTOT. Mr. Chairman, may I ask him a question ?
The CIIAJtMAN. Senator Fulbright.
Senator Fuixnimoirr. The Senator from Nebraska raised the ques-

tion. As the Senator from North Dakota knows, I am very new on
this committee, and I know very little about this subject.

Senator YOUNU. You are far better than a green hand. If I may
use the expression?

Senator Funimaon. And he was asking about its effect on our
overall economy, and whether this would be a good thing.

Can you tell us how much have the sugar producers received in
direct subsidy since the Sugar Act has been in effect?

Senator YouNo. Are you asking me that question?
Senator Fl rnmnniw. Well, yes. You i, re an expert on this subjectt,

are you not?
Senator YoUWo. I do not have the figures on" hand. I suppose it

has run into a sizable amount, but there would be no need for any
subsidy whatever if American producers were given the same im-
port protection that the producers of other countries are given for
their farm commodities.-

This is a crop which needs no subsidy whatever if we would just
regulate the imports a bit.

enator FuLiImGIIT. You mean .ron could change the subsidy to
a high tariff? If you would put a high enough tariff on it it would
enable you to sell it. without a subsidy; is that what you mean?

Senator YOUNG. This is what other countries are doing. When
the price of flax or rye in Canada is up, and the price is down in
the unitedd States, we, can start shipping up there. After a-while they
impose an embargo on-our grains.

Senator FuunlIoHV. Senator, I do not know eilough, about it to
argue with you. I am trying to learn about our own situation here.

1s it a fact that we have paid a large aanount of direct subsidy to
the producers of beet sugar in this country ?
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Senator YOUNG. lell, almost every segment of our, agiculture
is now being subsidized in one form or another. This is so because
we permit these imports.

Senator FulnRwiuIIT. Senator, I am oitly asking you about sugar.
I am familiar with cotton. I know about that. I do not know about
sugar because wo do not grow any in my State, but do the sugar pro-
ducers receive a direct subsidy t

Senator YouNG G. That is correct.
Senator FULBTIOHT. Do you know about how much?
Senator YoUNG. No; I do not have the figures.
Senator FumniROHW. Is it in the neighborhood of $1 billion, $1.5

billion in the last 15, 20 years?
Senator Youxo. I have not gone into it., I am not a member of

this committee that, deals with the financial
Senator FULBmiOiiT. Does it run about $60 million, $75 million a

year?
Senator You-c.. That is about right.
Senator Fumlutmrr. How does it improve our overall economy, as

the Senator from Nebraska says, if this is the kind of crop we have
to subsidize to the tune of $60 million or $70 million a year?

Senator YoUNo. If we did not have this production here in the
United States, and you ran into a world shortage, we would be paying
throu..ci the nose to the tune of a much higher price, hut. because we
have ut lea:-. so1Ie l)i r(lucti,11 iii this country, it tends to make us a
little bit more independent of foreign imports.

Senator FULBIGtOHT. That is not true in coffee, is it? We do not
produce any coffee. Do you think on the same basis we ought to start
coffee production in this country?

Senator YouNo. It is not feasible.
Senator FULBnIOHT. Why isn't it? If you pay them enough it

would be.
Senator YOuwG. No, I do not think you could, no matter what

price you had.
Senator F mnRIoHT. You could grow bananas, could you not?
Senator Youxo. No.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I do not understand the argument that this

is good for ti overall economy. There may be other reasons for it.
If this is not ai economic crop that can be produced competitively,
then why is it good for the overall economy to subsidize it?

Senator YoUNG. Going back to. your argument there-
Senator FULBRIGIrr. I am not arguing; I am trying to find out what

are the facts.
Senator YOUNG. If we only wanted cheap commodities, they can

produce cotton cheap er in Mexico and in many countries in the world
than we can in the United States.

We could import all of our cotton supply. We could get all of our
sugar supply from other countries; we could get all of our wheat
supply from other countries which have greatly expanded their pror-
duction many of them with our help.

We have to maintain some semblance of a stable agriculture in this
Nation. Sugar is on'o of the best crops to produce.

Senator FULBRIG-T. Why does- not sugar have the same protection
that cotton and rice and tobacco have ? Why does it have a special
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aot aid come under that act' and not under the act governing the
same programs as other craps.

Senator YOUNG. Because sugar and wool areimport crops. We im-
port a sizable amount of our needs and, at times, they can W, produced
cheaper in foreign Countries. I suppose both sugar hnd wool could be
produced cheialr in other countries, and we could get all the supplies
we wanted. We could just wipe out fhis industry entirely if we only
wanted cheaper production.

Senator FULBIIGHT. You have that great a variation in prices of
sugar even under this act. Didn't it (o lip very high during the middle
forties to about 150 percent of )arity

Senator Youxo. Whenever we 1;ave to depend on a foreign market,
then tie price goes up, During wartime in the past we paid a pretty
high price for our sugar requirements.

Svai tor FrLBRIGOHT. We do in everything. But I mean the Sugar
Act does not stabilize the price. They go up and down anyway, don't
they' ?

Senator Y oUN.o. No: Sugar, the price of sugar, has been maintained
at a. very stable level for years.

Senator AnmsoN. Wou'd you permit. me just, a inuiteo?
Ile speaks of the high prices'in the 1940's. That is -.ihen we were not

under the Sugar Act,
Senator FULIIRIGHT. There was no Sugar Act?
Senator ANDERSONr. There was no Sugar Act in operation. It was

written in 1948.
Seniitor FULBRIMrr. It was rewritten, but I though there was an

act-
Senator ANDERSON. Not in operation.
Senator FULBUoHT. Not suspended?
Senator ANDFRSON. Don't give up on the coffee, either, because we

have some coffee in the Hawaiian Islands, and they are part of the
United States.

S eiattor F Utsii:1:. X1 tilereI i miUtth a, good thing hACA .% dcyv Jth

wet might grow it in- Arkansas if we go high enough?
Senator YouNG. Pardon me?
Senator FULBRI0HT. Do you think we could grow sugar in Arkansas

if the subsidy was high enough?
Senator YOUNG. I suppose we could, if it was high enough. But we

would not want to produce it if it was in areas ieconomical.
Senator FULBIIIGHIT. WhIrat is your concel)t of being economical ?
Senator YOUNG. If w produce at a reasonable price, and I think we

are producing sugar at a reasonable price in the present areas of the
United States where it is being produced.

Senator FULBRIGHT. You believe that?
Spnitor Yor-n¢i. Yes.
Senator FULBRIGHT. What. is the price of sugar now in North

Dakota.'?
Senator YOUNG. There has been some variation, but for 10 years-I

do not have the figures.
Senator FULBUIGHT. Will this add to employment, do you think,

if you increase the production ?
Senator YOUNG. It would greatly increase it, and not only because

it requires a considerable amount of labor and expensive machinery--
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a beet topper and loader Costs about $15,000, aid they only la1t 2 or3
ye a rs,

Senator FULIAIGUT. That ib J11.
Tim0 CHAIRMAN. Any further questions?
Senator YoUNo. Tlnk you, Mr. Chairman.
The Clal A. Thank you ver'y much, Senator Young.
The tatenwnt by Se*atpr Carl T. Curtis will be ijiserted in the

record at this point, as previously agreed.
(Tho statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF SENATOR CAnri T. CUUTIS ON EXTENSION OF THE SUGAR ACT

For several years we have temlorlzed by extending the Sugar Act for short
periods of time to meet expiration- deadlInes. In oo doing, we have failed to go
to the root of many problems facing the dowtsotic sugar industry.

We are in a perlo( of time in which offshore production Is no longer para-
mount in furnishing sugar needed for domestic consumption. At the same tiwe
we must take note of the fact that the domestic capacity can and should be
Increased to meet our evergrowing consumption of sugar. We know well that
increase in sugar consumption is i direct proportion to increase tit population.

A year ago I nmde a survey in Nebraska and determined that many farmers
who now produce sugar beets would like to increase their acreage. Also, many
counties which have either surface or pump irrigatioa can well raise sugar
beetsand should be afforded acreage allotments. Some of these counties hAve,
through appropriate channels, petitioned for an allotment of sugar beet acreage.

It does not seem prudent to me that we should deny domestic producers op-
portunity to share in this ever-expanding market. We must increase production
and relining capacity gradually so that farmers can benefit from this orderly
development. It is my understanding that refining capacity In the beet area can
now process between 10 and 15 percent more beets than were processed last year.
It is my hope that, in Nebraska, we can increased sugar beet acreage by; W
.percent over the next 5 or 6 years and increase relining capacity in like manner.
Again, there is no supportable reason for relying on offshore production for 50
percent of our domestic requirements. The total farm problem today requires
that we make every effort to seek solutions wherever they are afforded. In-
crease in the production of sugar beets will not, of course, solve the total prob-
lem, but it will provide economic benefits for farmers and any acreage planted
to sugar beets will surely avoid the growing oftany crons which aro now in
surplus.

Mr., Chairman, in order that your committee might have a picture of the
situation as it exists in Nebra-ka, I want to recite some facts that I found after
making a survey of my own. I contacted the most authoritative source in a
few counties right around my home area in Nebraska. I give you these figures
not representing the total picture for Nebraska, but rather as samples.

I live in south-central Nebraska in the county of Kearney. That county has
approximately 80,000 acres of land under irrigation, 45,000 of which is pump
irrigation and the balance under the tricounty district. Kearney County had
only 1,100 acres of beets last year. This 1,100 acres was divided between 27
growers. My survey indicates that a great number of farmers have asked for
an allocation and that the county could handle several hundred more acres
of beets.,

Buffalo County, which neighbors my county on the north, has 1,800 acres of
beets. In this county, also, sugar beets are a very desirable crop Each yVar
farmers who have never grown sugar beets are asking for an allotment and the
present growers want an Increase in acreage, Buffalo County has 115,000 acres
of irrigated land, most of which is pump irrigation. The need for increased
sugar beet acreage is great. i - . .

Phelps County is now growing about 810 acres of sugar beets. Beets are well
adapted to that area. I have received a report that the county could well use
an allotment anywhere from 2,500 to 4,000 acres. Phelps County has 100,000
acres of irrigated land provided by the tricotmnty and 470 irrigation wells.

Furnas County reports to me that they have only 230 acres of mgar beets;
it is a desirable crop and they could well use an allotment of about six times
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,that amount. They have 30,000 acres under irrigation, approximately one-halt
of which is pump irrigation provided by 290 deep wells.

Franklin County produces no sugar beets at the present time. Reports indicate
that It would be a desirable crop. The county has 28,000 acres under irrigation
and it would like a sugar beet allotment up to 8,000 acres at the present time.

Webster County is another county without sugaX beet acreage allotmenL
They ha.vo abeut 15,00 acres under irrgat!0n. A VeAt mapy farmerlipa Web-
ster County would' like to raise'sugar bt s. More than 20 made application
foO allotments for 1960, but none was available; The area i suited to the pro-
duction of sugar beets and they. would like to start with an acreage of at least
2,000 acres.

Nuckolls County has shown a great Interest in a sugar beet program. The
Republican Valley is irrigated from the Bostwick District, and sugar beet acre-
age is greatly needed to round out their economy. I have received a great deal
of supporting material from Nuckolls County.

Last year Hamilton County only had 13 farmers with a sugar beet acreage
who grew over 700 acres of beets. Local people report to me that sugar beets
are a desirable crop for the county. The county has 123,000 acres under irriga-
tion, all of it being pump irrigation. At least one-third of this irrigated land
could be used for the production of beets. Two years ago, 18 farmers asked for
sugar beet allotments, but only 13 requests were granted.

In Thayer County there are 34,000 acres under irrigation. Farmers are
becoming Interested In sugar beet production and some have asked for an allot-
inent,.but there has been none. There is no sugar beet production in that county.

-At this time it is estimAted they could profitably use an allocation of 800 acres.
-Dawson County has approximately 000,000 acres of land under Irrigation.

This is provided by 2,800 irrigation wells and 70 miles of main canal bringing
water from the Platte. Their sugar beet allocation for 1960 was only 2,200
acres. It was reported to ine tiat more farmers are asking for acreage and
that those who have a sugar eet acreage are seeking an increase. Dawson
County could well use a sugar beet acreage allotment betwTen 10,000 and
20,)00 acres.

Considerable interest exists in Red Willow Counilty for increased sugar. beet
acreage. The allotment for 1960 was a little over 150 acres. Sugar beets are
regarded as a desirable crop for the area. Red Willow County has 21,000 acres
under irrigation and at the conclusion of reclamation projects underway in the
area they will have an additional 22,000 acres. They could use an increase In
sugar beet production up to 2,000 acres instead of the 150 acres they now have.

I have been informed that Adams County produces about 100 acres of sugar
beets. This production Is carried on by two farmers. An estimate was received
that Indicated that Adams County could use a sugar beet allocation of 3,000

-acres. They have almost 58,000 acres under irrigation, 56,000. of which is from
rn__mplrrigationh Farmers are'asking;rfor an acreage Allotment;

t'%V f ac hsivp hpen gathered from a limited number of counties. There
are many more counties in the State where sugar beet acreage is needed srtd
being requested.

At the present time the U.S. annual consumption of sugar Is about 9.5 million
tons. Only 55 percent of this is produced -within the United States, including
Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. Many foreign countries who share
in our sugar, market are seeking an increase. Other foreign countries are lobby-
ing for a s-ugar quota from the United; States.,

Nebraska should have more sugar beet acreage. It will add to the income of
our farmers and to our economy generally. It will lessen the production of crops
of which we have an oversupply. It just does not make sense when we are beset
with low farm income and many agricultural problems for this country not to
produce a greater portion of our sugar needs. Allocations to domestic producers
of sugLr should be increased. The foreign allocations should not be increased
either in volume or by adding new countries as suppliers.

A long-range SKigar Act providing for -an increasela .. i.'"..ic ..- .ij UC n 1A shXol-
be passed by this Congress.

The CHAiOYMtAN. The Chair has been requested to insert in he record
a statement ind enclosure from Senator Waurren G. Magnuson. of the
State of Wsshington; a letter f rbm Senator Frank E. Moss of Utah;
a joint statement from Congressmen Odin Langen of Minnesota, Don
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L. Short of North Dakotai tind Hjalmar Nygaard of North Dakota.
(The documents referred to follow:)

STATEMENT ON H.R. M&.3, EXTENSION OF THE SUGAR ACT, BY SENATOR WARREN G.
MAGNUSON

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I have appeared before you
on numerous occasions toturge a provision ni the Sugar Act for new growers--a
irwtision, hat would let more farmers into the sugar beet buinoss, Likewise,
I have submitted to you on at least three occassions amendments to the act
aimed at accomplishing this objective. These continued efforts have resulted
in some recognition of the so-called new grower problem but there are still
many farmers, particularly in irrigated areas like the great Columbia Basin,
who would like to produce these cash crops.

I submit for the record three telegrams I received this week from parties
at Interest, in the State of Washington: Earl S. Gregory, secretary-treasurer
of the Quincy Columbia Beet Growers Association, Inc.; W. B. Tarver, secre-
tary, Quincy Valley Chamber of Commerce; and Lorin W. Markham, general
manager of the Spokane Chamber of Commerce. Also enclosed for the record
is a certified copy of a resolution adopted by the Washington State House of
Representatives.

Mr. Chairman, I realize that your committee faces a very difficult decision.
The Sugar Act expires March 31.. Unless it is'extended, great harm might be
done to farmers currently engaged in producing sugar beets anid even to con-
sumers of this country. If the act expires, there will be no authority to make
benefit payments to over 1,000 farmers in the State of Washington, currently
engaged In farming almost ,0,000 acres of beets.

You will note that my constituents recognize these facts and hence have
gone on record for a 9-inonth rather than a 21-month extension of the Sugar
Act. They take this position out of deep concern that a 21-month extension
will put less pressure on the Congress and the industry to enact long-term
legislation at this Ist session of the 87th Congress.

Your committee will have to decide. whether there Is time .between now and
March 31 to put a bill through fhe Senate Which amends the House vertion-then
hold a conference-and still achieve an extension before the Easter recess. If
you decide this question in the negative, then I strongly urge that you and your
committee use your great influence to insure that long-term legislation is en-
acted before we adjourn.

Senator Jackson joins me in this statement.

lion. Senator WARMN G. MA6o6oS, Q

Washington, D.C.:
Strongly urge you resist House version of Su-,ar Act extension. We want

only 9-month -extension making mandatory 4- or 5-year Sugar Act legislation
during this session with language provided to allow factory coristruclion on new
areas where farmers want,to grow sugar beets. Not sensible to continuc alloting
sugar quotas to foreign countries when our own farmers are pleading- for a
chance to grow beets.

QUINcY CAL)UMI TA Br-r Gnowujs
ASSOCIATION, INC.

EhAR., S. GRrXJORY,* 8{cretary-Trca~surcr,

. i QYNVCT,, WASIt., March 24, 1961.1e,,-- Senlato ,vlk u ,"
Washington, D.C,.:-. .""'"

Strongly urge you support only 9-month extension OK 1ug'tr Act making
mandatory 4- or 5-year Sugar Act legislation during this session with language
provided to allow factory construction in new area where. farmers want to grow
sugar beets. Not sensible to continue allowing sugar quotas to foreign countries
when our own farmers are pleading for a chance to grow beets.

QUINCY VALLEY CHAMBER CF COMMERCE,
W. B. TARVFR Secretary.
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'Skgozz#, WAs., A arh 4, 861:
Senator WkuFN (1. MAoNUsox,
Spale Offloe Ballding,WakMugo& D.C.:

A great need exists for Increased ougj beet acreage in Washington State,
espielally In the Columbia Basin. Other Western States have like need. To

-permit thig increase and ncondertdt, of, ed torie,imperativetlmt Sugar
Act' exteasion now belug coniderod ibybenat* be.limited to -9 months. Such
aettoti *111 permit pmsage later in the sMsiom of 4. or is-year legislation giving
increased sugar quotas to new growers On Irrigation projects. , Please support the
9-montreiteenstom Will phone you later.

LomN W, M&IuHAv, Oetteral Manager.

o10usS OF UMN"•E=ATJVk-8,8TATF;, OV WASULNUJTO. ,
Ott,"rpia, Maroh 25, 1961L

Ho. WAU19ZN G. MAGNUSON,
U.S. f/enamor,
Senate Offlice Building,
Waah&s#jto^s D.O.
Dm SRNATon MAwliusoN: I have the honor to transmit to you a certified copy

of a ,rsolutlon adopted by the house of .representatives on Mtrch 23, 1961,
requesting an extension of the Sugar Miarketing Act now, pending before the.

Very respectfully yours,
S. R. HowoomB, ChW f erk.

IN TIE LmISLATUIW OF T11- fTArILg OF WASHINUTON

HOUSE OF RIXULRFNTATIVES

' .oLuTZq'$ BY'PE,8'E.$TATVE8 'SID, 1ANAOA. AND RICHARD "DIoK'" C, ECIL.

Whereas only about one-third of the sugar consumed in the United States is
produced within the United States; and

Whereas recent political disturbances In foreign countries threaten a future
stable supply of sugar for the U.S. consumers; and

Whereas many thousands of acres of the highest beet producing land In the
United States are available in eastern Washington for the production of sugar
beets along with a strong desire by the farmers in this area to engage in the-
production of additional sugar beets; and

Vhereas the builditig of additional sugar factories will contribute greatly to
the development of new reclamation areas'not only In Washington but through--
out the other Western States, will add millions of dollars of'Increased'business.
volume, will cause increased employment, and will increase the value and
amount of taxable property It this* State; And

Whereas, the limitation upon increased sugar production in this State is the-
lack of sugar manufacturing capacity; and

Whereas the' present proposed 21-month extension of the- Sugar, Act now
before. the U.S. Senate will, not 'enable, sugar companies' to rnak6 the large
investments required for the building of sugar factories because it gives no-
assurance to any company that it could retain sugar beet acreage for a long
enough period to justify stich a capital investment: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That we, the House of Representatives of the State of Washington,.
urge that U.S. Senators Warren G. Magnuson and Henry M. Jackson and the
U.S. Senators from Texas and New Mexico do everything possible to provide
for a 9-month extensin of the Sugar Act, with provision for a special sugar
marketing allotment'to any company willing to build a sugar plant,' and with
the nei.rSta_,dng that. dnring Ruch 9-month period a new *Spgar Act will be-
enacted that will'provide a larger share of the U.S market for U.S. producers'
and sugar companies to enable them to make the necessary expansion in this:
Industry; be it further
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RPetsldv, That eojsoo of thtl tesoltion be transmitted to Senators Warren
0. Magnuson tind Mary M, Jatkson.I bereby certi th is to be a trmte aid oorrect copy of resoltion adopted by.
the House of Repreemeitatve MaNrh 28, 1961. S. R. HOWOM ,

Ohie lert*, House of Ropremota ves.

U.S. SENATEo
fQj9Mui1T 4 N INK Uo5 AND 1?1 8UA Avr.&i&fs,

, March P,7, 1961.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Fiatow Qottnttoe,
Washington, D.C.

DERa HARuy: I understand the Finance Committee will consider this morning
H.R. 543, t0e bill the Rouse of Representatives has already passed to amend
and extend the Sugar Act of 1918 for 18 months.

The national sugar policy as embodied in the Sugar Act has ben eminently
successful. The present bill has the complete support of all segments of the
domestic Sugar industry. 'I am confident that the members of your committee
*will act SwIftly on the measure so it may be brought to the Senate floor for
action before the act expires at midnight on March 31. Should the act not be
extended by that date chaos would prevail in the sugar markets of America
and the world.
I was recently in Utah where I addressed the Cache County Beet Growers'

Association at SmItlfleld; Mtah. I found' there considerable anxiety among
growers as to What the future holdS for' the sugar beet industry. As soon as
the measure t¢J u porar ezeidttmg1e sugar law Ig passed by the Congress I ain
S6nflnlednt thati representatives $ the suga'' beet tnIdustrk Will be Willing to meet

with their competitors in the cane sugar 'business, Including the sugarcane
refiners, to reconcile'the differences among themselves, and'together with their
friends in Congress and in the executive branch of the Government work out
legislation that Is acceptable to all. I ain confident also that these proposals
will recognize the world problems with which sugar has become so inextricably
Involved in the past few years.

FRANK B. Moss.

JOINT STATEMENT Ot 146N. ODIN TANoEw, MIwNESOTA, HON. DON L. SHORT, NORTH,
DAKOTA, AND 1How. Ha.MAa NVIOAAnD, NOTu DAKOTA, ON TIE EXTENSION OF
THE 3uoAR AcT

We- sincerely question tht wisdom of extending the present Sugar Act for-
another 21 month&- We do , hecanse of the need, fo- revisitn Oa i thelaw to
allow for greater participation on th part *t danue growers inproducinzg, the
-tvUtr requiremeniaefi igs Natiom- This uneed uaso en axpre-esodter U MPut,

beets, and by the fact that we have very substantial evidence of their ability
to do so. In our own Red River Valley area of northwestern Minnesota and

-eastern North Dakota, for many years farmers not presently growing beets have
been making applications for beet allotments without success. The present beet
lndjitry which we do have in our area is ample proof of the feasibility of grow-
ing aid processing beets in this area.

In the light of the great domestic potential and the need for putting it into
-operation in terms of a longer-term revision of the Sugar Act, a 21-month exten-
sion seems an unnecessary delay. If the law is extended for 21 months, it would
be 3 years before domestic growers could be given any real consideration, and
I believe that present sugar producers and potential producers should be per-
mitted a fair share of U.S. sugar needs as soon as possible. Surely we have
ample time in the remainder of this session to arrive at 9t revised act which
wl&l altoV uru dotUv0Ltc Produers tA p rti-ipate in fuluning a greater share of
the sugar market. Therefore, a 9-month extension Nould seem to be very ample.
And in addition, if such a decision could not be reached this session, it would
'be extremely simple to add another extension later. I believe our domestic
producers deserve at least this opportunity to present their case.
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Another undesirable aspect of extending. the present act for 21, mpiiths is that
it will tend to set a precedent for buying sugar fomt.foreiga countries who wll,
bei dissitisfted if a part or all, of their American temporary market has to he
revised. This would be much less of a problem under a 9-month "xtenslou.

To provide thd committee with a brief picture of the interest in the Red River
Valley area in an ,opportutilty to expand sugar beet production, we offer the
following excerpt from a study prepared by B. E. Youngquist, superintendent
of the Northwest Agriculture Experiment Station of Crookston, Minn.:

GENERAL COMMENTS BY TIE SUPMBINTENDENT OF TaE NORTHWEST EXPERIMENT
STATION, CROOKSTON, MINN.

1. The farmers included in the 10 sugar beet development assoc actions do not.
represent all farmers who have suitable soil and financial capability to raise
sugar beets in the RIed River Valley.

II. There are a number of reasons why the Red River Valley in general is
well suited to the production of sugar beets.

I. The large farms averaging, well over, 490 acres of fertile level land,
facilitates large-scale mechanize d'productiofn,.

2. The major crops of the Red River V Alley which compete with, sugar-
beets are those which are already in surplus production; therefore, the
sugar beets, among other cultivated crops, are particularly welcome to help
relieve the surplus problem.

3. The producer of sugar beets in the Red River Valley can compete suc-
cessfully from the standpoint of his cost of production with farmers any-
where in the U.S.A. domestic beet production areas. Natural rainfall pro-
vides Water year after year. Farpiland is lower priced than other areas of
similar fertility in the United States of Anmerica.

4. The. sugar beet crop has experlenced ver7 little disease problems under
the cool climatic conditions which exist.

1I1. Currently, there are about 1,200 growers of sugar beets who produced
roughly 103,500 acres of beets in the Red River Valtey this past season. This
acreage could be tripled in the next decade from the standpoint of the avail-
ability of suitable land and the actual capacity of farmers to take on additional
acres. The farmers can increase sugar beet acreage Just as fast as processing
facilities can be made available. For the longer pull, as one studies the amount
of Fargo-13eardqn Association soils in the entire Red River Valley, ft is reason-
able to' conclude that 500,000 acres could be brought into production.

IV. To summarize: The culture of the sugar beet fits unusually well with
much of the soil type, with the topography, with the climate, and with the
type of agriculture found in the Red River Valley. These facts, along with a
commendable record of producing sugar beets to date, are reasonable assurance
that farmers would be inclined to stay with the sugar beet crop for the long
pull ahead. As one examines all of the factors, it is linot out of order to point
out that the, Red Rfvier Valley should be among the very top of those areas in.
the United States to receive first atteutionwhen ittcomea to increasingproeting,
facilities so that more acres of sugar, beeti' may be produCed in, this favorable
area. The fariners ara ready to r'ride addtionl acres of sagar beets as fast
His Ist igr uziti-calm ty is avauumr.
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Sugar Beet Development Association, Red River
Jan. 1, 1961
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Valley, N. Dak. and Minn.,

Name of sugar I*et development Date or- Number of Acres of sugar
asso'Ciation Nameandaddressof president ganimd paid members beets desired, :ann. 16, 196)

Marshall County Sufar Beet De-velopment Arwitstion.
Pembina County Stwar Beet De-

velopment, Association.
Wahh County Sugar Beet Devel-

opment Association. -
Kittson County Sugar Beet Devel-

opment Aroclation.
Minnesota-Dakota 3lugr Beet

Development Assoiation.
Southerta Red River Valley Beet

Dev,,opment Assot!atlon.
Rzonu County Sugar Beet De-

velopment Association.
TO4Co tts Sugar Beet DWvelop-

ment Asaociation.
Trt-County Sugar Beet Awocia-

tlon, Mayville, N. Dak.
Mid-Valley Beet Development

Association.

Total ........................

William Roberton, Argyle,
Minn.

Floyd Grene, St. Thomas,N.D

Arnet I inlander, Drayton,
N. Dak .

Vern lHolmq'uist rural
route, 1lalloek, Minn.

Byron Ilanson, IHallock,
Minn.

leo Yaggl, Dreckenuidge,
M inn.

Iliding Orahn, rural route,RoWaII, Minn.
flavsy Orn, nital rott 3,

Thk.f River Frlis Minn.
Ed Dornocker, Mayville,

N. Dak.
R. (. Canning, Ilendrum,

Miun.

1948

1948

1948

1948
1941

1953
1055

log5

low

110

94

86

119

6)

159

516

365

2, 116

1(, 00

s. 4,0

12,070

17,140

25,401

82,000

187,319

I Not listed here as these members are already included in county associations.
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Soiiat o: AwinDsoiq. Mr. Chairman, do you have a statement. from
Congressman Walter H. Rogers of 'Iexas, and Congessman Thomas
G. Morris of New Mexico? .

The CHAMMAN. I have tli(*e statements. I now submit them for
the record.

There are more statements to be put in: A statement from Oongress-
woman Catherine May of the Fourth District of Washington; and a
statement from Senator Clinton P. Anderson.

(The documents referred to follow:)

SI'ATHMDT oF1 i. WAEm F]. R o as, BhlIE or OoNoaiRs6, 18TH CONOREBsSONAL
DiSTRIoT oF TEXAS, ON H.R. 5403

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am honored to appear before
you to testify for a limited extension of the Sugar Act of 1948 as amended. The
district that I represent Is the 18th Congressional District of Texas, commonly
referred to as the Panhandle of Texas. This area Is one of the finest sugar beet
areas In the United States; During the time that acreage allocationm were in
effect, the entire State of Texas had slightly over 1,W0O acres. You can readily
hee the dilemma with which we were faced. Under recent estimates, I am ad-
vised that between 3J0,(0O and 40,000 acres are necessary to sustain a sugar will.
It is true that there are no present acreage allocations. It is also true that our
farmers are free to grow as many sugar beets as they desire. This statement
has been made by Menibers of the House of Representatives without full ex-
planation. Without explanation, the statent Is grossly misleading. The fnllacy
lies in the fact that there would be no market for tie sugar beets grown at the
present time, the reason being that there is no sugar mill to. process the beets
in that area and, hence, no one would purchasethem. Lt would be Ixpossible to
erect a sugar mill at this time without proper legislation first being passed. It is
my understanding that a -sugar mill would cost from $14 to $15 million, which is
an Investment that would hardly be made by any Individual or group without
some assurance of a possibility of recovery. The low history of our general area
and the possibility that acreage allotments could be reinstated does not make a
very inviting picture to potential investors. These facts constituted Kome of the
reasons for our insistence in 1960 that permaintet legislation adopted as soon
as possible to provide needed stability in the sugar program iii thin country. You
will all recall the heated controversy that surrounded the extension of the Sugar
At inthe last days of the 86th Congress. In fact, we stayed in session all night
trying to reach agreement as to future activities on this subject. Agreement
was finally reached by the conference committee on the night of July 5, and a
conference report was adopted by both Houses of the Congress.

The last paragraph of this conference report read As folf-,,.
"As part of the under-tandhig reached by the conferees. it was agreed that

the conferees on the part of the House would. undertake to pass a sugar bill
and transmit same to the Senate on the earliest possible date after, the recon-
venig of-the ffo~ipp in Aiugn-st.

It was the understanding of those of us in the Congress that this was an hon-
orable and binding agreement and we ,told our people that such agreement was
made in order to provide an orderly procedure. and aesured them that the faith
would be:kept and that early action would be had on permanent sugar legislation.
I did warn my people that there was a possibility that legislation might not be
completed In 1960, but that other Members of the Congre." had assured methat
every effort would be made to complete the legislation early In 1961. It was ue
to this situation that the March 31, 1961, date ,was ,agreed upon as the termi-
nation date. To my .utter surprise, the type of 'sugar legislation to which we
were addressing ourselves in that agreement was not taken up nor acted upon
in August of 1960. It is true that a bill was sent to the Senate, but it did not
treat the inequities of which we had complained earlier and did not purport to
solve any of the problems faced by domestic beet producers In the general area
of the Southwest. Hence, I take the position that this act was nothing more'han it" #,- t h4% ".... - -a &. &U,.. -- W A. .2, _

,ll rv toh re ta"t, ..a, been made. I WoVUd O iUiXht r add that
no action was taken -in the early days of this ssion of Congress other than to
obtain extension of the act for an additional 21 months And -I poInt out In this
regard, that if the 21 months extension is granted, it will amount to the full
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3-year extension which was advocvited In the lait Congress but which was
eped. in tle act that was passed In July 1960, which granted an extension oulY

to Mardi 31, 1961. In other words, the proponents of continued full' Importa.tion
of sugar from the foreign, countries of 45 percent of our Augar needs," and th4
"ibsolute'denial to the American farmer, of the right, (o participate further in
providing domestic sugar demands, will have been accomplished piecemeal. The
result will be the same as If we had yielded last July and given the.e people a
3-year extension of the Sugar Act.. All the American farmer seeks is fair treatment in accord with the standards
employed by other segments of the economy. He desires the right to produce
a fair share of our domestic sugar needs. We all realize tbeneed for foreign
trade, btit we likewise appreciate the fact that this country must not permit
itself to become dependent upon foreign nations for sugar,to the e~tent. that we
cannot quickly build up our production capacity to meet our needs If the circum-
stances require it. We must not run the risk of another period of rationing and
scarcities with which we were faced In World War II. Certainly, the American
farmer is entitled to produce a reasonable part of our domestic needs.

At the present time, our domestic consumption is slightly above 9 million tons
raw value. Of this amount domestic producers provide approximately 55 percent
(this includes Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands). The remaining 45
percent Is furnished by foreign countries, both quota and nonquota. The Cubn
quota was equal to approximately 30 ,percent of our domestic needs. This
aoproximated about two-thirds of our imported sugar or approximately 3 million
tons. The figures on sugar seen) to be very complex for some reason, but It is
admitted that Cuba has been selling us between 3 million and 3,250,000 toils
including raw and direct consumption. In any event, this 3 million tons of sugar
that is not being sold to us by Cuba because of the attitude of that government
and the cessation of relations between these two countries must be purchased
from other foreign countries. This means that the American farmer is being
'dented the-right to produce so much as 1 pound of the sugar tormerly sold to
this countryby Cuba.

If the Sugar Act is extended for 21 months, it will mean that. this sugar will
be produced by foreign countries who have heretofore furnished less than one-
half of that amount. If this privilege or right is vested in these foreign coun-
tries for 21 months, it will, no doubt, In the minds of those countries, ripen into
an absolute right and there will be little, if any. chance to recover it or any
part of it for the American farmer or for use in future dealings with Cuba un-
less we are willing to run the risk of offending some of these foreign countries
and providing them with an excuse to move over into the Communist camp..

We realize that there is a need for a reasonable extension of the Sugar Act.
This is due to developments and circumstances that have lengthened our supply
line. We are told by the Sugar Division of this Government that the supply
line from Cuba was 6 days; that when relations between these countries were
severed, our supply line shifted to the Philippines which is a 6 weeks' supply
line: that in order to provide a balanced and uninterrupted flow of sugar; it
was necessary that the act be extended beyond March 31, 1961, so that the sugar
market would not be upset pending the adoption of permanent legislation by
the Congres. Accepting these statements at face value, we do agree that a
reasonable extension is necessary. Whether or not this extension should be
for 3 months, 4 months, or 9 months, we do not desire to& argue. However, we
do insist that the extension should not be beyond this calendar year. Hence, we
contend that any extension granted should be for not more than 9 months.
People of this country and their duly elected Representatives in the Congress
have the right to rely upon the commitment- made In the last Congress and to
expect permanent legislation to be adopted this year in the absence of unfore-
seen national or international difficulties.

I would point out that the Director of the, Sugar Division of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture has furnished me with the names of the continental refiners,
the Importers, and the sugar beet processors. The importers are only 12 in
number. The continental refiners are 15 In number. In this connection I would
point out that all offshore sugar is cane sugar. Hence, there is no direct con-
nection between the beet processors and foreign or offshore sugAr. There are 15
bet pro-essors., 5 of ,wh Ih am loated in Clorado.

According to information furnished me by the Sugar Division, they indicate
that beet sugar production Is about 2.45 tons per acre. Hence, 500,000 tons of
raw sugar would require approximately 200,000 acres. This would mean ap-
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proximately five sugar mills In this country at an average cost of around $12
million, or a total of $WtM million.

We fet- that early attention should be directed toward a correction of the
discrimination that has Ieen practiced against the American farmer, both cane
and beet, insofar as the ratio of domestic and foreign sugar is cx)neerned.

We are daily confronted with the argument that this country Is suffering from
unemployment. We are dally. confronted with the argument that the farm
programs are ziot good because of tremendous surpluses of the crops which the
farmers car produce. We are daily confronted with the story that the outflow
of gold front this country is most.serious.

I would also point out tq the members of this committee that much has been
said about the need to retain full control of the Cuban quot, so that further
purchases could be made from Cuba should the relJatlonshlp between our govern-
ments become reconciled to the installation of a new government in Cuba. I
,would hasten to say that the possibility of a change in the Cuban Government
would appear to be rather remote at this stage. However, it would seem to me
Ahat at least one-third of the Cuban quota couli be assigned to domestic pro-
ducers immediately. Should our hopes for better relations between the peoNple
of our Government and the people of Cuba who believe in freedom be realized,
the full tonnage allotted to domestic producers could be recovered by proper
application of the growth factor within less than 10 years.

Another point that should be noted is the fact that Castro is reputed to have
recently stated that he might consider paying for some of the properties which
'he confiscated from American investors. but if he should decide to do this, It
would be necessary for the United States to purchase sugar from him. This, In
my opinion, is nothing short of International blackmail. In fact, it goes further.
If such terms were ever agreed to by our Government, it would be tantamount
to requiring the American farmer to pay to Investors of this ountry the losses
they suffered in an assumed risk foreign ltivestment. Certainly, these Investors
fare eititl&d to be paid for the property that was stolen frdm them, but the

American farmer should not be penalized by the denial of the right to produce
,a greater amount of our domestic sugar needs in order to appease Castro or
any other foreign government.

I respectfully submit that a proper treatment of the sugar problem with
relation to permitting our own farmers to further participation in providing our
domesic needs could and wokild help all three of these problems: (1) It would
help stabilize the economy in these areas where sugar beets and cane can be
produced; (2) it would help solve the surplus farm products problem because
it would enable the farmer to plant nonsurplus crops (sugar beets) on land
now being used to produce surplus crops; (3) it would help to stem the outflow
of gold from this country.

We respectfully submit that this is a matter requiring immediate attention
and we sincerely hope that this committee will see fit to approve an extension of
not more than 9 months and that Its report 6n the matter will contain reference
to 'the need for speedy action in the adoption of permanent legislation.

STATEMENT OF CONORESSMAN THOMAS G. ORRISS OF NEW MExico, CONCERNINd
EXTENSION OF THE SUGAR ACT

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. thank you for this opportunity to
present for your consideration my support of a short e!_tension of the Sugar
Act and an iperease in the production of domestic sugar.

Last year the House managers in the conference report on legislation ex-
tending the Sugar Act, stated, "As part of the understanding reached by the
conferees, it was agreed that the conferees on the part of the House would
undertake to pass a sugar bill and transmit wame to the Senate on the earliest
possible date after the reconvening of the House in August." Assurance thus
was given to the American farmer that his right to grow sugar would be given
consideration: However, this opportunity has not come. It is my understanding
hearings will begin in May on permanent legislation. Then why must we have
this 21-month extension? Surely we can consider and !m.s. such permni nt
measures before the end of the year.

Mr, Chairman, If this 21-month extension is pit Into effect, then for all prac-
tical purposes, new domestic producers might as well forget about any acreage
until 1964. Our farmers, processors, and the domestic industry will have very
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little change to regain their rightful share of the market. Lawrence Myera6 Di-
rector of the Sugar Division of the Department of Agriculture, stated in an
addrwa on November 15, 1960, 'rhe fact remains, however, that when price-
premiumsi amount to as much as $150 million a year, vwstd'intereati are claimed
autoinatlcally. All the arguments in the book will be put forth by producers.
desiring to sell at such premium prieem Regardless of the wishes of either
Congress or the administrative agencies the vested interest arguments of new
suppliers will become stronger as the period of time they supply our market
increased"

What i| our answer when the countries which now are Importing the aus--
peuded gitota of Cuba acquire a *150 million a y. r vested Interest? What
will be our answer when the time comes for us to give that suspended quota
to someone else?, A short-ttne extension would emphasize to the present pro-
ducing areas that any reallocations they obtain are only of temporary nature
and give us sufficient time to pass permanent legislation for the betterment of
all concerned.

As was pointed out on the floor of the House last week, there is nothing that
will prevent any farmer from growing all of the sugar beets he wants to grow.
Allow me to say that this is only a part of the story. If the farmer is to grow
beets, he must sell them. Now, where can he sell?' We are told the old processing
plants are operating af full capacity and can take only a small increase In
production. No new plants have been built in' tlW past 5 years; Indeed, the
number of plants for the past several years has been steadily declining. Maybe
the answer t8 through constructing new processing plants. Permit me to quote
a paragraph from a letter I received from the Sugar Division, Department of
Agt'4vtliue ;" '" -"

"There is nothing in the act to prevent the construction of a new sugar beet
plant. However, it would require awurance that sufficient acreage was avail-
able t4'produce the beets needed to economically operate a plant. In addition,
if it 'would become necessary to repmpose 'sugar manieting allotments In the
sugar"beet area under provisions similar to thoseiW the present act, It would
be necessary that such processor have a marketing allotment in order to market
the sugar produced. Accordingly, the decision to erect a new plant could be
made only with assurance that such a plant would have adequate sugar beet
acreage and a sugar marketing allotment."

Then, how does one establish an assurance for sugar' beet acreage? Again
let me quote from. the Sugar Divlston, letter: "Section 302(b)"of the Sugar Act
provides that proportionate shaxrS for individual farms Will be 'determined by
taking into consideration the fact6ra 'pant prd'ductl6n' and "ability to produce'
(determined to mean demonstrated ability). For each of the crops4 of 1955.
through 1960, the national sugar beet acreage limitation was apportioned among
States on the basis of the acreage planted, to sugar beets during a period of years.
In each State, the acreage wati then distributed among old producers with rec-
ognition, of the same factors. A. small acreage within each State allocation
was set aside each year for use in establishing proportionate shares for new
producers." ...... .

Here are the figures for new producers in sugar beet areas for years 1955 and
1960:

Number of Acros Acres
requests requested establshed

1.71$ 58' 19 18.210
-- - - - - - - - -5338 189,442 -17,282,

Clearly then, a. new plant could not depend on such an allocation since we are
told that 20,000 acres would be a minimum amount needed to support a plant,
more than the total new producer allotment for the entire United States. In
other words, a new plant will not be built unless a stable supply of beets is avail-
able. The stable supply cannot be estabUshed unless the sugar beet can be
marketed, and the farmer cannot market. his commodity with a profit. unless- a
plant Is available to take his beets--a circle of impossibility for the new produc-
tion area. 'Private Industry will not build any- new plants until It has the assur-
ance that permanent acreage is available, when Testrictions are reimpoeed. In
order to give reasonable assurance of at least swAflcient acreage to guarantee tho
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investment in a plant, it should be stipulated In the law that allocations made to
new areas shall not be reduced below a minimum level required to utilize effl-
clently the proessilig plants developed, With such a provisioni, privatezliduattry
will build..With the suspension of Cuba's quota and the natural growth consumption,
something like 3.2 million tons of sugar is being reassigned. This reallocation
has prompted foreign requests for new and additional quotas ia the amount of
4 to 5 million tons. So one can tell that all wigar-producing areas outside of the
United States would like to share in this profitable commodity. To date, the
sugar needed to replace this reallocation has been obtained from foreign sellers
at the same price as prevailed for U.S.-quota sugars, except for the Dominican
Republic. These foreign suppliers have benefited from higher prices maintained
in the American market with a quota premium in rectvt years of $2 a hundred
and raw sugar compared with the "world freb market."

In contrast, where the domestic industry ,has been prevented from it(Teasing
its production, I am quoting below some facts and figures which point out how
-our Government has encouraged the expansion of sugar-producing areas outside
of this country. I do not want to imply that I am opposed to some of the invest-
ments that are being made to encourage production in these countries but I do
feel that our domestic producers should have at least an equal right to expand
and grow hi this important commodity.

KXPO1RT-IMPRT BANK

In 26 years, the Banik has issued 45 credits in the amount of $50,753,192 to
sugar production and processing:
Philippinem: Ecuador:

Nov. 22, 1957... $70,000 Feb. 17, 10,59 ......... 462, 000
Feb. 17, 196,9 --------- 42,949 Feb. 2, 1960 ----------- 58,000
Apr. 30, 1959 ---------- 202, 144 Nov. 18, 19 0---------- -32,500
Apr. 8, 1"60-. 12,142 Dec. 13, 160..... 14, 500
Aug. 25, 1900 ---------- 110,.736 Dec. ,20, 1960 .. 110, 000
Jan. 27, 1961 ----------- 167,000 Dec. 29, 1960____ .-... 118,000

Mexico: Dec. 29, 1960 ---------- 90,000
June 14, 1956 ---------- 32, 000 Argentina:
Feb. 14, 1957 ---------- 33,400 Feb. 23, 1956 ---------- 310,000
Apr. 3, 1958 ---------- 8,000,000 May 9, 1957 ----------- 97,000
Mar. 4, 190 ----------- 22,000 Mar. 31, 1960 --------- 1,787,000

Brazil: Aug. 12, 1960 ---------- 110,000
Oct, 9, 1957- ----------- 32, 100 Honduras:
Jan. 31, 1958 ----- ----- 83,500 Aug. 1, 1957 ---------- 1,000,000
Jan, 15, 1958 ---------- 33, 600 Peru:

Mar. 28, 1957 ---------- 731, 000
DEVELOPME1 LOAN FUND

Bolivia: 1059, $2,500,000; 1961, $1,750,000.
Haiti: Applications were considered and approved in 1960 for $8 million;

however,, this was canceled in 196. Another application has been received, in
February of this year for $3 million. , , I
+Guatemala: An application has been received for $5,592,000. This has been

referred to the Export.Import Bank.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION ADMINISTRATION

A large number of their loans are for general agriculture developments, and
actual figures of support for sugar programs were not supplied. However, the
following countreo have hao sugar developments of some sot. ilnvoYed iii their
programs..

Vietnam : Vnrious training programs front 1955-15..
Tunisia.: 1959,
Indonesia: Technical production, experimental plots 1959.
Iran: June 1952 until March 1i957, .$Wu0 to expand a plant. february 1953

until March 1953, $931,000; two plants,
Sudan: Survey In 1959.

.Taiwan,: Support to improve refIng equipment 1952-53, 1954 1955.,
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INTER-AMEWICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK

Bolivia in a $10 million global cxedit received $1,800,000 to Increase a sugar
processing plant by 50 percent.

Argentina has applied for a global credit of $8Q0,000 to be used in sugar
development.

Haiti has requested a global credit of $4 million and, if approved, part of the
money would go to double the production of an existing sugar plant.

Honduras has pre&iented an applicaton, part of which is to increase a sugar
plant daily capacity by 40 percent.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 3ECONSTRUCTION A)ND DEVEIOPUENT

The Bank has been making agriculture loans for several years, some of which
have gone Into sugar production. However, figures were not available showing
actual support of sugar.

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

Tanganyika: June 2, 1960, $2,800,000 for sugar development.
There Is no doubt you and many of our Oolleagues believe that our sugar-

producing areas should receive an opportunity to produce more sugar or establish
new production as well as participate In the reallocation of Cuba's quota on an
equal basis with those countries whb import sugar into the United States. We
have an opportunity to implement, the President's policy of developing New
Frontiers. These frontiers are'at our own back door where our prospective sugar
farmers have been denied the right to grow and sell sugar within their own
Nation to fulfill our domestic needs. We can add new jobs across: the Nation,
promote economic growth of our country, reduce the flow of gold f rom our Treas-
ury, and raise the farm incomewhich in-the words of our President, has declined
25 percent in the last decade.

I urge you to give these American farmers the chance they deserve, by reducing
the 21-month extension to not more than 9 months.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF HON. CATHERINE M AY REPRESENTATIVE, FOUTII DISTRICT OF
WASHINGTON, ON EXTENSION AND AMENDMENT OF THE SUGAR ACT

Mr. Chairman, it is gratifying that this committee, recognizing the need of
our domestic sugar beet growing industry for a greater share of our Nation's
sugar consumption, is conducting a hearing onthis vital matter.

It is indeed paradoxical that we have tle strong desire and ability to grow
and process this successful crop domestically, yet we'import nearly half of the
national supply from foreign sources. Oftentimes we grant these foreign sup-
pliers with quotas they are unable to meet, yet we heretofore have refused to
encourage new domestic growers.

As a member of the House Agrieulture Committee, I am well aware of the
difficulte1 involved In attempting to rewrite the Sugar Act to conform to tim
wishes of all segments of the sugar ,indutltry. OCertainly, as:Representative of
a district comprising both "old" and "new" growers, I am aware that the ol1
growers would not like to see a reduction of their quota to satisfy the needs.of
the new growers. But If the new areas can be granted their wish for a better
chance under the Sugar Act without damaging old areas, the two are agreed.

I support the view that this can be accomplishedi that it is possible to recon-
struct the act so that the changes will be detrimental to no one. I believe that
with true cooperation from the various -segments of the industry and the Con-
gress; -the proper fornhn!a will be forthcoming. "

I therefore belieVe that it is most necessaT at this tne, in order to pave the.
way for equitable provisions in long-term legislation in the future, that we do
not extend the act for periods longer than necessary to hold hearings adequate
to draft the proper legislation. I am opposed to a 21-month extension. Such
a long extension will merely invite delay to soluton 'of our problems.

Let me emphasize the reasons Ifeel it is necessary that enactment of the ex-
tension of the act be for precisely 9 months beyond March 31 of this year.

An extension for any period of time less than this would cause most serious.
administrative difficulties of the act. 'A et#Wngim n'excess oyf 9. months would
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run the risk of throwing consideration of term legislation over into the 2(1 session
of this Congress, or to a completely new C-olgrtess, and would increase the likeli-
iood or fti'rhei last minute decisions that have' plagued the Congress in (on-
sideration of sugar legislation during the last 2 years.

One other niftter giVes i ni great concern, a concern whilch I am sure is shared
by this committee and all of Congress, the sugar industry, and the American
public. This lsthe immediate and disasterous effect on the.U.S. market if the
Sligar Act, should be' allowed to expire. While I am certain that this is the
last thing any of us would want, I raise the point because of the uncomfortably
brief time left before the expiration date. March 31 Is so close you can count
the legislative hours remaining: the lays can be counted on the fingers of one
hand. I point out that, if the act were to terminate, there would be no control
or authority the President might use In preventing foreign sugar from flooding
the U.S. market, causing unstable price conditions not in the interest of the In,
dustry or the housewife. It is reported to me on good authority that at this
very moment vessels are loading raw sugar in Cuba, which have as their destina-
tion the Iron Curtain countries. Thies vessels could very easily be diverted to
ports In the United States. In addition, I understAnd there is a considerable
quantity of white refined sugar of doubtful origin being held in bond In Nei
York which could be dumped on the U.S. market Immediately upon expiration
of theact..

The chairman of the House Committee, on Agricultqre has pledged that hear-
Ings will. be held in the,House in early May;so that all segments of the industry
may testify on needs of longrange legislation. I am sure Uat this committee
Is anxious. that fulland deliberate hearings can be scheduled without'the neces-
sity of being forced into hasty "11th hour" actions.

A ,9:month extension will provide both House and Senate with adequate time
to fully and reasonably consider the needs of new and old growers, and of all
segments of the industry.

As --oon a-t .was known that today's hearing :as leing called, I received
-telegrams from the Quincy (Washington) Columbia Beet growers Association,
and from the Quincy. Valley Chamber of Conunerge, urging that I support a
9-month extension of the Sugar Act. Their message is as follows:

"Strongly urge you support only 0-month extension of Sugar Act. Making
mandatory 4- or 5-year Sugar Act legislation during this session with language
provided to allow factory construction in new areas where farmers want to
grow sugar beets. Not sensible to continue allowing sugar quotas to foreign
countries when our own farmers are pleading for a change to grow beets.

"'QUINCY COLUMBIA BEET GROWERS
ASSOCIATIONN, INC..

"EAUL' S. GnRxoaY,
"", cI ' Iry-Tr-asurcr.

,,"QuINcY VALLEY CHAMBER OF 'CC4MFRCE,
"W. B. TARVER,

Secretary."

The Quincy area Is part of the vast Columbia asin project in the State of
'washingtob, which received irrigation water long after the Sugar Act was
inaae law. Ini the Coltmbia Basin, mostly through transfer of acreage from
other areas, 14,439 a'Res of sugar beets *ere grown- In 1960, including about
2,00 aeres Ii the Quincy area under contract with a sugar company in another
State.

As the committee Is well aware, the removal of Government acreage allot-
ment,'for the 1961 crop has been very helpful to some of our new grower areas
and I am hopeful that this committee will, in Its report, recommend that the
'Secretary of Agricilture not reimpose controls until "ong-term legislation is
adopted by the Congress.

i , VidVei, t4 ine' lifting of controls for i years does" not provide prospective
new factories With the necessary 'assurance tha they will have crops to
prices ln'later years. If the Congress ha§ a little time, I f1el certain that' the
proper consideration'to the problem of the new grower can be given and that
the new gr0Wer can be treated fairly., I feel that a 9-month extension of the
act at this time would be In 'the best interests of our Nation, aid I stroligly
urge that this committee amend the House bill to a 9-month extension.
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ST!&'EMEXT r BENATOL CLINTON P. Axi swxn

The United States is by far the largest consumer of sugar of any nation in
the world. We have only 6 percent of tlho population, but we conrsie nearly
21 percent of the world, sugar produeUoa. Nearly 70 percemL of ous require-
ments are met by imports.

]Becatwe of the availability of large supplies of sugar abroad and the ltsufti,
cieney of domestic production we have depended largely on foreign sources for
thiw important food product.

Perhaps we have relied on foreign supplies to a greater extent than we should
have because of the proximity of Ciba, who has been supplying nearly one-
third of our requirements. Even with nearby sources Congress early felt that
we must insure sonie domestic production and this prompted sugar legislation
practictilly since the birth of our Nation.

As times and conditions changed, and as one war followed another, we have
had to revaluate our sugar situation and revise our sugar laws. Under the
Sugar Act of 1948, as amended by the 82d, 84th, and 86th Congress we have
done a pretty good job of providing the American consumer with an adequate
supply of sugar at fairly reasonable prices.

Developments in Cuba during the past 2 years and the economic situation
in regard to sugar have brought on the necessity for an early review and r
vision of our sugar policy and sugar laws.

A few years ago none -of us would have dreamed that bur Cuban supply of
sugar would ever be jeopardized or completely cut off. The sudden halting of
sugar shipments from Cuba has jolted us into the realization that we must never
again become so completely dependent on a foreign source for such a strategic
product. We would have been placed in a difficult situation if our sugar supply
had been cut off suddenly it World War II.

When the 1948 Sugar Act was approved 90 percent of our sugar beet crop was
harvested by hand. At that time our sugar beet farmers and processors were
unable to compete with foreign producers. :It is true that, the foreign producers
till hold some economic adfvantages but domestic producers atid processors are

now in a much better positioni to comPet e than ever before. With lonr improved
mechanized farm operations, one tractor with proper attachments can now do
the work of 20 "stoop laborers."

Considerable advance has been made in development of new strains of sugar
beets that are disease resistant. Yields per acre have increased by 25 percent
during the last decade. Recently, new discoveries and Improvements In our
refining processes have made it possible for our refineries to almost double their
output without the nec,ssity' of large expansion of existing facilities. Hereto-
fore, sugar beets, because of their perishability had to be processed immediately
after harvest. But now we find they can be made Into a thick syrup that can be
stuwed for a year, thbtu en""O-,n- the iiulin tv carry on a continuous operation
during the year.

The Sugar Act expires March 31, 1961. The House of Representatives has
approved an extension of the present act for a period of 21 months. I cannot
agree that this is the proper action to take. , When we extended the Sugar Act
Lest year, assurances were given by the. House inithe canf-re"c. rert thqlt
offort.s Twould be made during August 196) to write a new law. In that connec-
tion I refer you to page 14711 of the Congressional Record of July 5, 1960, the
last paragraph in the statement of the managers on the part of the House in
regard to the approval of the conference report, whilch reads as follows:

"As part of the understanding by the conferees, it was agreed that the con-
ferees on the part of the House would undertake to pass a sugar bill and trans-
*it. same to the Senate on: the earliest possible date after reconvening of the
House in August." C', ,, ' 1 , . .'' ,
1,! Later,. rtheressuraunees, were giviao in bot the House an the S4tnatethat
at the 1ateit the matterwould be oas1,ered early In this eseoa .
.:We mUot.provide theanswerst sowe qjstlons in regard to the sIugar sit4a-

tion now or face greater complications later on, , We must decide what is to
become of the Cuban sugar quota? What must the done , j regard to the estab-
lishment of new contracts with countries where sentiment toward the United
States is in jeopardy? .What are we to do about expanding our domestic sugar
industry? These and other questions will not be made easier of solution by
waiting another 21 months to find the answers.



Perhaps the first problem we should look at is what we are to do about provid-
Ing soiu expansion of our domestic s'igar Industry. None will (Jeny that inny of
our farming areas need attention now. My State of New Mexico happens to
be one of those areas. I have Just read in the Department of Agriculture Farm
Income Situation released February 1961, that New Mexico's 1960 Individual
farm income is down 19 percent from 1959. This was chiefly due to decline in
receipts from cotton and cattle. This was the greatest decline for any State.
We can grow sugar beets In New Mexico and other areas of the southwest with
probably the highest sugar content of any place in the country. A few thousand
acres allocated to New Mexico, Texas, Arizona, Oklahoma, and other recklama-
tion areas of the Southwest would greatly help our farm income situation and
depressed areas.

I am opposed to the 21-month extension of the Sugar Act voted by the House.
The situation demands that we write a new sugar law at this session of Congress.
Top priority should be given to building the legislation around. the expansion
of our domestic sugar industry.

The CHAIRMA.. The next witness is Mr. Edwin M. Martin, Assist-
ant Secretar of State for Economic Affairs, accompanied by Thomas
C. Mann, Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs.

I wouhl like to say that. Senator Ellender has suggested if any
members of the committee desire to ask him any questions, he would
be glad to respond.

STATEMENT OF HON. EDWIN M. MARTIN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF STATE FOR ECONOMIC AFFAIRS, ACCOMPANIED BY THOMAS C.
MANN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INTER-AMERICAN
AFFAIRS, AND LAWRENCE MYERS, DIRECTOR, SUGAR DIVISION,
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Mr. MLRTIN. Mr. Chairman and members of the conunittee, I ap-
pear here today in support of H.R. 5463.

Senator ANDERSON. Do you have a copy of the statement?
Mr. MARTIN. Yes.
There is a copy available, I think.
Senator ANDFRSON. You know, under the Reorganization Act, they

are supposed to be prenared in advance.
Mr. MA-Ri TN. I understand.
I am hcre today in support of H.R. 5463, approved by the House

of Representatives on March 21, 1961. The Sugar Act of 1948, as
amended, expires at midnight on Friday of this we.e.k. If the act is
not eXtend,ed a period of uncertainty over prices and supplies is bound
to follow, with unfortunate results for our domestic sugar industry.
Foreign suppliers who depend on this market and its quota system
would also be injured. It is therefore a matter of urgency that con-
tinuing legislation be considered promptly by the Senate. The De-
partment of State fully supports the bill as passed by the House, and
requests this 'committee to give it favorable consideration.

The bill would continue the present authority of the President to
determine the quota for Cuba. In addition it would give the Execu-
tive discretionary authority as to whether any sugar needed to re-
place Cuban supplies should be purchased from any country with
which the United States is not in diplomatic relations. Effectively,
this means that the President need not authorize the purchase of that
sugar from the Dominican Republic. Under the statutory formula
provided in the present law, that country would otherwise be entitled
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to a major share of allocations made to replace Cuban supplies. It
is not presently considered that this would be in the national interest.
Mr. Thomas C. Mann, Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-Ameri-
can Affairs, is here with me today, and he will be pleased to respond to
any questions you nm y have in this regard. I would like to say that
the discretionary authority requested is considered essential to the
proper conduct of our affairs in this hemisphere, and that such au-
thority was contained in a bill approved ly_ the Senate last August.

In.addition to providing certain discretionary authority with re-
spect to sugar from the Dominican Republic H R. 5463 would extend
the present Sugar Act for 21 months until december 31, 1962. The
present balance between foreign and domestic suppliers of the U.S.
market would be maintained during this period. In the meantime
the administration can give thoughtful study to the recent sugar re-
port prepared by the Department of Agriculture at the request of
the House Committee on Agriculture. Adequate time will also be
provided for consultation with domestic sugar industry. Should it
prove possible to enact long-term legislation during the present ses-
sion. of Congress, such legislation could, of course, be brought into
force before the expiration of the 21 months provided in the present
bill.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I wish to say again that the bill under
consideration provides the authority we need at this time in the con-
duct of our foreign relations, and I respectfully request favorable
consideration.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Martin. Any questions?
Senator BENNETr. I would like to ask a question, but I will wait for

Senator Anderson.
Senator ANiERsoN. You want the bill as it passed the House,

ado pted?
Mr. MARMIN. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDE.RSON;. What is the occasion for thA 21. mnotlQ
Mwr. MAirTri. I think the 21-month period was inserted by the

House in the feeling that this provided assurance that we would not
again have a lapse in legislation that-

Senator ANDERSON. When diA we nave a lapse in legislation?
Mr. MAYMN. Well, I am sorry, we did not have one, but we came

very close to having one last summer. We are a little close now, and
it was felt undesirable to have to rush through emergency legislation
without full consideration again.

I think it was recognized that if you get long-term legislation that
you can easily reduce the 21-month period.

Senator ANDERSON. What does this do with reference to the coun-
tries that have produced from 3,000 to 5,000 tons of sugar? Does it
give them any protection?

Mr. MARTIN. My' impression is that this is an extension which
makes no change in that present situation.

Senator ANDERSON. Well then, I renew my question. What does
it do for the producers of 3,000 to 5,000 tons ? Does it give them some
protection?

Mr. MA RIN. I would like to ask Mr. Myers of the Department
of Agriculture if he would like to elaborate on this point. It has
come up.
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Mr. Mn:i-ts. I am Lawrence Myers, Director of the Sugar-
The CJIAM11iAN. Mr. Myers, would you first identify yourself for

the record ?
Mr. Myis. M3V name is Lawrence Myers, Director of the Sugar

l)ivision of the Department of Agriculture.
In answer to your question, Senator, amendments enacted last sum-

mner provide that for countries that have over 3,000 tons but less than
10,000 tons quota under the previous legislation shall be increased to
a total of 10,000 tons. That is mandatory, fi st, in the reallocation of
any, sugar denied Cuba.

Senator ANDEnSOX. Does it Stop at 10,000 tons?
Mr. M nYzs. It is not necessary that it stop at 10,000 tons.
Senator ANDERSON. Did it stop at 10,000 tons?
Mr. MAr:ns. We did on those that had no more than 10,000.
We increased it further on some such as Haiti, that did have addi-

tional sugar.
Senator ANDERSON. Now, what did you do with all the countries

that did not have any quotas, the nonquota countries? Did you fill
up everything that Peru had, for example, first before you turned
to the nonquota countries?

Mr. Y.Rs. Under the act again, under those amendments it was
necessary to turn to Perui for all the sugar it could supply, because
it was a quota country, it is a quota country, and under (iii) of the
amendments passed last summer, we are required to go to those coun-
tries, and if I may summarize the formula for reallocating Cuban
sugar, we first go to these countries that have over 3,000 and less than
10,000, and raise them to 10,000 tons.

That takes a very minor quantity of sugar.
Senator ANPERSON. Sure.

Mr. MYERuS. There are five of them.
Wo np-t are required
Senator ANDERSON. You might a--- well put in the record what the

five are.
Mr. MYERs. The five are Haiti, Netherlands, Formosa, Costa Rica,

and Panama.
We next must reallocate 15 percent of the remainder to the Republic

of the Philippines.
Last, we must reallocate the remaining 85 percent to all other coun-

tries that have quotas in proportion to their quotas.
Senator ANmrnsox. So if a country did not--
Mr. Mnmns. Now, then, I get to the point that you are raising.
Last year, for example, and again the first quarter of this year,

Peru did not have enough sugar to supply its entire formula quantity,
and, therefore, we were able to reallocate that on a discretionary basis
to other foreign countries and, may I say, since I think you are getting
at the point of the domestic producers, there is no provision in the law
for reallocating such sugar to the domestic areas.

Senator ANDERSON. Precisely.
Mr. M-ims. I beg pardon?
Senator Am~NRsox. It can go to any other country in the world but

America.
Mr. MYERs. That is provided in the act.
Senator ANDERSON. )o you think it is a good provision?



Mr. MYEits. It is not for nie to characterize.
Senator ANDERSON. What does the State Department say about it?
There has been a lot said about Africa for the Africans. How

do you feel about America for the Americans?
Mr. MARTIN. It seems to me, Senator, that you are drawing a dis-

tinction between a teml)orary arrangement, which this is, and t per-
mnanent arrangement.

As this stands, there is no limit on the amount of sugar which the
Americans can grow. Their limit has been removed.

Senator ANDEtso.N. Yes. But. there is a limit as to how much they
can sell?

If you are a farmer would you be interested in growing material
that you are barred from selling?

Mr. MARTIN. Are you barred from selling?
Mr. MYERs. Senator, last year there were no restrictions on market-

ing sugar as such from many of the domestic areas, because they had
reallocated to them. as a result of our increases and our total quotas
and the deficits in other areas, they had a larger quota than they couldliii. They h~a.d not prep a, fo:- i,

Senator ANDERSON. Now, Mr. Myers, you and I have worked to-
gether in the Department. ok Agriculture on the sugar question.

Mr. Myius. And very h',ppily. If you will come. back, I will be
happy again.

Senator A'DERSON. Will you state whether or not the farmer in nor-
mal years can go on and plant what he wants to with any assurance
that he can sellit?

Mr. MYERS. Senator, there are two restrictions on marketing, and
I wanted to get into both. There is, first, the marketing of the beet
sugar. That we. took off last ar ecau.c they did not have the s up-
plies to fill the requirements.

Now, secondly, is the acreage, and we have had acreage controls
in effect on sugar beets since 1955 through 1960.

By the time this arrangement came. ang it was too late last
summer to revise the beet acreage, and it would have been an idle
gesture, so we did not go through the monkey business of taking
off the restrictions last summer.

But, for 1961, there are no restrictions on the planting of beet
acreage. There is this restriction, and this is, I know what is bother-
ing you, your growers cannot find the market for additional beets
because there are only two factories in southeastern Colorado, tribu-
tary to your State, that can take beets, and they are filled up. One
factory, of course, went down in 1959 in the general area. So that
New Mexico, Texas, southeastern Colorado, and Kansas, for all prac-
tical purposes, are loaded up. They have no place to go with addi-
tional beet acreage.

Senator ANDERSON. So it would do very little good to say that the
growing is unrestricted if they cannot find a place to market.

M'r. MYERS. That is absolutely correct. They cannot find a beet
factory to contract with.

Senator A-DRSON. Now, Senator Young testified that they can in-
crease the beet acreage in the Red River area in his State to triple
the present amount.

Mr. MYERs. After they construct new plants.
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Senator ANDERSON. But there has to be a mill.
Mr. MYERs. Tley have to have additional factories.
Senator ANDRSO.. And there won't l)e a mill as long as the foreign

countries can take it all.
Mr. Mi'i, s. Certainly, we can produce all of the sugar that we can

market ulder present quotas with present. factories, and more, too.
Senator ANDEItSON. Now, the first surplus that comes in the 4- to

10,000-ton group consists of Haiti, Netherlands, Formosa, Costa Rica,
and Panama. What happened with Brazil last year? Did Brazil
have a surplus of sugar, and does it have one iow?

Mr. MYERs. I think it (lid have a surplus last year.
Senator ANi)DERSON,. You think it has one now, do you not ?
Mr. MYER~s. I think it does: yes, sir.
Senator ANin)REsoN. How much'?
Mr. MYERS. Well, last year they notified us that they could stli)ply

us with 500,000 tolls. They vere insistent that. they have :a (luota
of not less thii ,00,000. Thely finally got, 100,000.

Senator ANDFRnsoN. Yes. And they have a million tons available,
is that right.?

Mr. Myti-is. 1 believe they could if they knew they had a market
for it.

Senator ANDERSON. Now, can the State Department tell me why
it wants to do business only with Costa Rica, Panama, Formosa, the
Netherlands, and Haiti and does not want to do business with Brazil?

Mr. MARTIN. We certainly have no objection to doing business with
Brazil, Senator.

Senator ANDERsoN. You said you wanted the law just as the House
passed it.

Mr. MARTIN. But the law, as the House passed it, does not prevent
us from doing business with Brazil. As Mr. Myers pointed out., we
did buy 100,000 tons from them last year, and we assume we will be
able to buy a substantial amount agaiii this year of unallocated sugar.

SenaLoi' A'NDERSON. But you bought a lot more than that from cer-
tain other areas that do not have the quota.

Mr. MARTIN. Yes.
Senator ANDERSON. You bought 200 and some thousand from Nica-

ragua or Mexico, which was that?
Mr. MYE:Rs. Mexico. That was a formula country, incidentally.
Mr. MARTI N. That is a quota country.
Senator AxDERSON. Now, India has some sugar it would like to

sell. Do you have any objection to doing business with India?
M[r. MARTIN. No.
Senator ANDERSON. The State Department. policy is that it is all

right to do business with India.?
Mr. MARTIN. We are going to consider this ver, carefully; yes, sir.
Senator ANDERSON. But you want the law renewed just as the House

passed it?
Mr. MARTIN. Yes, sir. That gives us, we think, adequate discrete ion

to deal with the Indian situation.
Senator ANDERSON. Would the Indians think that gave them ade-

quate discretion or shut them off from the market, shut. them out of the
market?

Mr. MARTIN. I do not know what they think. They have not had a
decision yet, so they have not any basis for thinking.
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Senator A.NDERSON. Thley had a decision last year, did the' not?
Mr. MARTIN. Yes. I do'not. think they came ii as actively la.t year

as this year.
Senator ANDEitSOX. How much did they get last year?
Mr. M IYEns. None, Senator. We had no application from them last

year. They have not been regular exporters, as you probably know.
Senator ANDRSON. Well, there are many countries whieh have not

beeii reular exporters that have become that.
IMr. &I-iERs. Another point there, of course, is, to complete the rec-

ord o'n this subject, we had to get sugar from places where we could get
it in a hurry, and that, for the most part, was Central America, the
Carribbean area and Brazil, and this nearby area.

Mr. MARTIN. I want to point out, too, Mr. Senator, this year we
will have more sugar to allocate to nonquota. countries than last year
if the legislation passed the House is enacted because we will have
some Dominican sugar.

Senator AN )watsoN. But the l)resent act requires that, all of the
Cuban ,rot. .( purchased from other foreign countries, does it not?

Mr. MARTIN. Yes.
Senator ANDasoN. And it is that part that I am wondering about

why you will want that done. Why wouldn't you let some of these
areas like Senator Young was talking about, produce, some sugar?
.Mr. MARTIN. Well, I think that our problem here is that to do so
would require, as has been )ointed out--they need-it would require
that they build mills. Nobody is going to build mills until we get a
permanent allocation. Therefore, we need permanent. legislation be-
fore this question can be resolved.

Senator ANDERSON. You are sure of that, are you not?
Mr. MARTIN. That is my understanding; yes, sir.
Senator AND .N. Last year a mill ran nearly all vear-ronid and

produced far more sugar than it produced I)efore. Is there any reason
why these mills cannot increase their capacity?

Mr. MARTIN. No, sir; and I do think there is anything in the legisla-
tion to prevent them from running all year-round if they wish.

Senator ANDERSO-N. NO, because they have not a chance to sell their
sugar; because you have to bring them from the foreign countries.

Mr. MARTIN. My understanding, as Mr. Myers has indicated, is that
there will not be a limit on 1961 sugar as to acreage.

Senator ANFD.RsoN. Do you think they are going to build a mill on
the possibility that somebody will take" it away from them in 1962?

Mr. MARTIN. No. That is lhe reason why I think permanent legisla-
t ion can IhelpSenator IANDEI O-. Why do you want to carry it for 21 months, and

then have another situation saying that there would be a session in
August to pass on permanent legislation; and there would be another
promise as soon as we got together and considered it again, and then
we get a bill from the Iouse 5 days before the deadline ?

Mr. MARTIN. So far as we are concerned, we have no objection to
the enactment of permanent legislation and having.it put into effect
as soon asenacted.

Senator ANDFRsoN.. Do you have any objection to the enactment of
short-term legislation that would require the writing of a new sugar
bill?
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Mr. MATIMN. I do not think this is a matter that involves foreign
policy considerations. If the Congress wishes to do thiis, I think we
will do our best. to carry it, out. We do feel it desirable to have some
protection over the long-term future, median-term future, as to what
our sugar is going to (1o, and where it is going to come from.

Senatol ANDERSON. What do you regard as long-term, for how
many years?

Mr. NlArmn. In this context I was thinking of 21 months as being
a desirable arranigement.

Senator ANDERSON. But the sugar people may not regard that as
a long-term future, if you wait for a sugar act for several years.

Mr. MNARTI.N. I think permanent legislation certainly has to have a
longer period than that, a longer period.

Senator ANDERSON. Do you favor this legislation-is it all right to
ask Mr. Myes the position'of the Department of Agriculture?

The CILAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator ANDERSON. Does the Department of Agriculture favor this,

as passe(l by, the House?
Mr. MYE RS. Yes,' sir; Senator, for two reasons: No. 1, on April 1,

sugar can come in here from anywhere, including Cuba.
Senator ANDERSON. Well, let us get away fromn the killing of the

act and separate the two sections. Do you favor passing a 21-month
act as against a 3-month extension?

Mr. MERS. WYell, Senator, a 3-month extension makes it almost
inpo.sible to operate. After all, some of our sugar is on the high seas
for 6 weeks getting here.

Senator XNDER'.soN. I have been reading about that. How has it
been getting along this month? You made a speech about that.

Mr. MYERS. We are getting along this month, very fortunately and
very well, for one very good reason, and that is the sugar trade of this
country has taken it upon itself to start sugar here from distant ports
w ithout waiting for this legislation. If they had waited for the legis-
lation we would have had a catastrophe on our hands.

Senator A.-NDERSO.N. But it has done it and it can do it again, can it
not

Mr. "MYRs. I could not say that it could not do it, but I would say
that we are living very, ver' dangerouslyy.

Senator ANDERSON. Yot wouId not say it could not be done, would
yol?

Mr. MYERS. I would not say that it cannot be done. But progres-
sively as we go farther and farther afield for our sugar we have to have
more and more lead time.

Senator ANDE.RSO.. Did you make a speech to the Sugar Club of
New York on Thursday, January 19 of this year?

Mr. Miits. I certainly did.
Senator ANDERSON. In this did you say:
Great danger Is involved In delaying too long extension of the Sugar Act. It

requires anywhere from several days to several weeks of sailing time for sugar
to reach our ports from points of origin. It requires additional days for loading.
Frequently it requires an additional 2 weeks to secure ships. A delay until
March 31, In amending the Sugar Aet, therefore, could have serious consequences.

Mr. MYERS. I did.
Senator ANDERSON. All riglt.
Now, tell us of the serious consequences.



Mr. MYEus. Senator, I think the only reason why you do not have
a serious comsequence is that the trade, anticipating that the act is
going to be extended, have gone ahead and arranged for sugar to
come, and they have not waited for it.

Senator ANDERSON. What did you say in your speech last January
that they were not to be serious consequences; all I read there was
that there was going to be a serious consequence. Did you leave a loop-
hole in that speech -

Mr.. MYEits. I do not recall; I did not pull any puches. I was very
serioUs, and 11111 very seriOus today.

Senator ANDERsoN. Punches? What were the lunches?
Mr. .MYEts. Yes, sir; I was dead serious on this point, that if we

do not have legislation in time to arrange for our sugar imports in
an orderly fashion, we can get into trouble.

Senator ANmilnso.N. And it is your testimony, as head of the Sugar
Division, that a 3-month extension would not be of any v"lue ?

Mr. MYERS. I would not say it would not be of any value. I just
say it is difficult t- run the sugar business on a 3-month basis. We
are doing it this year, and it does get into difficulties. Some of these
quotas are very small and some of the sugar is on the watex a long
time. That is all I can say.

Senator ANDERSQN.'Well, does that tend to help the areas that now
have domestic quotas in this country and discriminate against the
new growers, in your opinion?

Mr. MYERs. Senator, this legislation has not involved the shifting
of foreign quotas to domestic areas and, let me say, that. this whole
quota fight is going to be the most difficult one this time t I think
we have ever seen, because of tho ambition to get quotas both by
domestic areas and by foreign areas. It is going to be a major job
overhauling that.

Senator ANDERSON.. What happened to the growth factor domesti-
cally in th last 5 years? Will you give us the amount of sugar
acreage in 1956, 5 years ago?

Mr. Mins. I beg your pardon?
Senator ADRDRSo.N. What was the amount of sugar acreage in 1956,

5 years ago?, %as it about 850,000 acres?
Mr. MYF.Rs. That is correct; yes, sir.
Senator ANDFuiSON. Now, what is it this Year?
Mr. MYEnS. It is, well, unlimited this year.
Senator ANDL,,.oN. What is the acreage going to b-?
Mr. MYERS. Estimated to be just under 1,100,000.
Senator ANnERsON. 1,100,000?
Mr. MYERs. That is right.
Senator ANDERSON. So it has gone from 837,000 to 1.1 million in

5 years. How much is this new area, not just new neighborhood;
how much moved down into Kansas and North Dakota and Senator
Curtis, who wants 5,000 more acres in Nebraska, and so forth; how
much of it moved?

ir. MYERS. Senator, we do not try to differentiate between a new
grower in Nebraska or North Dakota or New Mexico or anywhere
else. A new grower is a new grower.

Senator ANDERSON. What have you done for new areas then?
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Mr.MIns. Senator, there hls been nothing done for new areas
its such for the very simple reason that the Sugar Act does not pro-
vide it.

The Sugar Act states, and I quote:
"In determining the proportionate shares with respect to a farn,

the Secretary may take into consideration the past production on the
farm of sugar beets and sugarcane marketed (or processed) within
the proportionate share for the extraction of sugar or liquid sugar
and the ability to produce such sugar beets or sugarcane."

There are other provisions, but those are the important ones.
Senator ANDERSON. Ih.y don t you stop after "tie Secretary shall,

insofar as practicable, protect the interests of new producers".
Mir. Myruts. New producers, that is correct.
Senator AN.DERsoN. That is what we are talking about.
Mr. MYErs. And we have required a minimum of from 1 to 2

percent cumulatively to go to new producers. In some cases, also
part of that was used for small producers.

Senator ANDERSON. Are they neighbors of the present producers,
or do you ever go into new areas V

Mr. Mitns. Well, they go on a percentage basis because of the pro-
vision I just read. It goes on a percentage basis into the areas on the
basis of the production of the State.

Senator ANDERSON. Actually, Mr. Myers, haven't you sat there con-
stantly trying to freeze the pattern to the men who have got it now,
their neighbors and their friends?

Mr. Mis. Senator, I am going to ask you to do me the kind
favor-you have been kind enough to honor me with reading some of
my talks, and I am going to ask you to read two others in wilch I
*nuch on that.

Senator ANDERSON. I read two others, and then some.
Mr. MYF.nS. No, we have pointed out repeatedly that the new

growers must be taken care of, and in a talk I gave or I was prepared
to give-this bill stopped me from getting there-to the California
Beet Growers Association-

Senator ANDERSON. San Francisco, Friday, January 20?
Mr. MYERS. Exactly.
Senator ANDERSON. Good.
Mr. Myins. I went to the extent of pointing out there, I believe

you will find it somewhere, that the old growers had to be prepared
even to take a cut in order to give acreage to new growers if we are
going to have these control programs.

Senator ANDERSON. Now name the grower that had his acreage cut;
just "a," not "an_.l" not "a thousand," just "any," "a."

Mr. Minm. Well, Senator, we have been gradually increasing the
acreage, and this past year, this year, we have no restriction. Obvi-
ously there has been no cutback this year. There was a cutback from
1955 to 1956.

Senator ANDmON. You have gone from 837,000 acres to 1.1 million
acres, and you have taken care to see that no new acreage goes into
Texas, no new acreage goes into New Mexico, no new acreage goes into
Kansas, into Nevada, into Arizona, and so forth.

Now is that a pattern, or is it not ?
Mr. Mimos. Senator, please let me correct that.
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You are mistaken. Those States, with the exception of Nevada,
which had no basic acreage, have obtained the same percentage increase
as other States. The poitr--

Senator A0DIisoN. Vell, Nevada has the same increase" 10o l)t'r-
cent of zero is still zero.

We have had the same acreage. We have had 1 percent increw:e
on a hundred acres. That is 101 acres.

Let read you what some people got. Let me read you a little
bit f rom the Farm Journal of April 1961.

Wht n the Farm Journal told you last December that a 10 to 25 lorcnt sugar
beet acreage was in the cards for 19(61, we Nveren't stretching it a hit-
and then they tell what Amalgamated uot. It is up 18 percent, with
the big bins coming in south central Idaho; American Crystal of
)enver is up 17 percent; coming down to Montana, that company has

contracted 52 percent more acreage.
Now you gave us 1 percent on 100 acres. You could not have spared

us an acre of this 52 percent.
Mr. MYEiRs. Senator, if you can find a plant to process the beets-
Senator ANDERHSON. You cannot find a plant because you will not

allGt any acreage. They do not dare come down there.
Mr. MYEiS. Senator, the plain fact is that some of your plants have

gone out that were tributary; you had no plants in'New Mexico, as
you know, and in the--

Senator ANDERSON. I do not know because I have seen one, but it
is not there now.

Mr. MYERs. Well, I do not have a record of it, I am sorry. But
in southern and southeastern Colorado and southwestern kansas,
plants have been going out.

In 1959 a plant went out at Swink; in 1956 the plant went out in
Garden City.

Senator ANDERSON. 1lly did it go out in Garden City?
Mr. MYERtS. It went out in Garden City apparently because it had

difficulty in getting acreage in competition with other crolps.
The)y had some difficulty with pests over the years, and farmers

apparently found it more profitable to grow other crops.
Senator ANDERSON. Now the Grand Island, Nebr., plant is up 39

1)ercenit. of American Crystal.
Mr. MYERS. It has been operating at. a very, very low rate of capac-

ity for the last several years and, therefore, it v7as able to stel)p out
this year and take acreage.

Senator, please don't gret me in a position wher- I seem to be arguing
that I do not like your folks to have, acreage, because that just is not
so. All I am trying to explain is the physical f'ct tha.. te plants are
not, there to prices additional acreage.

Senator ANDERSON. Of course, the farmers out there think hand-
some is as han(lsome does. They see southern Minnesota of American
Crystal up 58 percent. Could you spare a little of that acreage for
Congressman Rogers of Texas over there?

Mr. MYERs. Senator, I have no interest in whether it. is grown in
Texas or in Minnesota or elsewhere. Again you have a plant that has
not operated at anything like capacity for a number of years.



Senator ziNt)ERsoN. Tie, mills tell our farmers they will be glad to
contract with them if they wvill get. a guarantee of so much acreage,
hit tlhy cannot get any gui'antee of any-kind or description. t"

Instead of that, it goes Ul) into southern Minnesota, with a 58-per-
celit increase.

Mir. MYE.RS. Well, Senator, all I can say is I have heard quotations
from these plants on botl sides of the fence. The representatives of
tlie conpijnies are here. 'licy can testify. I (1o not. know wliether the
llailts-0th compaies--will lutt up additioial plants there or not.

Obviously you cannot build a plant on the spur of the moment. It
takes time;'it, takes planning.

Senator ANDERSON. Is that why you want to lock it up for 21
months so that they cannot plan

Mr. MNYRs. Senator, if you can get a sugar act, a permanent sugar
act, passed in 15 minutes from now, there would not be anything that
would make me happier.

Senator ANDERSON. Well, you sat with the Secretary of Agricul-
ture's office when one was gotten up in 1948, and it was not done in
15 minutes, so both you and I understand how absurd that would be.

But is there any reason why it cannot be done in 15 years? You
understand, for example, this reason for the 4 to 10,000-acre limita-
tion in the act, don't you?

Mr. MYERS. Four to 10000?
Senator ANDERSON. Yes. People who have quotas from 4 to 10,000.
Mr. MYERS. You mean that little 10,000 tons?
Senator ANDERSON. Was that designed to defeat somebody with

200,000 tons?
Mr. MYERs. No. None of those little minor countries could utilize

that much anyway.
Senator ANDERSON. Have they stayed minor countries in the pro-

duction of sugar?
Mr. MYERS. Those little countries are still little, yes.
Senator ANDERSON. They are?
Mr. MY-ERS. Costa Rica, Panama have gone up some, but they are

still minor. They are not up.
Senator ANDERSON. So one of them got 26,000 tons. That is not too

small, is it?
Mr. MYERS. Haiti, it is true, Haiti, got more; and it may well be

that some of the little Central American countries will get more, but
they will not be up in the 200,000 tons.

Senator ANDERSON. Mr. Martin, my only concern is that the State
Department wants this done for 21 months again to freeze this same
pattern again, which the existing mills wants frozen, and I do not
see why the State Department is concerned as long as you have trade
with these other countries.

Mr. M ARIN. Mr. Senator, we do not want to freeze it for 21 months
for this reason: We want a 21-month extension because we feel it is
desirable to have an arrangement which would last that long in case
we do not get new legislation this year.

We do not object to getting new legislation, 'and to work hard for
it. We think it is going to be, as Mr. Myers has said, a very difficult
problem. We have-foreign interests and domestic interests in con-
troversy, and we will be glad to cooperate with the Congress in work-
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ing on new legislation just as soon as the Congress wishes to start
with it.

Senator ANDERSOW. But is not your testimony in favor of the for-
eign interests auid against the domestic interests?

Mr. MARTIN. I do not, think it is in favor of the foreign interests
and against the domestic. I think they both have arguments on their
behalf which have to be taken into account.

I would point out that we do have a real problem in finding markets
for things which can be made in many of the less-developed ,)untries
of the world to which we are trying to give assistance.

We want them to be able to pay back loans we have made them.
We want them to be able to support themselves at some early date, and
it is difficult to find things that they can economically produce and
sell in the markets of the world.

Sugar is one of the things that they can produce more efficiently
than most other people and, on the whole, more efficiently as has been
pointed out, than American growers.

This does not mean we want to upset.the 45-55 advwrsely to Ameri-
can growers, but we do think it is a major policy decision to move the
other way.

Senator ANDERSON. What nation is the largest producer of sugar?
Mr. MARTIN. I suppose-
Senator ANDERSON. Russia, of course.
Mr. MYERs. Russia at the present time
Mr. MARTIN. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDERSON. I did not think it was these Central American

cotutries. We have to develop some of these other markets.
Mr. MARTLN.' But they are the people we are buying Augar from.

We are not buying it from Russia, and I hope we will never do so.
Senator AND)ERSON. Why, if it is so advantageous to keep bringing

in and to fid a basis of trade?
Mr. MARTIN. I was suggesting that we were trying to find a basis

for trade with countries we were giving assistance to, and whose econ-
omy we think, from a security standpoint it is important to build up.

Senator ANDEaSON. Is not Brazil a country with whom we would
like to have good relationships?

Mr. MARTIN. It certainly is.
Senator ANDFRSON. Isn't Brazil's sugar production increased some

3 million tons recently, they would like to sell some. Yet we do not
amend the law any to give them a chance to. We do not for India,
and we have a half million tons.

Mr. MArtIN. I think that this raises some very difficult problems.
We have said to India and we have said to Brazil and these other
countries, that:

At the moment we are temporarily In the market for additional sugar outside
the quota. This is a temporary situation whieb cannot be. Pxpcted to continue
indefinitely, but pending the enactment of permanent legislation. We have a
special Cuban problem. You should not Increase any additional sugar capacity
by a penny in reliance on the U.S. sugar market.

I think that is the only right position we can take at this moment.
Now, when we-get to revising tho Sugar Act on a permanent basis,

we certainly will want to consider Brazil and India, the Brazilian and
the Indian claims. But I think it Would be a difficult thing to decide



now in the light of the various issues from other countries and from
domestic growers that permanent legislation is going to solve the
Brazilian or Indian desire for a long-term market in the United
States; and uider the present arrangements for this year, 1961, we
think we will have substantial sugar which we cannot buy from quota
countries, which we can buy from Brazil and India.

Senator ANDERSON. But you do not want to give them any rights in
the market.

Mr. MARTIN. I do not think we want to without the most careful
consideration.

Now, if we should enact permanent legislation which would do so
prior to the end of this calendar year, that certainly will be all right
with us.

Senator ANDERSON. Well, you have been able to get by with exten-
sions, right along, on a short-term basis. Why wouldn't a short exten-
sion be desirable now and give a chance to some people in the consid-
oration of a long-term program? Don't you fcel that the regulations
that are written into this law were written at a time when we never
anticipated that anybody other than Cuba would be our biggest pro-
ducer, and might be revised in the light of what has happened in the
world?

Mr. MfArriN. I think they must be revised in due course.
Senator ANDERSON. Why do we set it for 21 months?
Mr. MARnN. I think the problems are those which have been stated

by Mr. Myers in operating our program.
Senator ANDERSON. Mr. Myers knows we can go ahead perfectly

with a 6-month, 9-month, and I think, with a 3-month extension. I
have not had his experience in sugar, but I have had a little of it.

I bought two Cuban sugar crops of over $900 million.
'Mr. MARIN. I will not deny that we cannot live with it. I think I

have indicated we would do what the Congress chooses to do. But we
feel it would be a more comfortable situation with a 21-month
extension.

Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Douglas.
Senator DouGLAs. I would like to ask what is the price which the

United States now pays for raw sugar which it imports from abroad?
Mr. MYERs. Senator, the market was quoted on the 24th at $6.25 a

hundred pounds, duty-paid-
Senator DOUoLAS. Just a minute. Is that raw sugar?
Mr. MYERS. That is raw sugar.
Senator DPUGLAS.- Does it include the processing taxI
Mr. Myms. No; it does not.
Senator DOUOLAS. So it is raw sugar which has not paid the

processing tax.
Mr. MyinRs. That is correct.
Senator DOUGLAS. Has it paid the tariff?
Mr. MYEs. Yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. So, to deduct the tariff, what would it be, $5.75?
Mr. MYERS. It would be $5.75 on the basis of the Cuban tariff

of 50 cents a hundred pounds. It would be $5.625 cents for other
foreign countries, which have a duty of 62.5 cents.
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Senator DOUGLAS. IAet us say then that it is 0.57 cents a pound or
$5.75 per hundred pounds.

Now, then, what is the price of sugar on the so-called free world
market?

Mr. MAyF.ns. On the same date, it was $3.02 per hundred pounds.
Senator DOUGLAS. So there is a difference; that is, we pay 2.5 cents

a pound more for imported sugar than this sugar sells for on the
free world market?

.fr. UYERS. A gross difference of $2.60. However, in fairness, one
would have to recognize the ocean shipping costs of perhaps 30 cents
a hundred pounds, which would bring it down to, say, $2.30 a hundred.

Senator DOU2LAS. 2.3 cents per pound?
Mr. MYERS. That is correct.
Senator DOUGLAS. That comes to $46 a ton?
Mr. MYERS. That is correct.
Senator DovGLAs. Now, this enables the- price of sugar grown

domestically to rise by this, to this degree?
Mr. MYERs. That is correct.
Senator DoUoLA s. And we have consumed each year approximately

10 million tons of sugar?
Mr. MIERS. Our consumption was not that much. Our overall

quota potential i, that much. We have actually used probably this
,ear something like 9 million, and 9,600,000.

Senator DotTGLAS. I am using approximate figures.
Mr. MYm.s. For rough figures, all right.
Senator DOUGLAS. Approximately 10 million.
So the consumers pay 10 million times $46 a ton, or $460 million

more than theywould pay if they were able to get the sugar at the
free world price; is that true?

Mr. MY-rvs. Yes, with just one qualification, and that is that if
we were to throw our demand suddenly onto the world market, of
course,we would cause a terrific shortage.

Senator DouoLAs. Yes. But just a minute.
Mr. MYERS. I beg pardon."
Senator DOUGLAS. Go ahead.
Mr. MYRs. Over a period of years it is uncertain where the world

price would go.
Senator DoDeOLAs. Now, two questions: Is it not true there is a big

surplus of sugar on the world market at th preseijt time?
Mr. MYins. There happens to be this year.
In 1958, there was a shortage on the world market.
Senator DovoLAs. But the publication, "Special Study on Sugar"

which, I presume, you had something to do with, states that the carry-
over at the end of 1958-59 was more tlhan 4.7 million tons. -That is
on page 27; and on the same page it states that this surplus increased
slightly in 1959-60 and was expected to increase sharply in 1960-61.
So would not this produce a surplus probably of, not fdr from 6 mil-
lion tons ?

Mr. Mymts. Yes, Senator. But keep in mind, that is on the basis
of about 60 million tons of sugar produced and consumed in the world.

Senator DOUGLAS. I understand. But is it not true that you esti-
mate the production of sugar in the world for the current year of
1960-61 at approximately 58 million tons?
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Mr. MYERS. I believe that is correct.
Senator DOUGLAS. And consumption at 53.5 million tons?
Mr. MYEs. That sounds like-
Senator DOUGLAS. That leaves a surplus of 4.5 million tons for this

year alone, and if you add that to the previous surplus, that comes to
well over 9 million tons surplus existing at the present time; is that
true

Mr. MYERS. Ve are most fortunate, Senator, that at the time when
we were having these Cuban supplies cut off, that we have hit a period
of ample world crops. We could have been in a bad situation.

Senator DOUGLAS. I understand. What I am trying to get at is the
subsidy whi3h the domestic consumers of sugar pay to the producers
of sugar, both domestic and foreign, and it would seem to come not
far from the difference between the world price and the American
price which, as you say, comes to about two and a third cents a pound,
or around $46 a ton, or in the aggregate to somewhere around $460
million; is that not right?

Mr. MYERS. That makes sense; yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. Did you answer the question?
Mr. MmY ns. That is correct; yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. Yes.
Now, in addition to that, there is an excise or processing tax of one-

half cent per pound on sugar, both domestic and imported?
Mr. MYERS. That is correct.
Senator DOUGLAS. Which comes to $10-
Mr. MYERS. A ton.
Senator DOUGLAS. A ton on 10 million tons, which comes to another

$100 million; is that not true?
Mr. MYERS. That is correct.
Senator DOUGLAS. And there is a tariff, as you say, 50 cents on

Philippine sugar, if we had any Cuban sugar-
Mr. MYERS. On Cuban sugar, 50 cents a hundred on Cuban sugar.
Senator DOUGLAS. Yes.
Mr. MYERS. On full duty sugar, it is 62.5, and on Philippines, it is

about 5 cents..
Senator DOUGLAS. And Philippines?
Mr. MYERS. Five cents a hundred at the present time.
Senator DOUGLAS. I see.
Now, what is the average?
Mr. MYERS. Well, we usually use the Cuban duty, in round numbers,

$10 a ton.
Senator DOUGLAS. Now, then, on the 4.5 million tons that are im-

ported, this comes to another $45 million; wouldn't that be true?
Mr. MYERS. That would be,( irrect.
Senator DOUGLAS. But this enables the domestic price to rise?,
Mr.MYERRS. Yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. So this comes to another subsidy of $100 million?
Mr. MYERS. Thatis right.
Senator DOUGLAS. So in all, the consumers pay, a subsidy of $600

million to domestic and foreign producers.
Mr. MYERS. Yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. Or 3.2 cents a pound.
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Mr. Mwis. The only qualification on that being what would hap-
pen in a world crisis.

Senator DOUGLAS. I understand.
Mr. MYERS. Yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. Or 3.2 cents a pound.
Mr. Mn'ERs. That is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. And the domestic price which the housewife pays

is about 12 cents a pound?
Mr. MYERs. At retail, that is a little on the high side.
Senator DOUGLAS. Around 12 cents a pound.
Mr. MYEmrs. That is not too far from that.
Senator DOUGLAS. So that about a quarter of her price goes as a

subsidy. On the sugar sold at wholesale in carload lots, the average
price there is about 91/4 cents?

Mr. MYEns. That is correct.
Senator DOUGLAs. So that about a third of that price goes as a

subsidy 'I
sur.;YERs. Yes.

Senator DOUGLAS. And this tends to be passed on to the producers
of candy and cakes and soft drinks, and so forth, so that the consumer
ultimately pays?

Mr. MYis. Well, it is hard to say. Some American citizen must
aY it. About two-thirds of our sugar reaches the consumer in the

form of sugar containing products such as soft drinks and the like,
and it is hard to say to what extent a small change would be passed on.

Senator DOUGLAS. Taking our total consumption of sugar, the aver-
age American consumes just a little short of 100 pounds a year.

Mr. MYERS. Of refined value; that is correct.
Senator DOUGLAS. So with 3.2 cents a pound, that is about $3.20 or

let us say $3 per person of a subsidy.
Mr. MYERs. Per person.
Senator DOUGLAS. And for a family of four, about $12 a year.
Mr. MYERS. If this is all passed on. As I say, a large part of it may

be absorbed by the manufacturer.
Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Chairman, I think it is very important that

we should consider the price which the American consumer pays for
the sugar.

Now, there is another question I would like to ask. We formerly
were importing from Cuba approximately 3 Million tons a year, or
two-thirds of the foreign-

Mr. MYERS. That is correct. There were about 31/4 million tons.
Senator DOWILAS. May I ask this question: If wve reallocate this

amount of 3 million tons either to foreign producers, as the Depart,
ment of State advocated or to domestic producers, as some of my col-
leagues seem to wish to do, for the next 2 years, will you not build up
a series of vested interests which will not want to let go when we come
to the enactment of a permanent sugar bill?

Mr. MYnRs. That is a great possibility.
Senator DOUGLAS. Isn't it a probability ?
Mr. MYERS. In that speech that Senator Anderson was kind enough

to quote from I called attention to that problem.
Senator DOUGLAS. Isn't it probable?
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Mr. MYERS. I think so.
Senator DOUGLAS. I think our Government acted correctly in cut-

ting off the importation of sugar from Cuba because of the provoca-
five acts of the Cuban Government. under Castro.

But we all hope that some time there would be a Cuban Govern-
ment that would reverse its policy and pursue a policy of friendship
to the United States. What that happens we do not want to see the
Cubans penalized or the new government penalized by the fact that
this consumption has beAn divArtAd either t nthats . u,.-
mestic producers; isn't that true?

Mr. VYERs. I think that is true, and I am sure Senator Anderson
would agree with me that during the wartime, the postwar period,
until this present Castro government came in, we got excellent co-
operation from the Cuban Government and the Cuban industry.

Senator DOUGLAS. Let me ask you this question: If the Cubans
know their 3 million tons have been reallocated either to foreign pro-
ducers or to domestic producers, and will know that naturally these
people once planting acreage and building mills will not want to let
go, won't this diminish the incentive which the Cubans will otherwise
have to change their government. Won't they feel that they have
been shut out more or less permanently from the American market,
and that even if they do change their government they will not be
able to export much sugar to us ?

Mr. MYERS. Well, Senator, on that score I would just like to say this:
That I think it is with great wisdom that the Senate and the Congress
last summer used different language to--on the reallocation of the
sugar to-emphasize it was temporary.

I listened with great interest to the emphasis that Mr. Martin put
on it a moment ago. I think these hearings are putting em phasis
on it, and are of great value to try to stop the building up of vested
interests.

Senator DOUGLAs. But, as Senator Anderson has pointed out, we
extended this for 6 months, and now we extend it for 21 months. You
are extending it over 2 years. and are you not going to inevitably dur-
ing that period of time, which is at least 2 and possibly 3 years, 3 grow-
ing years, are you not going to build up a series of vested interests
which will want. to hold onto the market and which, in effect, will tend
to prevent Cuba from getting back into the market if she wants to
behave herself?

Mr. MANN. Senator, I would like to say in response to that that
the aspiration of Latin America, which is the area that I know best,
for a greater share in the U.S. sugar market antedates the Castro
problem, antedates the Castro problems.

This has been as the Senator knows, a controversial subject for as
many years as I have been around the State Department, and I simply
point out that the aspiration is not only there, but it has been there
for some time.

We do recognize that to the extent that we temporarily, and we hope
it is temporary, deprive Cuba of its quota, there may be in the minds
of some people the hope that this is a permanent market. But we
hope to, we intend to, set the record clear in writing-we have already
done so orally, as we have done this morning-in diplomatic notes
pointing out that this is not a permanent arrangement, and until

67019-61-----4
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Congress, in its wisdom, has amended the Sugar Act, that this has
to be provisional and very temporary, and I do not want to say that
the aspiration that this will cure the problem exists, but I do not
think we are going to be in a substantially worse condition a year from
now than we are today.

Senator DOUoLAS. Now, may I try out a possibility upon you gentle-
men and see what you think of it.

Suppose instead of reallocating this 3 million tons of sugar, Cuban
sugar; either to other foreign countries or to domestic industry at the
subsidized price, we buy it on the open market, the open world market,
not from Cuba, not from Russia, but on the open world market, and
pay for it the world price of 3.2 cents, plus any increase that would
occur.

This would save at least around 2 cents or $40 a ton, and on the 3
million tons which would thus be imported, levy a tax equivalent to
the difference in price, and thus net the Treasury $120 million. This
would not disturb the domestic situation too much, not disturb the
domestic producers. not disturb existing foreign producers, but would
transform the subsidy which the consumers pay on the 3 million tons
into r-evenue for the Government. Wouldn't that be the healthier
proposal than the one which we now have?

Mr. MANN. Senator, if we bought the Cuban sugar at the world
price, this would mean

Senator DoUGLAS. It is not Cuban sugar that I am proposing.
Mr. MAN.. It is sugar taken away from Cuba.
Senator DouorAs. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. MANINT. If we bought it at the world price the sugar which nor-

nally under the act would have been bought from Cuba, it would mean
that we were paying some countries the world price and some other
countries the U.S. price.

Senator DOUGLAS. But we would be doing it impersonally through
the market. You know, one of the things that I resent in the per-
formance of Castro was that he criticized the United States for pay-
ing Cuba 21/ cents above the world price, and then praised Russia for
paying him slightly less than the world price. This is what I resented
very much.

I do not see how anyone could object if we paid tho market price,
because the market price is independently determined.

Didn't you do that, precisely that, with the Dominicm Republic
last summer ?

Mr. MANN. We did. But this Was on a discriminatory basis because
the sugar has to be bought, especially if you wanted to avoid trans-
shipment of Cuban sugar, you have to buy this under the quota ar-
rangement in the law, I believe, from particular countries, and you
would, Senator, be paying the country two different prices for sugar,
substantially different prices. You would be paying Mexico, which is
a regular quota country, a very high price, and Brazil, which is not a
quota country, a low price.

Senator DOuG"LAS. But is it necessary that these countries should be
paid above the world price ot everything that they should send to the
United States--even if this is in excess of what they previously had
been sending to us? Would it not be sufficient if we paid them the
subsidized price on the quotas which they formeirly sent to us, but on
the added quantities, we paid the world price?
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Mr. MAN.N. Well, I am sure, Senator, that in the case of some of
the Latin American countries, that they would believe and state that
they were entitled to equal treatment in terms of the price which they
received for their sugar.

Senator rI'ALAL4DE. Will the Senator yield at that point?
Senator DOUGLAS. Yes.
Senator TALMAMGE. Why is it necessary to pay the subsidy for any

foreign sugar produced, that is, sugar not produced in the United
States or its territories? Why do we give a foreign producer of sugar
the same protect ion that we do a domestic producer of sugar? I would
like the State Department's views o that, and Mr. Myer's views.

Mr. MALNN. Well, I was not here, Senator, at the time the sugar
act was passed in 1948, I believe Senator Anderson said, but I presume
that the history of fluctuations on the price of sugar prior to that date
caused Congriess to decide that in order to havee price stability in this
country that the system, the quota system, and the price system set out
in the act was the best way to achieve it, and certainly it has worked
well insofar as stability in the industry is concerned. It must have
bef,, one of the major objectives, but I am not the expert on it.

Senator TiLMADOE. Mr. Chairman, may I have Mr. Myer's comment
on that just before we leave that issue?

I would like your comments on the same question I asked the State
Department, to wit: Why should we pay a subsidy for foreign sugar
production, that is, the same subsidy we pay the domestic producers?

Mr. Mv -ts. Senator Tahnadge, that goes back to the 1930's actually,
when there was a feeling-

Senator AN.DErtSON. It goes back to what?
Mr. Myins. The 1930's.
Senator BFxN,- -r. May we have Mr. Myers in front of the micro-

phone?
Mr. MNYERs. This procedure of paying foreign countries a premium

for their sugar started back in the 1930's.
Following the tariff act of 1930, which some people felt had a good

deal to do with the depression, the economic depression in foreign
countries, there was a very sharp drop in our imports of Cuban sugar.

That drop came from a, peak of over 4 million tons in the early
1920's down to a million and a half tons, as I recall, in 1933.

The world price fell to a low of a half cent a pound, for several
years it was less than a cent a pound, and it was the feeling on the
part of the American Government, enunciated very clearly by the then
Chairman of the Tariff Commission, that it was unwise for the
United States to solve its problem of the domestic sugar producer by
further tariff increases, and therefore they devised this quota system
that would, one, put restrictions on our Aomestic producers, because
by expanding production, of course, they had cut down on imports;
and, two, it would give some of the benefits to our foreign suppliers,
which was then substantially Cuba. The Philippines, at that time, of
course, was part of the United States.

So the quota system was devised, and the quota premium paid to
the Cuban producers as well as to domestic producers.

That continued up to the war when, of course, the U.S. Govern-
ment took over the entire sugar supply problem.
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Senator Anderson handled that one, and can testify in more detail
that I can on it, and in the post-war period we went back again to the
same procedure that we have had in the past, but with fixed quotas
in 1948.

You will recall Senator Anderson, in the 1948 act, the act that you
revised, we would let Cuba off of this wartime plateau we had built
them up to by giving them in the early days 95 percent of the Philip-
pine deficit, and then substantially all of the growth in production,
with'fixed domestic quotas until such time as Cuba would have a
market that would let them run along on a level.

I would say, Senator Tahadge, that Cuba did a marvelous job of
standing along with us in coordinating her sugar supply problem with
our requirements.

When the Korean fighting broke out in 1950 the world sugar market
took off into the sky. Cuba sold us not only its full quota supply, but
an additional 600,000 tons at a price below the market at the time I
had to negotiate it afterward, and again in 1957 and 1958 when the
price, when the world market price rose up, they again filled their
quotas, filled the quotas on the U.S. market at less than the world
market.

Since Mr. Castro has come in, we obviously have had no cooperation.
Senator TALMADGE. Would you supply for the record at that point a

statement showing the imports of sugar that we have had since the
adoption of this quota system, the price we paid for it, and the equiva-
lent world price at that time, and what I want to ascertain is whether
or not we are gettin, a bargain in subsidizing the foreign producers.

Mr. MYERS. e shall be glad to put that in the record.
Let me say this, the record, when it is supplied, is going to show

that Cuba got paid over the years very handsomely for what they
supplied us. But they did cooperate with us, and let me also point
out, Senator, to complete my statement, the 1948 act put fixed quotas
on the domestic areas, in the amendments enacted in the House in
1955, but in the Senate in 1956, the domestic areas collectively were
able to supply 55 percent of the increase in our domestic requirements.

(The information referred to follows:)
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Selected data concerning sugar imports, prices, and price preni-am ia the U.S. market

Calendar year I

.1934-------------
1935 ...............
1930...........-...
193 ..............
I=9 -------------
1939 -------------

194 ..... ...----194-------------

1942 .......-------1943 -----------
1944 ------------
1 W --5-----------1944 ........... 

-1945 ..............
1946 ...............1947 ----------------
1948 .....----.......--

1949 ----------------
1950 ................
1951 .....-
1952.....--...---
1953 ...............
1954 ..............
1955-.. . ...........1950 ..........
1957-1957 --------------- --
1958 ...............
1959 ...............
1960 ............ --

Cuba Otherforeign Philippinvs2
countries

Total

I 1,000 tons

U.S. price,
o;t. insur-
ance and

freight basis,
New York

Freight and
insurance,
Cuba to

New York

Indicated price for ship.
mient from Cuba to-

United World
States Imarket

Cents per pound
____________________ -____________________ .____________________ .] __________________I

1, 866
1,830
2,102
2,155
1,941
1,930
1, 750
2 7M)
1,796
2, 857
3, 618
2,803
2,282
3,943
2 27
3,103
3,264
2,9M
2,980
2,760
2,718
2. 862
3,089
3,127
3,438
3,215
2,394

27-year total - 4 -72. I n396

30

29
89
75
62
17

190
39

114
106
87
46
45
62
52
61
13
51

111
113
118
126
217
279
279

1,430

1,088
917
985
991
981
980
981
855
23
0
0
0
0
0

252525
474
706
860
932
974
977
982
906
980
980

1,155

2,984
2,758
3, 116
3,2352, 997
2,972
2, 748
3,745
1,858
2.971
3,724
2.890
2, 328
3.988
3,241
3.680
3,799
3.665
3,891
3,803
3,805
3,957
4.197
4,250
4,697
4,474
4,979

1.50
2.33
2.69
2.54
2.04
1.91
1.89
2.48

32.99
32.99
32.99
33.00
33.86
3 5.46

5.04
5.31
5.43
556

5.76
5. 79*
5.59
5.45
5.59
5.74
5.77
5.74
5.80

0.13
.12
.13
.19
.14
.17
.22
.39
.51
.53
.40
.35
.44
.49
.40
.37
.34
.49
.41
.36
.38
.45
.49
.43
.36
.39
.45

-I....---I----I---TI.....

1.37,
2.21
2.56
2.35
1.90
1.74
1.67
2.09
2. 48
2.46
2. 59
2.65
3.42
4.97
4.64
4.94
5.09
5.07
5.35
5.43
5.21
5.00
&10
&31
5.41
5.35
5.35

0 91
.88
.88

1.13
1.00
1.43
1. I1
1. 46
2.69
2. 69

3.14
4.24
5.03
4.23
4.16
4.98
5.67
4.17
3.41
3.26
3.24
3.48
& 16
350
2.97
3.14

Difference, (,.S. price
from world price

Cents pr Dollars per
pound ton

+0.46
+1.33
+1.68
+ 1.2Z2

+.90
+.31
+.56
+.6.3
-. 21
-. 23
-. 10
-. 49
-. 82
-. 06
+.41
+.78
+. 1
-. 60

+1.18
+2.02
+1.95
+1. 76
+1.62
+.14

+1.91
+2.38
+2.21

+9.20
+26.60
+33.60
+24.40
+18.00

+6.20
+11.2)
+12.60
-4.20
-4.60
-2.oo
-9.80

-16.40
-1.2o
+& 20

+1& 60
+2.02

-12.00
+23.60
+40.40
+39.00
+35. 20
+32.40

+2.80
+38.20
+47. 60
+44.20

1 Quotas were not in effect Sept. 11 1939, to Dec. 26. 1939, and Apr. 12, 1942, to Dec. 31,
1047.

2])omestic area through 1946.

3 Price on record U.S. refiners (plus 0.7-5 cents duty) by Commodity Credit Corporation.
' Cuban sugar not imported after July; premium would have been $58 million higher

if importation had been continued.

'rermium to
Cuba

Million
dollars

17.2
49.7
70.6
52.6
34.9
12.0
19.6
34.0

-7.5
-13.1

-27.5
-37.4
-4.7
24.0
48.4
7.2

-35.4
70.3

111.5
106.0
100.7
100.1

8.8
131.3
1.53. 0

4105.8

1.123.9

I
1,000 

tolls
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Senator CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, would Senator Talmadge, yield
right there?

Senator A-DFJSOmx. I want to just supplement the statement because
in the words of the Sugar Act of 1948, which were done in the office
where I spent a little time, and it was not purely the question, I do
not think, of going into a lot of fancy figures-actually nearly all the
quota went to a small group. They were the domestic cane, and
domestic beet producers of the United States.

This was the bible that we used at that time, you may remember.
The'blue-this is not tonnage this is a relative percentage of the

market--the blue represents Cuba; the white represents U.S. cane.
You will see how .S. cane is almost squeezed out during the war
years because we had to ask the American producer of cane patri-
otically to switch to something else, and he did, one of the reasons
why we had Public Law 12, was it not, Senator Ellender, the one
that Steve Pace put in about guaranteeing prices for wartime, was
that we had to give time for these producers who had been squeezed
out here in the white sections to shift back to other crops. But we
depended very heavily upon the Cuban production.

We did it again in this period where again Cuba comes in with it.
The red represents U.S. beet, and that sort of regularly grows.
The yellow was Hawaii, and that comes down there at times and

then spreads out again.
The green is Puerto Rico, and it becomes an important area.
The Philippines were terminated of course, in the period of the

war, and then we developed these other areas which came hito it, and
frankly, the other areas were not regarded as extremely important.

We were concerned with Cuba, which was our next-door neighbor,
and which bought in flour and various other commodities almost an
equivalent of alf it sold us in the way of sugar. This was an even
trade arrangement.

If Cuba had wanted to get a lower price for its sugar, we would
have given it the same dump price on grains we do with other coun-
tries. But this was a straight trade across the board, and they sold
us so much sugar and we sold them so much flour and various other
commodities.

But the areas for Cuban, United States cane, United States beet,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines are here. But these were
all areas under the American flag or close to the American flag.

Cuba had been very close to us for a long, long time, and we 'regard-
ed it as a sort of bastion, and I think one -of the reasons why no greater
worry was expressed as to the fact that they got the same subsidy
price was that the other areas were very minor, almost miniscule, and
we paid no great attention to them.

Now, when you get to an area like Mexico which had a quota, of
115,000 tons, but piked up 284,000 other tons last year, or the Do-
minican Republic which had a quota of 130,000 tons and picked up
321,000 other tons, they became very important areas, and it was not
in the contemplation of the people who wrote tho act in 1948, and
what I have been trying gto say is, I think we ought to take time
enough now to take a look at what was done in 1948 and rectify some
of the things we did then, depending upon Cuba to be the principal
source of our sugar supply. That has changed.
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That may change the whole subsidy picture now, Senator Tal-
madge, because the same considerations are no longer there.

Now, the cane people, and I see two representatives here from that
area, have never been under great distress, so far as we are concerned;
they have sometimes used their full acreage, not always used their full
acreage and whenever America got into a war difficulty, they quickly
changed and planted the types of crops that America needed to take
care of the food.

I say that in compliment to the cane areas. They are not in great
distress now. I do not mind an expansion, and 1 am happy to see
an extension in the cane areas. I do not want to freeze this'pattern
with other countries and have trouble at a laar date and leave our
friends, who are our friends such as India and Brazil and all the in-
dividuals who happen to run the steamship lines up to this country.

Senator DOUGLAS. Would you forgive me for just a minute, Sena-
tor Curtis?

Senator CUms. Yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. Is it not true that the basic Sugar Act, the Jones-

Costigan Act of 1934, stated that not only were the interests of pro-
ducers to be, taken into account, but the interests of consumers as
well?

Mr. MYEis. That is correct, and that still continues to be the fact,
Senator.

Senator DOtUGLAS. Well, it continues in the law.
Mr. MYERS. It continues in the law.
Senator DOUGLAS. Now, let me ask you, do you thing it continues in

the observance? Notice what happens: The price of *sugar is in-
creased by the amount of the difference between the prie ,-hich
United States pays domestically and the free world price. This
results in, as you say, to about 2.3 cents per pound; it is increased by
the amount of the tariff, which amounts to about half a cent a. pound;
it is increased by the amount of the excise or processing tax, which
amounts to half a cent a pound, and then the producers, as the Senator
from Arkansas brought out get production payments amounting to
about $75 million a year which, I suppose, can be said comes from
the excise tax on the tariffs.

But if my figures are correct, consumers are paying about $660
million a year more than they would in a competitive situation, or
3.2 cents a pound., Now, if we did not have this situation, housewives would only have
to pay a little less than 9 cents when they went to the market, 45
cents instead of 60 cents for a 5-pound bag. ,

The soft drink manufacturers, the cheap candy manufacturers, and
the rest, would pay only 6 cents instead of 9.2 cents a pound. So
that we have to consider not only the housewife but the industrial
users of sugar as well.

How does the consumer receive p rotection and how is the consumer
protected in any fashion under tins bill as it works out in practice?
As a matter of fact, is he not compelled to pay through the nose for
at least three, and possibly all four, of these measures, namely the
quota premium, the tariff, the excise tax and, possibly, producer pay-
ments, in addition?
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Mr. MYERS. Well, Senator, of course, there are two factors. The
world price has gone down. Our domestic price has been relatively
stable. It has gone up slightly not steeply.

In the Sugar Act, section 201, in case you would like a reference,
in there are set forth the conditions for determining supplies for the
United States, and that provision states, in part, as follows:

The Secretary of Agriculture-

in making these determinations-
shall take into consideration the relationship between the prices at wholesale
for refined sugar that would result from such determination, and the general
cost of living in the United States as compared with the relationship between
prices at wholesale for refined sugar and the general cost of living in the United
States obtaining during 1947-49 as indicated by the Consumer's Price Index.

That originally said instead of 1947-49, it said, "During the period
of price control in 1947."

We never achieved that high a level of prices, and so in the amend-
mnents finally enacted in 1956, this language was written into the bill,
1947-49 as a base. In order to drop that index of requirement to
about half the distance between what it previously had been and what
we had achieved and I might say that today, if memory serves me
correctly, and I hope I will be perimitted to correct the record if my
memory is wrong, I think it would require a wholesale price of 10.2
cents a, pound instead of 9.35 New York basis that we have today.

Senator DOUGLAS. Well, Mr. Chairman, all I wanted to bring out
with my questioning was first, the fact that the consumers, bot h in-
dividual and industrial, pay through the nose for the Sugar Act, and
I think their interests should be taken into account.

But I do not think I got an answer to my question as to what would
happen if the premium on the redistributed Cuban quota went into
the Treasury instead of to the foreign or domestic producers now get-
ting or who would get the 2.3 cents a pound.

This comes to around $46 a ton and, on the 3 million tons of Cuban
quota of $120 million a year.

Now, I personally would like to see that reflected in a lower price
to consumers. But this issue is so complicated that it would be hard
to do, but could not the consumers, as taxpayers be helped by having
this revenue of $120 million or more go to them rather than to the
people who will be called in to fill the former Cuban quota and who
will build up vested interests which will make it very difficult for
us to get a friendly Cuban Government in the future?

I would like to get an answer on that.
Mr. MARTIN. Might I make a comment on that?
Senator ANrDErSON. I have to be on the floor this afternoon, Mr.

Martin, and I am afraid I may miss some of the discussion. Before
I left, I wanted to make it abundantly clear for the record that I sup-
ported the resolution before us 2 months ago to try to free the hands
of the then President of the United States.

I do not conceive it to be any of my job to conduct foreign rela-
tions. That is his job, and I feel the same way now.

I am not questioning the authority of the President to deal with
these matters-in any way that he deems proper. The only thing I do
not want to do is to freeze this quota again and freeze out American
producers who may want to produce sugar and who may, in the long



run, be more valuable to us than some of the things we are building
up that could cause us trouble if at a later date we wanted to be friend-
ly with Cuba again. I did hope it might be clear to you.

M[r. MAitTIN. Thank you very much, Senator.
I would like to make two or three points, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DOUGLAS. Do you have the question in mind?
Mr. MARTIN. Yes, sir, very definitely.
I think one of the problems, one of the major sources of free market

sugar at the present time is the Cuban sugar we are not buying and it
would be hard to make clear that. we were not again buying Cuban
sugar if we went on the world market.

Mfore serious, however, is the fact, that we have tried to establish
the position that our refusal to buy sugar from Cuba was taken
for good and sufficient political reasons and not in any petty spirit
of economic or other retailiation.

If we were to secure a financial advantage out of refusing to buy
Cuban sugar by enacting the provision you have suggested, I think
it would rather tarnish the attitude that other countries have with
respect to this action, which has not always been fully understood in
Latin America; and, lastly, it would seem to me that it might well
accomplish just the thing you are concerned about, namely, discour-
aging the Cuban people about the possibility that they will again be
restored to a favored position in the U.S. sugar market for the kind
of reason that Mr. Myers was suggesting.

If we are able to save $120 million by not buying Cuban sugar, but
buying in the world market, why should be ever want to buy Cuban
sugar again?

Senator DouorLs. We have been buying Cuban sugar for almost 30
years at a premium. I mean, I have always felt we should have stressed
this argument much more in our dealings with the Cuban people.
Granted that a large portion of the consumption was intercepted by
American companies, but still a portion trickled down to the Cuban
people who probably, over the course of time had been given $2 or
$3 million in excess of the world price.

But does this give them a vested interest to have this forever? Or
we might even go back to it after there is a hiatus. Why could be not
simply say to the foreign countries, "You are proposing that we buy
more sugar from you. We will buy this sugar from you but we will
buy it at the world price, which otherwise would be all that you would
get if you did sell in the world market."

We would be doing them a favor in purchasing additional quantities
from them, and we could even earmark that $120 million for foreign
aid to Latin America to help pay for the new program there, and in
this way we would distribute the money where it was needed and not
merely to the countries which grew sugar which, perhaps, do not
need it.

I would be willing to say that $120 million could be put in an im-
pressed fund to help finance foreign aid for Latin America, and then
it will go where it is needed.

Mr. MARIN. I would just like to suggest that while there is un-
doubtedly great logic to what you have said I think it would be very
difficult for us to get through to the Cuban people against the counter
speeches by people down there who are so able at making speeches, that
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this change in past policy did not mean a permanent change in any
way in our attitude toward them and our desire to support tlhe people,
and get them back into a position to control their own destinies.

But I think this is a very difficult thing to explain to a people who
are in a highly emotional state at the present time.

SenatorDoUGLAS. Must we lose $120 million or more because of the
irrationality of other folks? I am inclined to believe if this policy
goes through we will be as irrational as they are.

Mr. M.ArTI. I am not sure that we lose it, Senator. It seems to me
a very high percentage of it goes to countries that would otherwise be
in a position where we would be giving more foreign aid to them, and
the more we can have their financial resources come through trade
channels rather than aid channels, this has its advantages.

Senator DouGLAs. This-it is accidental that the sugar countries-
Mr. MAmrIw. It hap pens to be at the present time.
Senator DOUGLAs (continuing). Are also foreign-aid countries,

and also some countries that are not sugar countries need foreign aid.
Coffee countries are in trouble; the tin countries may be in trouble;
not the oil countries, but the tin countries.

,Mr. MATIMN. I am not suggesting this is a general panacea for our
problems in foreign aid, but it just happens we have had this, and it is
disruptive to change it.

If the countries that were receiving a benefit were not aid countries
our position would be quite different.

Senator DouorGs. If you will forgive me saying so, I do not think
,you are sufficiently athletic in the position you have taken on these
issues in Latin America. Is it not true that Russia is paying 2.6
cents for the Cuban sugar?

Mr. MARW. I think this is about right. Do you have a, figure on
that?

Mr. Minus. I think they pay something like 2,8 for what they
have bought last year. They claim they are paying 4 cents now, but
it is pure hogwash. They are paying -

Senator DOUGLAS. Eliminating the Russian hogwash how much
is it?

Mr. M-ins. They pay 80 percent in trade goods and only 20 per-
cent in money. Therefore, any price that the p ay is largely fictitious.

Mr. MARTIN. This 's the main point.
Senator DOUGLAS. If we pay 3.2 cents we would be paying probably

more than the Russians are paying. -Don't vou' think that our State
Department is sufficiently able to show that the Latin Amerieans
are getting more even now than they would if they sold to Russia
and, besides, Russia cannot buy any more and probably cannot con-
sume what she is using.

Mr. MARTIN. I would suggest, if I might, as Mr. Myers is pointing
out, that the Russians are paying primarily in goods, and it is very
difficult to pinpoint for the people what the difference is between
goods and sugar.

I may say also, however, that the fact tlat the price does compute
out less than the world price has not helped the Soviets at all in Latin
American; and it has not helped them. This has been a propaganda
point i wish we would be able to make something of.,



Senator DOUoLAS. Let us make some more out of it. We will bepaving 3.2. r
Mr. Chairman, I think I have taken up enough time. We have

discovered $120 million or more which the Ameican taxpayers are
paying, and if these gentlemen are strong for the program of foreign

aid to Latin America, as I personally have been, - would be willing
to provide for the $120 million or more to be impounded and used
for aid needed in Latin America.

We are probably going to aid Latin America anyway, so this will
diminish the burden upon the budget.
- Mr. MARTIN. I would just like to say again that most of these Latin

American countries despite some people's belief, do prefer to earn
their money through trade if th y possibly can, and it is more self-
respecting, and one of our real problems there is finding the local cur-
rency resources to conduct aid programs that we think are desirable.

A e wish. as the Congress and you gentlemen do, I believe, to use our
aid primarily for foreign-aid expenditures that are necessary, and
if we deprived them of tifs income it would just mean we would have
to have more flexible authority to cover local currency than we now
have and is, on the whole, a good thing, perhaps.

Senator FULBRIGHT. The present arrangement gives them a vested
interest which they would not want to see changed to their great dis-
advantage.

Senator DouoLAs. I think these countries ought to be very grate-
ful to us that we are not buying on the world market now.

If we were buying in the world market this other million and a
half tons would be purchased at 3.2 cents, and we would effect a further
saving of around $30 million.

Senator BENNETT. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bennett.
Semator BENNETT. It is half past 12. I have a few questions I would

like to awsk. I will not take too long
Is it your thought that we will keep going for a while or should

we recess aid come back at a later time ?
The CHAIRMAN. I think we will have to go for a little while and

then we will have another session this afternoon. We Will go, perhaps,
to 1 o'clock, and then we will recess until 2:30.

Senator BENINEiTr. I have listened to this discussion with a great
deal of interest. My father used to say that a butcher that has no
sausage can offer to sell it for a. lenny a pound.

Now, here we have a world market, so-called, on which the American
economy has not drawn directly.

Temporarily in that world market we have a surplus.
How long do you think the price would stay at around 3 cents a

pound if American refiners of cane sugar were dependent on that
world market as individual purchasers rather than as purchasers who
would draw against a fixed quota? How long do you think we would
have an assured supply of sugar, off-shore sugar, at the current price
if we were dealing in a world niariket?

Mr. MYv S. Well, Senator, I think it would depend upon how
much sugar we had to import.

Obviously, if we were to destroy our domestic industry at once and
go onto the world market we could cause, well, a disaster in the world
prices by higher prices.
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Once the price starts up there is a cumulative effect to that, as you
know, until the bubble bursts.

As I pointed out to Senator Anderson some time ago we were very
fortunate that at the time when we cut off the Ouban supplies there
was a good supply of other sugar in the world market, and certainly
we would not want to cut off our own domestic supplies and go out iinto
the world market for some additional 51/2 million tons of sugar. You
just cannot do that sort of thing.

Now, what would hapln ifyou took 10 or 20 years I do not kiiow.
Certainly if you did it quickly and obviously if we destroyed the sugar
program, our domestic sugar industry or a large segment of it would
go dowi the drain very quickly.

Senator BENNvrIr. Let us look at the immediate situation. These,
countries abroad and, particularly Cuba before Castro, had an assured
market in the United States for sugar at around 5 cents a pounds.

Could they not, therefore, average their price out and afford to sell
it at the "world market" or at or below cost, knowing that they had an
average income which was assured by the substantial percentage that
came into the United StatesI

Mr. MYERs. And, of course, just as that was done in the case of Cuba
and in the case of the other world exporters who had to sell on the
world market. Irhat, of course, would not be true for some of the world
exporters which had little or no quotas in the United States, they had
to take a world market price for all of their product.

Senator BENNETT. Have you got any idea about the approximate
cost, of sugar that is sold in the world market? Is this a profitable en-
terprise if you only sell in the world market?

Mr. Mins. Senator, there is a good deal of talk about costs of pro-
duction throughout the world, and you can ask half of this audience
here and they will cite you 4 cents or some other figure.

Let me say, to the best of my knowledge and belief, there is no single
figure. Everybody's costs are different from everybody else's and
they vary up and down.

Senator BENNETr. BuL. is it not generally assumed that the so-
called world market is a distress market?

Mr. MYEIs. That is absolutely so, and it represents about 12 per-
cent of the world sugar supply; it is a dumping ground whlen there is
a surplus; and it is a hunting ground when there is a shortage. lIat
is why you can go from a very low price to a very high price just the
moment there is some slight increase in the world.-lemand.

Senator BENNE'r. I have been told that you should never ask a
question umless you know the answer in advance, and I do not know the
answer to this one.

Are there other countries that buy sugar out of the Carribbean and
other obvious sugar-producing areas at prices above the world market?
Does Great Britain allow its colonial producers prices better than the
world market?

Mr. MyEas. Yes, definitely. Britain has a Commonwealth sugar
program under which it pays premium prices to Commonwealth pro-
ducers and that, of course, would include produces in the British
West Indies.

I am told, as a matter of fact, by the British that our U.S. Sugar
Act, has been the model for some of their Commonwealth programs.
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Senator BE-Nm-r. There are other countries abroad that are in the
same fix we are in. They produce part of their sugar, usually with
beets, and then they purchase raw sugar, to make lip the difference
they need from roughly the same sources where we buy.

Do they buy at the distress price to keep their programs going or
do they but at the "world market"?

Mr. M rEs. Vell, they vsry. It is customary for them to buy at
premium prices from their colonial producers.

The French West Indies producers, I think, get a premium above
the world market. The others will buy part of their requirements;
and France is in this group of countries which will buy part of their
requirements at the world price, and then average them into the
domestic support prices when they sell to the consumer.

Senator BENNETT. Then the American program which has been
paying premium prices to the sugar producers in the Caribbean is
not completely unique?

Mr. M1-nts. Not completely unique, no.
Senator BENNett. Earlier Senator Douglas was questioning you

11bout the high prices the American consumers were paying for sugar.
Do you have and could you put in to the record a comparison of

retail sugar prices the American housewife pays as compared to
prices paid by consumers in foreign countries.

Do you have and could you put into the record a comparative scale of
prices showing the rate at which sugar prices have increased as com-
pared with other supported crops in the United States?

Mr. M.yis. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNErr. And would you please put in as a kind of scale

of comparison showing the rate of increase in the consumers' price
index q

Mr. MYERS. I shall be glad to do that, both of them.
Senator BENNETT. I have the impression when you see that kind of

a scale, you will find that the prices on sugar have gone up at a slower
rate than the prices on the other supported and even the unsupported
food products we produce in the United States.

Mr. MYERS. As I pointed out to Senator Douglas, when the Sugar
Act in 1948 was written, the comparison with the consumers' price
index was to be 1947. We never anywhere near achieved that.

In 1955-56 in the amendments of that year, that was scaled down
to make the base period of the average of 1947 to 1949, and we are
somewhat below that.

(The information referred to follows:)
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Sugar: Retail prices Jan. l, 1960, and per capita colts iwiption, 1959: selected
countries

IMPORTING COUNTRIES

Singapore ....................
A den -------------------------
Jordan.. .....................
Colombia .....................
Nigeria .......................
Sudan ------------------------
Bolivia .....................
Malaya .......................
Iraq ..........................
Norway .....................
Ireland .......................
Switzerland ...................
New Zealand... .........
United Kingdom ............
M orocco .....................
C anada -----------------------
Spain ........................
Portugal .....................
Ghana ......................
United Arab Republic

(Syrian region) ...........
Austria ......................
Ethiopia .....................

Price I

5.4
5.6
6.0
6.3
6.9
7.2
7.6
7.6
8.1&.6
8.7
9.)
9.3
9.3
9.4
9.5

10.3
10.4
10.5

10.5
10.8
11.0

Conl-aump-
li~on *

32.3
1.51.0
342.0

4.3
26.3
44.0

4 70.8
63.2 I
us. a

'110.0
105. 9
98.2

127.7
69.5

103. 0
34.3
3. 1
22.8

29.8
386.0

4.5

EXPORTING COUNTRIES

Peru .......................... 3.6 ,M. 0 China (Taivan) -------------- 9.6 3 26.0
Brazil ------------------------ 4.4 383.0 Costa Rica ------------------- 9.11 71.0
Panama ---------------------- 4. 7 43.2 El Salvador ----------------- 9.8 3. .2
Cuba --- _------------------- - 55 110.0 India ------------------------ 10.1 11.6
Mexico ---------------------- 5.6 70.3 Surinam -------- ------------- 11. 54.7
Union of South Africa -------- 5.8 103.7 Dominican Republic --------- - 119 62.7
Indonesia ------------------- 5.9 18.1 Belgium.....------------------ 13.7 70.3
1laiti ------------------------- 7.5 22.9 Turkey ----------------------- 16. 4 130.0
Denmark --------------------- 7.9 125.5 Germany, East -------------- 19.4 3 70.0
Guatemala ------------------- 8.0 38.2 flungary --------------------- 19.9 61.4
Philippines ------------------- 9.3 1 28. 7 Poland ---------------------- 22.7 ;9. 7
Australia --------------------- 9.3 12. 3

IU.S. cents per pound, from "Sugar Yerbook, 1959;" International Sugar Council.
2'Pounds per capita raw sugar basis. Unless otherwise Indicated, derived from International Sugar

Council diAta for consumption and United Nations data for population.
I Foreign Agricultural Service data used. Calendar year per capita consumption otherwise indicated

would be out of line with trend.
4 Includes Singapore.
4 USDA estlmtes ued.
6 Includes Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam.

Price I

1I. 5
11.5
11.6
11.0
12. 1
12.4
12.7
12.7
13. 1
13.4
13.5

15.7
16.1
16. 1
10.5
16.6
16.7
17.6
17.9
22.0
25.7
31.7

Conl.
sum p-tlon I

73.0
129.4

'104.0
3100. 7

85.5~
71.6
81.3

101.4
42.4

370.0

99.05.3
9.0

95. 7
375.0
1 28.,0

13. 7
31.4
*4.2
36. 0
5.6

Frnce (ntropolltan) --------
Iceland .....................
United Stats ..............
Netherlands.... -........
Iran ---- _ -------------------
Veneluela ...............
A rgentina ----------- _-------
Sweden .......................
Ceylon ....................
Cambodia...............
Germany, West --------------
Uniteid Arab Republic

(Egyptian region) ..........
Pakistan .................
T hailand --- _ ----_---------
Finland .....................
Israel ---------------------
Greec ..................
Italy ........................
Japan .......................
Vietnam ....................
Yugoslavia ...................
Korea, South .................
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RAW SUGAR QUOTA PREMIUMS AND DISCOUNTS
Monthly Comparisons, FAS Cuba Prio of Row Sugar forShipment to US. ond World Markets

TS PER L .. AS. CUBA PRICES .... -T -T- l
I.SCBPIE I K~
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Morcincnt of prices of sugar and and sugar crops in relation to other prices

11933-100)

Year CuIsuti rs All foods at sugar (t All farm Sugar beets I Sugrcanle
price index whole-sle Now York, crops I

wholesale

1.0 ------_----_-- 100 100 100 100 100 100
1934 ............. 10 117 102 138 142 152
195 -......-------- 107 139 113 145 130 121
I'J36 ---------------- 1 07 136 109 152 112 117
1937 .------------- - 111 142 109 166 132 119
1938 --------------- 109 1i2 104 110 120 114
1939 -- _----------- - 107 117 105 114 125 119
190 ---------------- 109 119 100 124 128 119
1911 --------------- 127 139 115 152 152 165
1942 --_------------ -135 167 125 203 170 176
1943 --------------- 136 178 127 262 210 181
19 4---------------- 140 175 127 279 245 193
1945 ............... - 151 178 125 283 235 214
1916 --------------- 173 219 147 317 250 245
1947 -------------- 187 272 187 86 2X5 264
1918- ............... 185 294 176 355 240 217
1919 ----------------- 187 267 182 314 245 233
1950 _--------_--- ! ? 272 182 324 252 286
1951 .............. - 202 30' 191 369 260 233
19)52 --------------- 207 303 196 372 265 255
19M ---------------- 207 289 198 334 258 267
1954 --------------- 209 289 191 338 242 257
1955 --------------- 207 281 195 321 250 210
1956 -------------- 211 281 200 324 262 293
1957 --------------- 218 289 207 314 250 255
19-58 --------------- 224 306 211 310 260 274
1959- ---------------- 227 289 213 307 250 262
1960 --------------- 229 291 215 307 260 267

I About 70 percent of which are subject to some forms of price support.

Senator BFvNFrr. If that had not been changed in 1955-56, how
much approximately would you be further below, if we were still
trying to match the 1947 control prices?

Mr. MIYERs. Senator, I hope I may be permitted to correct the rec-
ord, but my offhand guess would he that it was close to 11 cents per
pound wholesale, compared with 9.35 at the present time.

Senator BENNeTr. Thank you.
I would like to ask a couple of questions of your friend front the

State Department.
Senator FULRIIGHT. Will the Senator yield on that last point? I

wanted to clear up something on page 6 of this study.
Senator BENNmEr. Yes.
Senator FU1BRIGHT. In this study which is before me, I find this

statement:
The retail price of sugar since 1947-49 has been free of sharp movement.

It has risen somewhat more than retail prices of food generally mostly because
prices to growers of sugar crops have been better maintained than prices of
most other farm products.

Down at the end of that paragraph it says:
Thus we find in the recent period while raw sugar prices have returned to-

ward the level of a year ago, the price of refined sugar at retail has not.

That would indicate that sugar has been maintained at a higher
price than other agricultural commodities.

Senator BENNETr. Of course, I have been in the Senate long enough
to know that is the numbers game. It depends on which base date
you take.



I would like to take 1934, the date of the Sugar Act, and let us look
at the whole range, the effect of the Sugar Act as a whole on this pro-
gram.

I think we will find that sugar prices havc risen much less than the
prices of most other agricultural commodities.

Mr. Myins. Senator, two points are involved:
No. 1 is the base period, as you so properly point out.
That other is the index that you use.
The comparisons, Senator Fulbright, that you were reading are

between sugar and other foods.
Senator FULDRIGHT. Yes.
Mr. Mvims. The Consumer Price Index uses foods I belive, as one

of its components, and it has a number of other things, including
personal services.

So that you get different comparisons depending upon which index
is used-

Senator FuLBRiowr. Relativeto other foods, is what I thought you
were discussing, and in that case sugar has, according to this, been
higher, maip -amed higher.

Mr. MYER The Sugar Act to which I have referred in my discus-
sion with Senator Douglas requires us to consider the Consumer
Price Index, which is a somewhat different type of animal.

Senator BwNisTr. Well, in my request I asked that both of them
be put down, the Consumer Price Index and the change in other
foods so we can see how the two parallel.

Mr. Mms. Did you mean, $enator Bennett, other foods at whole..
sale or other farm crops?

'Senator BrNNIYM-r. Well, I think it would be interesting to see both,
of them.

Mr. Mwis. Fine. Thank you.
Senator B.NNEwr. Mr. Martin, can you come back o the wire again

for a minute ?
Mr. MArnTI. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNmr. In the questioningby Senator Douglas,' much

was made of the fact that we ought to be in a position togive Cuba
back its quota as an incentive for these rebels to overthrow Castro.

Maybe Mr. Mann might want to comment, rather than you, on this
question. One of the things that Castro claimed lie was going to try,
to do for the Cuban people was to get them off the one-crop economy
and to try to get their agriculture on a broader basis.

Would you think this would be the kind of thing we would want
to encourage ?

Mr. MANN. Senator Bennett, I, would think we would want to
encourage this, but at the same time, I think we have to realize that
this is along-term process.

The reality of the situation is that if there should be a free Cuba
again, they will be'heavily dependent upon sales of their sugar, which
is their principal export to the world market, and particularly to
this market, and I think most of us believe that we have to bear this
very much in mind and avoid freezing the sugar pattern in the
meantime.
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Senator, 3FN iNa'r. J agree with that. But I am, wondering if we
have to concern ourselves with being in a. position to give Cuba back
31/ million tons.

Mr. MAN t. ;Well, this is something that we, have thought about a
great deal, but I do not believe we have reached any conclusion.

I think it is hard to do that in advance of knowing the time sl)an
we are talking about and what the ,consequence will be at that par-
ticular time.

Mr. MAirTi. I might like to say, Senator, if I said at some point
or you got the impression that I was referring to restoring to Cuba
its quota, I did not intend to be that precise.

Senator BpN.NEir. No.
Mr. MARTIN. The implication of what I would ,say is that Cuba

must gain become a major source of supply from the United States,
and I would not think we could go beyond that at this time, for the
reasons Mr. Mann has stated.

ISenator BENNEir. You and I would agrree, with that. But, I got
the inference from the questioning that, Senator Douglas felt that
this should be preserved, that you should reach out and take all the:
sugar away that might be labeled reallocated Cuban quota, and return
it to Cuba.

I also have the impression there hno been rather serious damage to
the-:crop and to the capadity for the production of sugar in Cuba,
as a result of the revolution dowii there.

I am not sure Cuba could take back the responsibility of assaring
us 3 million or 31/, milliontons a year, at least not e6 start with.;

When I came this morning I had just on6 question for you, and
I am' saving that for the last one. You lhavo answered itretty well
during your colloquies with my colleagues from the other side of the
aisle. ,,.

But I, want to nallit down: :. 77 , i.

The State Department has no objection to the earliest possible con-
sideration of permanent legislation? .

Mr. MAiMrK. 'That is corTCt, sir,Senator.BsN~x.rrIs'that',correct? ,., .. ....

Mr; MAmzm rThat is boireot.,, . ,
'Senator BaNxir. Youi are, willing to pattieipateimiii thd develop-

mentof .,h legislationinsofar -as your, interestsAre ,concwrmed.
M r.:, 11 ' m .Yes) sir., .. ,-', ..'' .

Senator B NmwmiT. I 'assume,! from, my eXiperienc4- with the State:
Department, mthtei pxreViotis administation, that you' aro Wi1lin' to
leave to this committee largely, almost entirely, the problem of allocat-.
ing the domestic share,,a nnmg: the dbmestio producerss? Youhave no
diret involvement in-that?, i, i

Mr. MARTIN. I think -we have enough else on our platter no to get;
ir ove in that. 1 " .

'Senator 3ENNETr If the Senator .from Utah could write the Sugar
Act to please hiriself, Jhe would give the State Dpartmmnt, the sole re,,
sponsibilityof allocating the offshore sugar, and saving thip coinmittwe
fromthe pressure it always gets from the highly paid lobbyists who
come here representing these foreign countries?

Mr. MARTIN. I do not blame you at all, sir.
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Senator BEN.Nmu. I will not ask you whether you would like to have
us solve it in that way, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Cuitrs. Following Senator Bennett's question that you
would have no concern about determining how we would divide the
domestic quota, do you consider and concede that it is the Congress
that should decide what proportion of our total sugar consumption
should be domestic and what portion should be foreign?

Mr. MARTIN. Well, I am sure it is the Congress that decides it, but
I think we would like to be in a position to express the views in the
matter.

Senator CuRTIs. Now, are these countries that we are buying sugar
from temporarily, are they being directly notified or warned that they
are not being given anything they should rely on in the future?

Mr. MARTIN. Both the State Department and the Department of
Agriculture are beseiged regularly by these people, and none have
ever come into my office in which I have not made the statement. We
have notified our missions about it, we have notified some of them by
formal notes to this effect, but there has been a consistent line that we
must assume that we will at some future date again wish to buy a
major portion of our supply from Cuba and, "therefore, you should
not spend a penny of capital to expand your capacity."

My impression is, on the whole, there has been very little spent to
expand acreage.

Senator CUR'ris. Are you also advising them that thereare interests
in the Uinited States that would like to produce more sugar? I

Mr. MARTIN. I have not so advised them in any conversations, I
doubt if there are any embassies here who are not aware ofthis fact.'

Senator CurIs. But if it is a fact, iii fairness and in order to keep,
their frieidship and to prevent misunderstandings, they should be so
advised, sh6iild tlyi not?

Mr. MARTIN. I think i is a rehsonable statement to make Sir.:
Senator CURTiS. Yes.
There is also the danger though, if a temporary arrangementgoes

too long that there is a feeling, an automati6 feeling, that they have
a veste interest; isn't that ri iht? i a a

'Mr. MARtIN . I tl'nkthdtis a poblemn. Think we hAVebeen-luc~
so far in the sense that there hiaVe been l4umper crppsduring tis
period of listing acreae so there dea s been little ustificitio for iiny-
body to invest; in expandedl output;' Thel' have. had urul enlu,
selln(' what they, have b eeh able to prbdiii with existing' cohditis.,

This hae resulted tin some l iig of avetefrighhe wor bp , inros
also a brtk sot a hnk we have gote thouhpretty well.
without anymore anticipations than there have always, be of a dei
sire to get intothe US. , at d.

Senator Cu-Rns. I would suggest to the State.Departmen t hit' In
fiiure to6 advise foreign, countries that there is not an earnest And
widespread and sincere demand for more -s uga Ir production, I n. the.
United States wold be to overlookjIC a bay's i fact that, exists.'

in reference to this automatic claiming of a vestedl right by reason
of a tem'porat-y situation going oti-for several years, you alluded to,
that in your New York speech, did you not, Mr. Myers?

Mr. Mr,.u8. Yes, Senator; I did.
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Senator Cuirris. And when you said:
The fact remains, however, that when price premiums amount'to as much as

$150 million a year, vested interests are claimed automatically. All the argu-
ments In the book will be put forth by producers desiring to sell at such premium
prices. Regardless of the wishes of either Congress or of the administrative
agencies, the vested interest arguments of new suppliers will become stronger
as the period of time they supply our market increases.

Mr. Mnys. That is correct.
Senator CURTIS. And you were speaking of the foreign suppliers?
Mr. Myrms. That is correct.
Senator CURTIS.. Now, I do not want to drag along in something too

academic, but coming back to what is a world price, I believe I under-
stood you to say to senator Bennett that only about 12 percent of the
sugar moved n the world price.

Mr. MERsn. That is correct.
Senator CruIt's. So, in other words, 88 percent of the sugar moves

in a sugar program of some sort or another?
Mr. M-YERs. Under some form of protection.
Senator CuTis. Yes.
Now, does that follow that the consumers of the 88 percent of that

sugar obtained more than they should pay?
Mr. MYERS. No; I do not personally attach morals to prices. It is

two different' categories.
They are paid above the world price. I do not know what the

world price would be if we did away with all forms of protection.
We would obviously shift production about tremendously in the
world.

Senator CuwTs. What is a subsidized price? First let me ask you
this: In general, do the consumers of sugar and, of course, in pro-
portion to the amount of sugar they use, pay tho cost of our sugar
program and the cost of the sugar, with all the'rlated costs in con-
necdion therewith?

Mr. MYERs. I think that inevitably is so; yes.
Senator Curs. Now, we get into a question of definition and

semantics, do we not, when we talk about a subsidized price?
Mr. M ms. Absolutely, and there will be as many definitions as

you will have people defining the term.Senator Ctuwrxs. Yes. If we ~.ke a definition ofa subsidized price,
if it really costs a dollar and a half an article, and the Treasury pays
50 cents of it and sells it to the consumer for .$1, that would be very
clearly a subsidized price, would it not?

Mr. Mims. Yes; I think every dictionary would agree that would
be a subsidy

Senator s. But definitely the operation of the Sugar Act is
not that kind of subsidy, is it ?

Mr. Myins. No. There is a question, of course, when you get into
the Sugar Act payments whether they would be defined as a subsidy:
Under all definitions of the terms.

Frankly, I think this whole discussion o the semantics of subsidy
a rather -utile one because I see no difference in onie technique versus,
another.

Why is it any different, you have a protective tariff that gives you
a half percent than to have a tax and a payment that gives you a
half cent? It is both a half cent. I do not see any difference.
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Senator CuRTIs. I understand that. But the point I am getting at
is that the general Federal Treasury is not paying any part of the
sugar that the housewife buys or the sugar that the manufacturer
buys; isn't that correct?

Mr. M rms. They are not getting into the problem today whereas
we did during the war, and as many foreign countries do, of buying
the sugar and selling it to their consumers, either at a higher price or
at a lower pi that is correct.

Senator iUwris. Yes; and in the main, has the Sugar Act been self-
sustaining so far as general revenues of the Treasury are concerned?

Mr. MiEIrs. It has been decidedly better than self-sustaining.
Senator CumRTs. What do you mean by that?
Mr. MYnts. The tax, the processing tax, which the Sugar Act estab-

lishes is for one-half cent per pounder 10.cents per ton on the total
quantities that we consume in this country, which is roughly $90 mil-
lion a year and Sugar Act payments amount to something in the
neighborhood of $70 million a year, so there is a gain there in the
Treasury of about $20 million a year.

Senator C'Rr1Ts. It has been through the years--
Mr. MYEus. It has been through the years from $15 million to $20

million a year,
Senator CURTIS. Yes. So laying aside what has been accomplished

or has not been accomplished insofar as order within the sugar indus-
try is concerned, the fact remains that our General Treasury is about
$20 million better off by reason of the act.

Mr. M Em. Each year.
Senator CuwRs. Each year?
Mr. MYEIs. Correct.
Senator Crnr. And there %re many things that governments do

which are designed to raie prices to a fair level for producers or to
raise wages to a fair level for workers that are not in the category Of
subsidies when we use the defin1itloil of paying part of the price, out or
the General Treasury; isn't that true?

Mr. Myns. There are a great many that have subsidies, hat is
correct; yes.

Senator CtrTiS. Yes. In other words, this is an act that has the
same objective of all farm legislation, is it not?

Mr. MyEns. Yes, indeed. .
Senator Cummis. To raise to a fair price, and I do not think I will

take any further time on that question of subsidies because, as we
say we can go on and get as many definitions as the English language
could put together. But I am pleased at your statement to make it
clear because there is a great misunderstanding in the country on'the
question.

I think the people who buy and use sugar should be the ones who
pay for the sugar, and that is what happens in this program, is it
not?

Mr. 0.xiiw. That is correct.
Senator Curis. Yes.
You share the view that the sooner a long-range program can be

worked out, the better it would be for everyone ?
Mr. M]ys. Oh, yes, Senator by all means ,nd if the Congress

at this session could get one workedout, it would be a great thing fbr
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the sugar industry of this country and foreign countries, as well, and
to make it effective by January 1 1962.

I do call your attention to the lact that the House started its hear-
ings and action on the sugar program in 1955. It was not possible to
get it throu gli the Senate that-year, but it had to drag over and got
through theSenate the following year, and when was it that we finally
got it signed into law?

Senator Br.-mrrm'. It was about this same time, April or May.
Mr. MYras. It seems to ine as though it were late May of 1956. I

cannot put my fingers on it at the moment.
So I think that it is that time schedule, and let me say, that the

problem that confronted the Congress in 1955 was child's play com-
pared with the problem that I think is going to confront you this
year.

Senator CutTis. I think that is true.
Now, as head of the Sugar Division of the Department of Agricul-

ture, you received communications and requests from citizens of the
United States asking for a sugar quota or an increased sugar quota?

Mr. MiY ns. Senator, if I may be a little bit facetious in answering,
asking is an understatement. They demand it.

Senator CURTIS. Well, it is quite widespread.
Mr. Mnrmis. Yes; it is. It is especially widespread in the beet areas

with a number of focal points of special demand.
I would call your attention to the Red River Valley, to the Pacific

Northwest, the great Columbia Basin, portions of Californiia, and the
Southwestern States, from Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma,
and southwestern Kansas.

I think those are the areas of greatest demand.
I know in the beet area that your State wants more acreage, too.
Then we have something growing up, and I was terribly concerned

about Senator Anderson's discussion because I think he may not have
beewn aware of the expansion that is going on in Senator Holland's
State of Florida.

It is, I think, a situation where there are four mills being in some
stages of construction down there at the present time, Senator Holland.

I only hope that they will be put up efficiently and effectively be-
cause when you get an expansion of that sort, almost overnight it is
more or less shear accident if everything works out well.

Most of our sugar industry that is efficient and earning igh profits
today in the domestic areas have taken yeai's in the developmental
process.

Senator CuwmTs. I am very pleased that welhave two eminent gentle-
men from the State Department here to hear your recitation of not
only the requests but the demand in the United Stases for a right to

,produce more of the -sugar ,that our peoplec use aT'd, as iI said a bit
,ago, I think it would be an act lacking in friendship if all the foreign
countries were not told of that.

As a matter of fact, Mr. Myers, if* we say to all the rest of "the
American economy, "You are not only permitted to grow, you are
urged to grow, we are going to give you Government incentives to
grow," and then pick out one little corner of our economy and make it
impossible for them to grow, the chances are that its efficiency will be
cut down, too, will it not? There is an element 'of stagnation when
there is no chance to grow; isn't that right?
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Mr. MYERS. Well, there could be; very fortunatelyjI must say, the
indications of stagnation, fortunately, have iiot been very apparent in
our domestic sugar industry.

Senator CURTIS. I have been very much aware of that.
Mr. MYERs. That is something we should be very proud of. I

think that question is a rather large one because historically we have
been importer.s of sugar. Now we have worked up a sugar program
under which we give our domestic growers a respectable price,

Originally there was an expectation that that would be a fair price
for a limited quantity. Now it becomes a matter of judgement com-
pletely within the province of you gentlemen in the Congress as to
what share we should grow of our sugai domestically and what pro-
portion we should import.

Senator CURTIS. You would agree that an increase in a domestic
quota or anybody's quota should extend over a reasonable period of
years, in order for an orderly operation, both from the standpoint of
the farmers as well as from the processors; do you not?

Mr. IYEts. I think it is absolutely essential, Senator, and when
you think that a modern sugar beet factory costs around $15 million
or more for the factory alone, plus all of the investment that the
farmers have to make in their production, you see that there must be
long-range planning, and it must be a long-range program.

Senator Ctnrn. I just have one more question. Referring back to
this demand of farmers and their representatives, I want to say to
you, there is a great deal that you do not get because -

Mr. Mnns. That is true.
Senator CURTIS (continuing). Many Congressmen and Senators

are aware that you are working under a basic law that Congress has
to change, and you have no discretionary power to increase that, and
so you are getting a tiny portion of the demand for new production,

How would you compare it to :previous years ? Has it increased?
Mr. MsRs. Yes, it has strongly increased; greatly increased in the

past9or3years.
Senator CURTIS. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We are honored today to have with us' Senator

Holland, who will make asf4orment. ,
I first want to thanfr the pzwoious wNitnesses for giving very en-ji I Wning statements. ,. , ., , . .. ,"

SVr. MYFR s. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is always a, plasure
to be here. I t

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Holland.

STATE MENZ OF HON SPISARD 'L'XHOILANf , U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF FLORIDA

SenatoRo m."1r, -t Cria n amdm members,'cf nh& commit tee,
it will only take me a few mi i p.r',,

First I want to say, for myself maiihy State and, particularly for
,the.sugar industry of Flovida, ,we support the: statement alt'ady mhadeby j y, esteemed collage; the Senior. Senator --from Louisiana IMr.

Ellender. "
'To eluborato uponthat only briefly, w ' think that a fixed extension

that can be agreed upon by-the twohouses between now and the clos-
ing moments of this month is an absolute necessity.
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It seems to us that the best way to have such an agreement is for
the Senate to concur with the House bill as to the 21-month extension
already incorporated in that bill.

To elaborate just briefly upon what has just been stated by Mr.
M1 yers, our State is feeling acute growing pains in this industry. Our
largest factory is putting in a large new plant which I understand
may cost $20 million.

TWere have been three smaller plants purchased, I believe in L.4oui-
siana, and transported to Florida, or in the course of being recon-
strc ted there.

There is great demand for the ability to produce by individuals
who have heretofore been largely in the production of vegetables,
sweet corn, cattle, and the like. They have formed one or snore co-
operatives for that purpose.

There is a substantial inmigration to us of sugar people who form-
erly produced ip Puerto Rico, who wish to transfer their operations
to our State.

There are several groups of Cubans in sizable numbers who are prac-
ticed in the production of sugar, who are trying to get into our pro-
duction because they are new refugees from their own country. The
pressure is very good for additional productive potentiality. How-
ever, I do not wish to present that at this time in this hearAing., and I
hope the committee in its wisdom will not conoder any such request
from any source.

I simply wanted to briefly mention that subject because 1 would
certainly he renisn if any such consideration as that should come into
any domestic area without our being heard and without our being
considered at that time. :

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the expedition which you have given to
this hearing.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator HoLLAwD. I am ready to support. you when you get to the

floor, as I did in the Cuban matters and other matters relating to this
bill.

Thank you.
The CHAMMAW. Thank you, Senator Holland.
The committee will recess until 2:30.
(Whereupon, at 1:05 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at

2:30 p.m. the same day.)
AFIEROON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The first witness is Martin McLain, the American Farm Bureau

Federation.

STATEMENTT OF MARTIN McLAIN, AMERICAN FARM BUREAU
FEDERATION

Mr. MO6LAIN. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, we
appreciate the opportunity to appear briefly before this committee
and give our views regarding the extension of the Sugar Act.

We continue to support the Sugar Act as a means o- dealing with
the problems peculiar to the sugar industry.
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The primary provisions of the act do not relate to payments, but
to quotas that regulate the marketing of imported and domestically
produced sugar. , _

Our policy resolutions recommend the extension of the present
Sugar Act for 5 years with provisions for the following five things:

f1) Immediate and substantial increases in basic quotas for main-
land cane and beet areas;

(2) A substantial increase in ie domestic share of increased con-
sumption due to growth;

(3) Retention of the present formula for reallocating domestic
deficits to domestic areas;

(4) Provision for sugar production in new areas;
5) Protecting the interests of domestic growers.

Realizing that the present law is scheduled to expire March 31,
1961, and that producer organizations have had no opportunity to
present their views to the House, we agree tha- aa interim extension is
needed to permit an orderly exploration of the changes that are needed
in the basic act. At the same time, we believe that it would be highly
desirable for Congress to proceed as quickly as possible to develop
long-range sugar legislation so that producers and processors c~n plan
ahead on an intelligent basis. We therefore, recommend that the
current extension provided in the bill, H.R. 5463, passed by the House,
be limited to 9 months which would extend the present program to
December 31, 1961. This would clear the way for full-scale hearings
on the changes that should be incorporated in more permanent legis-
lation, and we sincerely hope that. both this committee and the House
Agriculture Committee will begin such hearings as soon as possible.

It is our judgment that long-range legislation can be developed and
enacted during the current session of Congress if the necessary hear-
ings are started promptly. We are deeply fearful, however, that the
proposed 21-month extension would lead to an undesirable delay in
tha development and enactment of longer range legislation. .

We want to thank this committee for its dedicated efforts in trying
to solve the difficult problems associated with the present sugar situa-
tion.

The CHAIRMA. Thank you, Mr. MINcLain.
Any questions?
(No response.)
The CHAIRAAN. Thank you very much.
The next witness is Mr. Roscee Fletcher of -1- ^ew M exioo Farn.

and Livestock Bureau.

STATEMJ N T OF ROSCOE FLETCHER, NEW MEXICO FARN AN1D
LIVESTOCK BUREAU

Mr. FLETCM1Er. I want to apologize; members of the committee, I
hav3 changed my statement and I doit have but one copy now.

I appreciate the opportunity to present our views on the proposed
legislation affecting the Sugar Act. The New Mexico Sugar Beet
Committee, of which I am State chairman, is a statewide organization
composed of sugar beet committees, all of which could and would like
to produce sugar beets.

Our committee is a commodity group directly responsible to, and
represents the policies approved by the board of directors of the New



Me ico Farm and' Livestock Bureau. Thei New Mexico Fair And
Livestock Bureaui represents over 8,500 farm families, a very high
percentage of the total farm families in New Mexico., Senator BNNrTr. Mr. FMther, before you go further, I am in-
terested in your name. Are you the New Mexico branch of the Farm
Bureau with the. words "livestock" added to it., or are you a different
and separate organization.?

nr. -V Lfffi"01HR. "ur name is New Mexico Farm and I'vcstock
Bureau, that is the total name.

Senator BENNE'r. That is right, but is there in addition in New
Mexico a farm bureau which is a. different organization than your
own?

Mr. FLETCITE., No, there isn't.
Senator BEiNNELrr. You are the Farm Bureau of New Mexico, and

you have added the word "livestock"?
Mr. FLTCIIER. We have just added that to it.
Senator BENNE~. Thank you.
Senator Cunifs. You are affiliated with the National Farm Bureau?
Mr. FLETCHER. Yes, sir. We are a State organization.
Senator BENNErTT. Mr. McLain just'testified through the American

Farm Bureau Federation. Are you a par of that federation ?
Mr. FLEVrcinR. Yes, we a, it i member State of that organization.
Senator BENNIrr. Thank you.
Mr. FrFE'rcIEn. We support the position of the American Farm

Bureau Federation in asking for an immediate 9-month extension of
the present Sugar Act in order to avoid disruption of the entire in-
dustry and consumer cost of living for the balance of this year. This
short extension will give Congress time to enact a new long-range pro-
gram to become effective at the end of this year.

We favor immediate and substantial increaive in'basic quotas for
domestic beet areas.

No. 2, a substantial increase in the domestic share of increased
consumption due to population growth.

We favor a fair foriiala for reallocating to old and new growers
domestic deficits.

We favor sugar production in new areas like New Mexico to permit
establishment of a mill.

With regard to the New Mexico Sugar Beet Committee in February
of this year a survey was made by county committees to determine the
number of acres which would be grown if we'receive a quota. The
questionnaires returned indicated an interest of over 37,000 acres,
Since that time a great deal more interest has been shown by prospec-
tiv'( growers, so undoubtedly this figure would be adjustedl upward.

A new cash crop is vital to the future of a sick agriculture economy
in New Mexico. According to the latest USDA figures the a.:-3rage
realized net income in our State fell 19 percent in 1960. At the same
time, the total cash receipts from farm and ranch marketing dropped
by 10 percent, the largest drop in the Nation.

Only a little over 800 acres of sugar beets are allotted to New Mexico
at present, and producers of these are operating on a marginal basis
due to high transportation cost to the nearest plant at Rocky Ford,
Colo.

We are opposed to short extensions of more than 9 months dura-
tion. Our proposal would:
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(1) Enable sugar companies to have a firm basis for building a new
refinery in New Mexico that would be assured of being needed over a
long pei6od of time.

(2) Permit greater diversion of acreage from surplus crops grown
in New Mexico such as wheat, feed grain, and corn.

(3) Reduice the amount of sugar purchased from foreign nations
and thus curb the outflow of gold 7rom the United States.
' Experinental work wiflt sugar 'beets by New Mexico St-te Univer-

sity shows that they are readily adapted to New Mexico and produce
high yields' and a high sugar'content. Several companies have indi-
cated a real interest in establishing in New Mexico, provided long-
term legislation can be passed.

Figures from a company on the effects on the economy of the area
where a typical sugar beet plant processes 2,500 tons per day are
enlightening. Such a plant would add $20 million each year to the
economy of the area in which it is located and from which it draws
beets.

The figure breaks down as follows: payments to farmers; employee
payroll; transportation and value created; fuel cost and $90,000 in
local taxes. Such a plant means the employment of 300 to 350 men
during the processing season and 2,000 men in caring for and harvest-
ing the beet crop. Such a plant would require each 24 hours 2,500 or
more tons of beets, 350 to 450 tons of coal or the equivalent in natural
gas, 6,000 to 7,500 pounds of paper ior sugar containers, and 4,000 to
4,500 pounds of burlap for dried-pulp containers. Refineries cost
from $12 to $15 million each and are able to process from 25,000 to
40 000 acres.

it has been a pleasure to appear before this committee. On behalf
of the New Mexico Sugar Beet Committee, we again urge a 9-month
extension of the Sugar Act as is, and trust that our long-range pro-
grain might be adopted to aid our economy.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIMAN. Thank you, Mr. Fletcher.
The next witness is Mr. Hoyt Pattison, of the New Mexico Sugar

Beet Association.

STATEMENT OF HOYT PATTISON, NEW MEXICO SUGAR BEET
ASSOCIATION

Mr. PATTISON. Senator Byrd and honorable Senators of the Senate
Finance Committee, it is a pleasure to be able to follow Mr. Fletcher,
who has given you a picture of the general situation in New Mexico.

I would like to now tell you about an individual county in our State.
We are a nation of individuals, where the individual is important.

I bring you a statement from individual farmers by one of them.
Gentlemen, I bring you greetings and petitions of the members of

the Curry County Sugar Beet Association. This group is an associa-
tion of some 97 members who are dedicated to the proposition that we
in Curry County, N. Mex., and in the whole State or New Mexico--in
fact, in our whole southwestern area and any other interested area-
should have the opportunity to play a part in the production of the
sugar that we use in our Nttion.
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Let me give you an example of the interest in our county alone in
the production of sugar beets as a new producing area. A recent
survey by our county agricultural extension agent shows that approxi-
mately 120 irrigation farmers are interested in planting approxi-
matelv 11,400 acres of sugar beet.

The agricultural econoiny of our county is based on the production
of wheat and grain sorghums. Both of these items are in surplus
production at the present time. If we were permitted to produce
11,490 acres of sugar beets, this much land and more, considering a
rotation program, would be taken out of production of these men-
tioned surplus crops. _

Gentlemen, we ask that you pass into law at this time only a very
short extension of the present Sugar Act, so that before this year is
out you of the Congress of the United States of America can create
a new permanent Sugar Act. We ask that such an act free our
Nation forever from dependence on foreign sources for any great
amount of our sugar.

In considering the defense of our Nation we cannot afford to be
caught short in time of war of an item as important as sugar.
* A permanent Sugar Act increasing our domestic quota for all

interested areas would also help solve the depressed economic and
employment conditions in these areas.

Gentlemen, we who present you this petition for the right to grow
sugar beets as a new producing area ak for not one cent of Govern-
ment money for dcing nothing. We only ask for the opportunity tohelp ourselves.To the average man in the field on the tractor in our county and

to the average man on the streets of our cities, it is inconceivable why
anyone would consider giving all of Cuba's presently available sugar
quota to anyone else without first taking care of our own farmers,
laborers, and storekeepers.

I thank you.
Senator i&NNm. Mr. Chairman, with Mr. Pattison there, I would

like to ask Mr. Myers a question.
Maybe Mr. Pattison can answer it or help answer it.
Mr. Pattison has made the point that if the farmers in New Mexico

were allowed to replace acres now used to grow feed grains and
wheat with sugar, then the money spent to support those programs
would be saved and the acres used to produce them more than an
equal amount would be taken out of the present-problem.

Has anybody attempted to estimate the relative "subsidy" that is in.
volved in changing from one crop to another?

Mr. MnERs. Senator Bennett, I do not know of such study. The
only point that I would make in connection with it is that this year,
with the largest beet acreage in all of our history, we are growing
something less than 1,100,000 acres. The acreage that is involved
in wheat, cotton, corn and other feed grains runs well into the millions,
a.3 you know.

Senator BENNETr. That is right.
Mr. MYFas. In other words, sugar beets are a very much more in-

tensive crop. Therefore, the expense per acre would be nothing like
the expense per acre for the feed grains, and the total acreage in..
volved would be minor, of course.
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Senator BENNET. Looking just at 1 acre, or looking at these 11,000
acres in this one county, what would be the effect on this problem of
subsidy, how much subsidy is being required to support those 11,000
acres to grow, let's say, just wheat, because it wmld he easier to make
a coin parison with a single crop. How much Federal subsidy goes
into the output of these 11,000 acres if they are planted in wheat, and
how dces this compare with the premium that is paid for sugar if they
are planted in sugar?

Do you have any ideas, Mr. Pattison?
Mr. PATTISOx. Yes. As I said before, I can only speak for my

own county.
But were we to achieve the goal of 11,400 acres of sugar beets in our

county, there wculd be that much acreage not planted in grain sor-
ghums for every year that that acreage was planted in sugar beets.

I say this because-
Senator BENyETr. Let's assume then that is right. Now, what

effects would that have, or what would be the comparative effect upon
this question of support payments and premium payments?

Mr. PA-rlsoN. Oine acre of g-rtin sorghum under irrigation in our
county would yield approximately 5,000 to 6,000 pounds of grain per
acre, say 3 tons per acre; 11,000 times 3 tons is 33,000 tons of grain
sorghum which would not be placed on the surplus market for grain
sorghums. Furthermore, the grain sorghums which were grown on
other acres would have a market in the livestock which the byproduct
from sugar beets would 1)romlote, the livestock market would b--the
livestock production in our county would greatly be enhanced by the
production of sugar beets and the feeding of their byproducts.

Other grain sorghum and feed produced would not go into the sur-
plus pile for our county individually because they would be fed to
the additional livestock.

Senator CURTIS. Would you yield to me at that point?
There is this difference, too. The subsidy, say, on the sorghum

grains, if the support price is beyond the market price, the difference
thereof is a burden upon the general revenue of the Government, its
General Treasury.

Mr. PATTISON. Yes, sir.
Senator CU RTJS. Which would probably fall in everybody's de-

finition of subsidy. If it were changed to sugar, the entire price of
the sugar would be borne by the people who consumed sugar, isn't
that correct?

Mr. PATTISON. Yes, sir.
Senator CuRTIs. You have certainly given us a good statement here,

and while it varies in some communities I want you to know that
there are many communities in my State that would fall in the cate-
gory that you have described hero.

Where is this county in New Mexico?
Mr. PATTIsoN. It is right in the middle of New Mexico on the east

side; you go right down the east side, and it is in the center.
Senator BENNE'r. What is the nearest large town?
Mr. PAMrrSON. Amarillo, Tex., is 100 miles northeast., Lubbock,

Tex., is 100 miles southeast, and Albuquerque is 250 miles west.
Senator CURTIS. Where is your closest refineryt
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Mr. PArrIsoN. Our closest refinery at the present time is Rocky
Ford, Colo some better than 300 miles away..

Senator Culms. In other words, what "rou need is in addition to the
right to grow sugar, you need it. over a long enough period so that both
producers and processors can plan fc: it and make it worthwhile; is
that not right ?

Mr. PATSON. Yes, sir. We of the Curry County Sugar Beet Asso-
ciation, of which I am chairman, are trying to help do this for our
whble area. The freight for transporting sugar beets as far away as
Rocky Ford, Colo., is too much for the processors and producers alike
to make it economically worthwhile. So we need a mill in our area if
we are to produce sugar beets, and we need a Sugar Act of long enough
extension to make this economically feasible.

Senator BENNHrI. I have no further questions.
Senator LoNG. As I undelitand it, though, you neced a longer term

Sugar Act than we have here. And I woidd like a longer term Sugar
Act than we have here.

But from the point of view of the State that I repre nt, we need at
least 21 months, we would do better to have 4 years or longer. But as
between the two, we will have the act expire when we go to planting
in the fall. We have to plant our cane around October, as I recall,
and then when it grows up for a year it is cut back, and it produces
:second growth.

Now we need an act longer than this, but I don't know that it is
helping us to get in the position of voting for a shorter act, because
our people have to get their planthig done, and they don't have any
act upon which to harvest their crop later on.

Nine months might meet your problem, those that are planting
seed now wuold be in the position that they could harvest in the
fall and have a Sugar Act when they harvest. But it seems to me
that 9 months for the sugar quota would be very much against the
interests of those of us who will be permitted to produce cane over
into the next year.

Mr. PA.TrIsoN. Our reasons for wanting only a short extension of
the present act at this time are that the present act doesn't help us
produce sugar beets at all. We can't produce any as it is, because,
as it was pointed out this morning, we have no market available
for them., We hope that with the short extension that Congress will
pals a permanent act which will include olir area with other new
growing areas, expansion in old areas such as yours in a pe naient
act of 6 years at least, or more so that we can all be assured of a
market in the future for what we plant in the way of sugar produc-
tion.

Senator LONG. It would seem to me, though, if a 6-year act is desir-
able we are a lot better off to have 21 months than 9 months. But
you are rifling just the opposite direction. We need, from our point
of view, as long an extension as we can get to give the industry some
assurance so that they can plant year after year.

We have had these acts expire on us, and invariably we have been
confronted with this problem of trying to get an act extended, and
somehow they always seemed to be putting a hammerhold on us to
get any extension of the act at all.
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I can't see where we will beany better off in States that plant cane
if we have a short extension than we would to get the longest, exten-
sion that we can get. Twenty-one months is a lot longer than 9 from
our point of view.

Mr. PArISON. Yes, sir. But wouldn't a 6-year act be more desir-
able than a 21-month act? I

Senator Lowo. Yes, but we do not know that we are going to get any
6-year act. By the time we pass a 9-month act like, you are advo-
cating we might be in a position to have to settle for another 9-month
act, another 21-month act. And we are trading with the House
conferees on the next bill. I have had some experience with that.
And unfortunately the chairman of those House conferees is not repre-
sented in an area that produces sugar; le doesn't have the same prob-
lemns to contend with as we do.

Mr. PArsoN. That is very unfortunate.
The CH.n.tA-. Thank you very much, Mr. Pattison.
The next witness is Robert M. Kerr, Southwest Olalia Area Do-

velopment Association.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. KEARR, SOUTHWEST OKLAHOMA AREA
DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Mr. Kzn. Mr. Chairman, and honorable members of the Finance
Committee, it is indeed with mixed emotions that I appear before this
group of distinguished lawmakers. First with a feeling of humility
and smallness when I think of the many distinguished and learned
men of Oklahoma whom I am sure could better represent us at this
hearing, but with a bursting of pride when I think that I am repre-
senting the great State of Oldahoma here today.

First, so as not to embarrass Senator Kerr by the mistakes I will
probably make as a novice here, let me explain that other than being
good Democrats our kinship probably exists in name alone, but let
me say for sure I'm not ashamed of the Kerr name.

The CHA ,MAN. You have no reason to be.
Mr. KemI. I mentioned a moment ago that there are many people

in Oklahoma who could better present this statement to you, but I was
told they wanted a farmer's views on the subject, no one told me what
to say, so here, gentlomen, a1r the remarks of a farmer-from the
heart and the pocketbook-the two places I think that matters
the most.

May I start by bringing to your attention something that I know
you must get tired of hearing about, but it is a real problem and the
basis for our desire for new cash crops.

Hardly more than 10 years ago wheat was bringing the farmer
$2.40 to $2.50 a bushel. A new tractor would cost $1,800 to $2,500
and a loaf of bread sold for 15 cents to 18 cents. Last spring wheat
sold for $1.65 to $1.75, a comparable tractor sells for $5,000 to .$6,000
and that loaf of bread was costing 25 cents to 28 cents.

While the prices we pay sometimes doubled, the prices we receive
have gone down about one-fourth of what they were.

T~k n Y01, i"S it F"i topnaiize the farmer because of his: ability
to produceV
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Cottoil and wheat boin4 gour twb miarnerops in southwestern Olla-homait is' terribly hard idr afar-aer to even pay his'"bllls at the lend

of a; aimson much less to enjoy a profit'that other segments of 'our
population with a similar capital investment are enjoying.

GntlMnen, 'our enthusiasm in this tter--ourt arnest desire for a
small portion of the allocations for sugar acreage doe# not' 'come
Mti ely, froni our hope, for increased ihcomds. I won't deny' its im-
pot Aniebutvdowh in Okliahoima we farmers are.'a proud lbt and we
do pot have s wide range of po i .bl ero .- s... .tx ... f. nd 'cottonaind' i~her crops that are in grert surplus are our mainstays.

Our'laYdis of n deep loam'type that makes It very valuable and' our
investments are therefore quite large per farm-that-' is worth
$400 to $500t per acre, and that in addition to d iir investment in
machinery-too much for us to wish to phrl it(Ahi "the soil bank.
We want to use that land. :' p ia

Now every time we' add to the Surphus--which we mbst do if we
woi'k at all, We are criticized- we 'are,'criticized if v 'r~rise cornI or
cotton, or milo or other grains. We semn to be n in a''osition'Where
we c4n't win and the more efficient ve are and .the harder we work the
inore'we addto the surplus and' the'0M.toe we are criticized. We wish
you here in Washinton wbuld lielp'uiso0itof this position. Perhaps
they qun pro luce sugar cheaper in countries where soil, labor, fqrti-
IN,6r;aid othe' n ec'itie cost relittively little, it raising moesxgar
beets' hi: the United' StOtts is no as unecoii6lic a what w' are doingi it nW,' pr, odhicig a~nd'addtng to the su, pkis . Anad ' We gslk you to

give us a chance to prove 'lhis.
'Yes, we have surpluseo, but I beieve'the farmers of America should

b 'oinniended' not "cofr-daiined" for 'their ' superiority in knowledge
and techniques to almost every other 'country$ in the woldld' But the
fat remains that farmets arei talked down, t walked abbut, cussed and
dipcussed--mostly, ussed by almost every meftiopolitan newspaper and
niagazine you pick 'up, -lot being a burden on the taxpayer. And in
that respect, I am'sort of like Jack Paar, ' don't- beliVe 'we deserve all
the bad publicity wve get.

Btt seriously, gen lemen, it is a very teal problem and' we ask you,
the lawmakers of this the greatest of all - nations, to put y0r hearts,
souls, and minds along with us the farmers to helping find a solution.

One might suggest that if we were not satisfied as farmers we might
turn our endeavors. t other pursuits. To most who farm 'it is their
life.

I am sure most of you arefamiliar with the school group, the Future
Farmeies of America. Some years ago I belonged to that group and
its creed has always stayed with me. The creed was in part, "I believe
ini the'future- of :Farmning with a faith born not of words but of de-eds."
Mot f armershave that faith as their deeds show..

It iswith these thoughts in mind when I ask you-yes, beg you to
allow the farmers of the United States and in particular Oklahoma to
grow a greater portion of the sugar we consume here. Please under-
tind it is not at the expense of others that we wiish to profit, but in

liIht of the present situation pis the fact that the hugar consumption
A J2,.4A k'_ _ inrAn sotn ething'like l0,000 tons a year
we feel it is the right of the American farmer in new gro*e 0Mes. totO
produce to satisfy a portion of that demand.
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Xow it has been determined that we in the south western part of

Oklahoma and the surrounding Texas counties can grow a beet Of
extra high sugar content. 0u soil and climate are adapted to the
needs of the sugar plants. In five southwest Oklalma counties a~nc
the four surrounding Texas counties we have 271,000 acres under ilTi-
gation suitable for beet production not to mention all the other areas
of Oklahoma recognized as being suitable for beet production. I un-
derstand that one mill will service around 40,000 acres, depending on
tonnage per acre.

We do not feel that We would be profiting at Others' expense.i On
the contrary, we believe that th0 economy of the whole United States
would be somewhat helped by these facts. First that the affected
growing areas where new processing plants were built would create
maIny new jobs in the building of such plants, in the running and
maintenance of such plants, aiidby tlhe related industries that grow
around beet processing plants to utilize byproducts.

Second, by diversification from cotton, wheat, and miJ6, we feel that
the taxpayer would be Pcted by not Vu h nig nUth
buildup of surpluse pay storage and s ort prices on.

Third, the fa1 ers raising the beets could in a favorable posi-
tion to buy n machinery, cars, household goods, nd other products
of other in tries,

N W, gtemen, this urp ea, we realize iat a this late
houi, in ie life of tj pre ntb 1an ex vision is alm mandatory.
But.w wouldta ovennot b ill:b amended tO giv nw grower
area. s ch as Oltlahomae, o as to s or a ne sua r mill.
If th IV is not time-rd6 e e on as t the bill, be ex-
tend long enough to p I I a nd ts so th we might
part ipato in next n season.

I g -" 1 e mole hr attemp to'bring
about a bett er on a

T e CHAIRMz;. Th you Q
A questio? I
(N response ) I
The CIIAMA (The next' ss i Mr. Jan s W. '~itherspoon,

of tI exas Sugar Beet Girowg Ass ation.
Before you procee1<Mr. Wit nersp , ou li to insert in

the record a letter fri,. Senator illi . Blakie of Texas; and.
also a state ent, and hkevwi, o-pint resolution o te General As-
sembly of Tek respecting this matter; and also statement of 0. R.
,trackbein, ted on behalf of the Tex ugar Beet Growers

kAsociation; and alTgo, statement of thO t States Cane Refiners
Association; and a ir Ralph W..Yarborough, of
Texas.

(The documents referred to are as follows:)
COMMrwE ON BANKING AND CIRRENOY,

March 25, 1961,
HOn. HARRY F. BYRTD,
Chairrnan, Committee on Finance,
U..$. Senate, Washington, D.C.

My DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I want tob ernrA tie, '!a!totcO1C ie
or tme Finance Committee my deep appreciation fo; arranging this hearing,
and I regret that I am unable to appear.

67019-01-6
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For the record I wish to include two Items. One is my statement In support
of increased sugar beet acreage for Texas. The other Is Senate Concurrent
Resolution No. 28 by the Legislature of Texas in support of increased sugar
beet acreage. I hope tlUit the committee will give these requests, and those of
the witnesses who appear, every possible consideration.

With highest regards, I am,
Sincerely,

WsM. A. 1ILAKLEY.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR WM. A. BLAILEY, MARCH 27, 1901

'Mr. Chairman, the United States is vulnerable at this time in assuring our
people of an ample supply of sugar. Events of the past 2 years In Cuba-
formerly our chief source of supply-point to the acuteness of the situation.

We must look more to ourselves. We must look to my own State of Texas
and other southwestern areas.

Extensive studies and tests In the production of sugar beets have been made
in west Texas. It has been shown to the satisfaction of authorities that sugar
beet production is possible and economically feasible there.

Can sugar and beet sugar are indistinguishable. When refined, they are an
identical product. The United States already meets one-fourth of its sugar
requirements with domestically produced beet sugar. We have the land and
the industrial resources to expand greatly this production.

I believe this should le done. I consider it imperative, that Immediate steps
be taken to assure the rapid expansion of the domestic sugar beet acreage and
beet sugar processing capacity.

It Is necessary, also, to lift the present disabilities and inhibitions on new
growers In new areas or new and existing growers In small areas that are at
present without processing capacity. Only after this is done can prospective
growers negotiate effectively with prospective builders of processing mills.

Now, while the bill to extend the Sugar Act is being considered, is the time
when this assurance should be given. Mr. Chairman, it is my hope the commit-
tee will take the first step to utilize Texas' potentials In this field by recommend-
ing a sugar beet acreage quota for" my State.

I am submitting with this statement Texas Senate Concurrent Resolution
28, asking the Congress to enact legislation enabling the sugar industry
to increase production in this country and allowing the farmers of the Nation
to grow additional sugar beets and cane crops for the refinement of sugar.
This resolution was adopted unanimously on March 15, 1961, by the Senate
and House of Representatives of Texas.

The gentlemen from Texas who are here to testify before your committee
are prepared to furnish persuassive evidence to back up their request for a
quota. I appreciate your courteous thoughtfulness in hearing them.

SENATE CONCURR ENT RESOLUTION 28

By Rogers, Smith, llaztewood, Aikin, Owen, and Moffett

Whereas the welfare, not only of Texas but of the United States, requires that
production of both cane and beets for refining into sugar consumed in the United
States be enlarged to the extent that the sugar industry will be enabled to In-
crease production In the United Stteis, and the farmers of the United States
be permitted to grow additional sugar beet and cane crops for the refinement of
sugar; and

Whereas such policy would strengthen the farm economy and consequently
the national economy of our country; and

Whereas such a change is our Federal sugar policy would help mitigate the
persisting shrinkage in our gold reserve; and

Whereas such policy would benefit labor throughout the areas of production
and refining, as well as In the areas manufacturing and supplying refineries;
and

Whereas this policy would make America independent for a sugar supply as a
strategic item in case of International conflict or war; and

Whereas this policy would properly place an agricultural crop in its rightful
position in agriculture; and
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Whereas this policy would take Into consideration the ever-existing reason

for America being IndePendent in its natural resources and other commodities
consumed In thl, country, all of which are with equal force applicable to sugar
the same as cotton, wool, wheat, meat, or any other product; and

Whereas this policy would allow for greater crop rotation and alleviate to
some extent the overproduction in cotton, wheat, and corn; and

Whereas this policy would avoid international entanglements to the extent that
foreign countries otherwise will insist upon sugar quotas in the hands of our
Federal Government, and they cannot understand favoritism of one over the
other, while they can understand the American farmer and producer being per-
mitted to produce the sugar consumed in this country; and

Whereas the $507 million spent for imported sugar is far out of line with all
other imports of other products of the competitive nature; and

Whereas this policy would keep American-produced sugar out of the category
of subsidized crops so long as the production was held under consumption and
administered in the same way as it has been in the past with the quotas actually
given to foreign countries: Now, therefore, be It

Resolved by the Senate of the State of Texas (th Hou8e of Representativc8
concurring), That the U.S. Congress be urged to immediately enact such legisla-
tion enabling the sugar industry to increase production in the United States,
allowing the farmers of the United States to grow additional sugar beet and
cane crops for the refinement of sugar; and be it further

Resolved, that copies of this resolution be sent to the President of the United
States, to the President of the Senate, to the Speaker of the House of Repre-
sentatives of the United States, and to each of the Members of the Texas dele-
gation in Congress.

BEN RAMSE1, President of the Senate.
JAMES A. TURMAN, Speaker of the Houcse.

I hereby certify that Senate Concurrent Resolution 28 was adopted by the Sen-
ate on Marbh 7, 1961.

[SEAL]
CHARLES SCHNABEL, Secretary of the Senate.

I hereby certify that Senate Concurrent Resolution 28 was adopted by the
House on March 15, 1961.

DoROTny HALLMAN, Chief Clerk of the House.

STATEMENT OF THE UNITED STATES CANE SUGAR REFINiR's AssocIATION,
WASHINGTON, D.C., IN SUPPORT OF fl.R. 5463

This supplemental statement is submitted by the United States Cane Sugar
Refiners' Association, whose members comprise almost the entire continental
cane sugar refining industry. Inasmuch as the distinguished senior Senator
from Louisiana-in the interest of saving your time-has kindly consented to
appear before this committee as the single witness for the domestic sugar
industry, including this association, no time is requested by this association for
oral presentation.

The continental cane sugar refiners join the other domestic sugar groups in
supporting IH.R. 5463. We respectfully urge that tbis committee give this
measure its prompt approval and that it be brought to the floor of the Senate
as soon as possible. The present Sugar Act will expire at midnight, March 31,
and if it is not extended before that time, chaos will result in the Nation's
sugar supply system.

FACTS ABOUT THE DOMESTIC CANE SUGAR REFINING INDUSTRY

The consumption of refined sugar in the continental United States in 1960
was approximately 9,350,000 short tons, raw value, or an average of 97 pounds
of refined sugar per person. Approximately 94 percent of this refined sugar
was manufactured in the continental United States by American cane sugar
refiners and American beet sugar processors. About 23 percent was manu-
factured by beet sugar processors from sugar beets grown in the continental
WUnited States, 23 percent by cane sugar refiners from raw cane sugar derived
from sugarcane grown in domestic areas, i.e., Louisiana, Florida, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands, and about 48 percent was manufactured
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by cane sugar refiners from imported raw cane sugar. The balance of about
0 percent was manufactured In Puerto Rico and Hawaii (1.7 percent), Cuba
(3.3 percent), and other foreign countries (1 percent).

Cane sugar refining is one of America's oldest industries, dating back to.
pre-Revolutionary times. It is just as much a domestic industry as the beet
sugar industry but it must depend on foreign sources for more than half of its.
raw material.

The continental United States has 20 major cane sugar refineries located.
principally on the east and gulf coasts, from Massachusetts to Texas, with one-
large refinery in San Francisco. Smaller plants and distribution stations are.
operated principally In the South and Middle West. The present value of all.
these facilities is th the neighborhood of $500 million. In the last 5 years alone
the industry has Invested over $150 million in the replacement of obsolete plant
aid equipment and the modernization of handling and distribution facilities.

The cane sugar refining industry employs more than 17,500 persons and has
an annual payroll of over $100 million. The industry is owned directly or In-
directly by more than 197,000 stockh ldrJs. Labor In practically all companies.
Is organized, and in most of the larpt. refineries employees receive a guarantee(l
annual wage for a minimum of 2,00) hours of eml)loyment per year. Wage-
rates compare favorably with those of other industries in the same areas. Time.
current average earnings for production employees is over $2.76 per hour.
fringe benefits in some companies add as mucl as 72 cents per hour.

The industry is a low-profit operation in which the average rate of return
on sales is approximately 1.68 percent and the average rate of return on
Invested capital Is 5.72 percent. This compares with a national average of'
manufacturing companies of about 6 percent on sales and about 10 percent on
invested capital. The industry has been operating for some time at less than
80 percent of capacity in a business in which profits are greatly dependent on.
volume. The industry should be permitted to continue to provide a fair share
of the country's growing sugar consumption needs. Any reduction in its present
volume of business would imperil the solvency of the industry.

THE REFINING INDUSTRY'S ROLE IN OUR SUGAR SYSTEM

The complex quota system prescribed in the Sugar Act has maintained a
healthy and competitive domestic sugar industry and has resulted in stable sup-
plies at reasonable prices to the consumer (see Rept. 1746 of House Agriculture-
Committee dated June 6, 1960) principally because It has preserved the economic
balance between supplies of beet and domestically reflned cane sugar.

The domestic cane sugar refiners, as long as they are maintained as a healthy
industry, are equipped to take raw cane sugar from any part of the world, refine.
it, and distribute it to the American consumer in the great variety of grades and
packages required. Sugarcane is grown in many parts of the world, and there-
are numerous areas presently able to supply the domestic cane refiners at modest
prices with all the raw cane sugar necessary to supply the refined sugar needs
of the American consumer. This has been clearly demonstrated since July 1960.
When sugar from Cuba was cut off, raw cane sugar was obtained from other
sources, without any interruption of supply or substantial increase In price to.
the American consumer.

RAW CANE SUGAR AS A FACTOR IN OUR FOREIGN TRADE

Under the present quota system, the raw cane mugar obtained from foreign
sources generally comes from Latin American countries which are customers for-
large amounts of U.S. agricultural and other products. They could not. buy
these products without the dollars received from the sale of raw cane sugar
to refiners in the United States. Exporters of U.S. products have, for the time
being, lost Cuba as a customer, but the expansion of raw cane sugar shipments
from other Latin American countries will provide new opportunities and markets
for our exports. Also, many of these Latin American countries are the very ones.
whom the United States is anxious to help at the present time.

The importance of these foreign supplies in our trade picture is indicated by
the fact that in 1959 the 10 countries then receiving major quota allocations .
under the Sugar Act (Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Mexico,
Nationalist China, Nicaragua, Panama. Peru, Philippine Islands) accounted for-
11 percent of our total export trade. Our exports to these countries totaled.
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*$1,9O4 million whereas we imported from them $1,438 million giving us a favor-
.able trade balance of $421 million.

The distinguished Senator from Florida, Mr. Smathers, in his "Foreign Com-
-merce Study" report to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce
of the U.S. Senate (dated April 7, 1960) alluded to the importance of our trade
with Latin America when he said:

"Unless IAtin Ameria is healthy economically, unless its export earnings are
;reliable, it cannot be a good customer for the United States. In 1958, Latin
America purchased 23.4 percent of all U.S. exports. In the first 9 months of
1959, Latin American purchases declined to 20.8 percent of the U.S. total.
Obviously we have an important stake in the soundness and in the continuing
-growth of Latin economies."

One of the objectives of the Sugar Act is clearly set forth in the preamble.
namely, "* * * to promote the export trade of the United States." The act
,reserves for foreign countries, mostly in Latin America, a share of the U.S.
:sugar market and assures their proportionate participation in the Increased
,consumption arising from population growth. It will be noted that the proposed
,extension of the law, H.R. 5463, provides in section 408(b) (2) (ii) that if addi-
tional replacement ,.tqpplies are to be obtained from any foreign nation without
regard to allocations "* * * consideration shall be given to countries of the
Western Hemisphere and to those countries purchasing U.S. agricultural com-
.modlties."

THE QUOTA SYSTEM

Yor many years before the present quota system was adopted the entire
-sugar industry was in dire circumstances and nobody wanted to invest any
new money in such a depressed business. The quota system placed our sugar

,economy on a controlled basis-as is the case in most of the economically de-
veloped countries throughout the world-and enabled the entire domestic In-

.dustry, both beet and cane, to survive. Under this regulated system, all seg-
ments of the industry had to sacrifice certain of their rights for the benefit of
the whole. Cane refiners no longer could purchase their raw material in un-
limited quantities from any source. The beet sugar industry was limited In its
products and marketing to its then share of the market plus a share of the
-growth. Under later provisions, it received a larger share of the market and
a larger share of the growth. Cane refiners received protection by virtue of
a restriction placed on the amount of refined sugar that could be brought in
from offshore areas. Domestic beet and cane sugar growers received compli-
-ance payments supported by an excise tax on the entire industry.

CONCLUSION

The existing sugar program-which combines quotas, excise tax, grower pay-
*ments and tariff--has worked well. It has protected the interests of consum-
,ers and the domestic idustry and has promoted our foreign trade. The system
-should be preserved and continued.

STATEMENT OF 0. R. STRACKBEIN ON BEHALF OF THE TEXAS SUGAR BEEr GROWERS
ASSOCIATION RE SUGAR ACT EXTENSION BILL (H.R. 5463)

H.R. 5463, already passed by the House, proposes the further temporary ex-
tension of the Sugar Act for a period of 21 months, or through the year 1962, in
its existing form.

The Texas Sugar Beet Growers As.rGclatin wishes to protest the length of
the time covered by the proposed extension, for reasons that will be developed
in this statement.

The position of this association and of those areas in other States, such as
Oklahoma, New Mexico, Kansas, Arizona, etc., that seek sufficient expansion
of sugar beet acreage to justify the building of additional sugar mills, cannot
be understood without a reference to the existing sugar legislation.

Tile nature of the present law prevents the expansion oi' beet growing in
small growing areas, or the opening of new areas, because of its method of
allotting any additional acreage that may be u-ceded to meet consumption re-
quirements. This outright exclusion of wholly new areas and the virtual exclu-
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s,.xt of thte stall areas results from a provision in the law that requires the
allt-.ti,. of am'y iu ca-efd acreage on a l, storical lbasis.

III practice this has simply meant that the States that had been producing
the i'.pi' vr: lf of the nniinlan(l bet sugar supply when the law was i).a-,,d,
W%, a,o fI,'ward,.. the "lion's sharp" of alny fl(dIdtional tereage Inue(,d to Ineet
thir' f;'' iug dIeHn I for sugar. This inerea,;e resulted principlly from U.S.
populJ;-tloI g:Lijis or frm sugar beet harvest d(r. cits in other growing areas,
notably Puerto .Rico and Hawaii.

'.,j., ift St o tln' historial baso used as a guido, had 100,W00 neres ot
be.o.s, w ati':'' another state had only 5,000 acres, an increa,-e in total U.S.

idgo tf, $ay, 25,(XXJ a.cres, would tind 20 ties as much of this incrcn-e
frlutg to the Ai)tate with the 100,000 base acreage as t0 the one with the 5,0(
inas .j.,ereage. -

No S;t;ne that , without acreage during the base period could obtain a
atinle rco', lo intttA2' how :uui' ad(litional acreage might be distributed niowg
tl' (ld gr)whig area;i. Two t(h States; wammily, Arizona and Oklahoma, both
of thi' are captibie of growing sugar beets successfully, have been excluded
from any acreage fllotmuvnt be.auwe of the character of the present Sugar Act.

Texuis twd Kansas are two States that had only a relatively small acreage
whemi allocalion of the proportionate shares was made under the Sugar Act.
Tiervfore their eNpaztion of a-reage was severely limiteil. A I-percent Immreast!
it it acr(,age of 2,(K00 acres, %\ hteh is the approximate Texas beet acreage, would
Tfle.fl only 20- acre3. At this rate it would require ne.trly a hundred years to
double '.he aereage, and several hundred years to exJaud sutilciently to support
a sugar illl of its ownI.

'.h'erio o)N'v b,'eu two .,ources of expansion of acreage. One han been the
so','dle griwvtl factor, i-quitlng from continental population Increases. The
pior capital, tCosul;aptiv v fd sugar Is very steady and stable, and amounts to a
little under 10 pounds per year. Population increases in absolute numbers have
bieet qujie sharply upward. From 1950 to 1960 the population of this country
rose, r(eugh'y, from 150 million to 180 million, or by 30 million.

The shate of the Uai ..d States in the increased sugar consumption is 55
pereent; but. this inclulc,.s Puerto Rico and Hawaii. Sugar beet participation
is about 22 percent. Therefore, of an annual increase of sonie 150,000 tons in
the anmomurit of ougar comsuraed in this country, about 33,000 tons would accrue
0o the doinestic btet growers. At 2'/j tons of sugar per acre, this tonnage would
call for slightly over 13,0(0 aeres of additional beets. I

To ccunterbalance this theoretical Increase, however, must be set the rising
productivity in the growing of sugar beets. Both the output per acre and tL
sugar content per ton of beets has been increasing. This combination of inereaf-
lig; output per nere virtuidiy ubsorbs that part of the annual increase in con-
muner demand that is allocated to bie.ets on the 55-45 split of the growth factor.
The izpsiot is that the "growth factor" of itself Is not sufficient to Justify

beet avreage expansion in any significant degree, tit least so long as the split
remains at 55-45. Even if the total growth factor were awarded to the United
States includingg Puerto Rico and Hawaii), the amount allocated to beets per
year would be iucreiased by less than double (i.e., as 45 Is to 55), or nine-
elevct~. TisT would add nine-elevenths of 13,000 acres per year, or between
100(K0 and 11,000 aereo.

The other source of enrpansion of domestic beet acreage has come from the
(dicits of Hawaii and Puerto Rico. In 1960, the total outside Jeficit was
558,000 ton, ot which 12.0,700 tons was prorated to the domestic beet sugar
ar+ea and 131 ,300 tons to mainland cane areas.

ThiK,4o deficits it, termua of acreage, at 2%, tons of sugar per acre, should have
required 170,400 additional, acres, not, indeed, above the 1959 acreage, but ahoy.-
the original mainland beet acreage before the Hawaiian and Puerto Rican
deficits he.gan some 5 years ago.,

This increase in acreage from deficls would have made it possible to expand
beet pioduction in the Smaller areas, such as Texas, Kaisas, and the Dakotas,
and in States wi'lh no acreage, such as Oklahoma and Arizoha; but this was not
done. The reason lay in the portion of the acreage on a historical basis.

It is true tral. "xiew growers" weie awarded 05,000 acres as against 65,000
acres to "old growers"; but tJhe, "new growers" were those in the old areas that,
had the lrge himtorig base- that automatically received tie lion's share. No
new grower in a State that had not grown beets could be accommodated; and
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ol(d as well as 11Cw groWer's in the States with oly it small historic acreage,
were left out In the cold with a few sinall crumibq.
This was not the fault of the adiuinistrjitors of the Sugar Act tut of the law

Itself.
The Sugar Act thus has a built-in itinolpey feature that should be removed

from the act. The historic formula la(.ls flexibility ; It fsters stagnathin amd
prevents the extensii of bc-ct su1grit production to areas that muay lie folind to
be itiore productive than some of the exist ug art-as. Virgin lands in areas of
high fertility as in the Texas and Oklawnia 1'uliamandlt. and easlrn New
M(xico, vainnot be brought Into prit.duetlo. It is 1luiot, certain that the Sugar
Act, as it stIunds, has the effect of ro trauiug Vouii., Ittion by strictly limiting
the prodtuctlon to existing areas and then, again, limiting the smaller areas by a
prol'kitiollate share fornitula that effetctively stunts their growth.

It will be said that ttcreage control hus bci-(n lifted with resJt to sugar beet
production ; and( that is true, so far as 11A1 is contcrnedt. It is said further
that there iip nothing to prevent anyone from growing sugar hi.'et$ to his heart's
content ; and that Is true so far -is legal restrictions go; but as it practical
econoenic matter this open road Is, of course, pitted with snares and ri.;ks
that no Investor on a large scale will wish to take.

It requires some 3 years to build a sugar inill, countingg th tinto needed to
make surveys, c t c. Anywlhere front 20,0A(s) to '10,(.) acres of beets are Ifeeded
to Justify it mill; anld the 11uill itSelf will cost sonue $12 to $15 iflllon.

If acreage cn.Jtroils were fira.-5'(ear per'd without question
of reimposition during tvatluue, eliture C1pdit1bl'iVOl be free to go where
the surveys, includinS, iue.t!ons of niarlting, would dt.!.itte. Under present
elretuustAnce..s, howvqe'r, it would seeiui very risky to undertake a development
that would coiii, 1i millions of dollars t -i. enterprise that) Ight 1111d itself
after a year or, vo, before or even aftev conip!(ion, eonfronitet ith reimposi-
tion, of coritro$i that would (ltpfl-l" it of Its needd supply of "1w products,
in this case, sk-gar beets. \-\
Tho li ves r 1uist hlv6 a reason ble certainty th/tt after 3 years f pretplra-

tion and building, hibi stwply of sug'pr bcet. oplt" be 1"s-sted. If th. rug couhl
be pulled put from uider--hift.. beptifse a- ge conuWl 1i'ero reiistituted, he
would ba f ced with a complete losff2:N.: \ /

So far is the Texas-New Mex klainha ar a is,eoner4ed, the nee for two
.1 _re i u) I". -Le La' 011. *. vV t Xowers In Texas a id New

Mexico npiaPt ship s.0ridhhundr4dpikcl "o the n r4'st mili iui Colorado. tFrelght
charges 4re uneconquilal,"n gwor."j ot 4 tiz the !ulp for cat ile feed-
ing for w ich it is w~ll suited." Nso, the_ lorp" mill citpmwty is already loaded
and, acceding to reports, catot absorb ' ts from these farawtr areas.

This a. xqt of th probleTp,, Ie., fla-1y -g o ki the venture of calttal into
new beet . ugar ndlls, Is ope of a?. uratve~jhaWVta tec~ieduled time, .e., when
the mill i conllPlete(l -the(t beets wlbe-4ai I for prt* ...sing.

This is a rcal problem, but only b se of tb operate .,,f the pre nt Sugar
Act. It is nlt only a question 9,f-tae -Bible loekage acreage 'velopment
by reimposit 4qn of acreage oritrols on a Vhistorl bafis /It come ow the fact
that even if a \uilcieit acr e could be grante[ foy ply of a ew mill, this
acreage could nqt be planted i1mnd.a tel but zhufit be held f Z or 3 years.
The beets would Ouqly be planted at a iiiie to make their har st coincide with
the opening of the c0o)leted mill. t ' -*

Nevertheless, even tbQugh the acreage could not be ) n beets immediately,
a legal claim to sufficlent ak eage must be assured ah. of time so that it could
be planned at the proier ttmk-- liThis migl~ s.otnnhe accumulation of acreage
claims over a period of 3 or 4 years wiftlioi actual planting. Meantime, existing
areas, where mill-capacity would permit it, could supply the beets needed to fill
the national quota; but they would have to relinquish this acreage as the new
mills came into operation. This might, cf course, be strung out over several
years, so that the growth factor, suitably enlarged beyond the present 55-15
formula, could come to the rescue of the old mills. They night still have to fall
back to a lower percentage of capacity of operation; possibly from 100 percent
to 90 percent; but the cutback would be minimal and would not last long.

In any case such concessions are the only way of Introducing flexibility and
overcoming the objectionable'monneo)olistic features of the operation of the present
law. It should be noted that in recent months the oil import quota, adinisuitered
by the Department of the Interior, was reopened, so that shares could be re-
allocated, and new Importers admitted. The historic formula was relinquished
in favor of one that took other factors into account. .
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The foregoing is all based upon the pre:.ent international quota system under
which dome,:tic sugar production is limited in ket-ping with a forniula that
:bares the market with imports.

A change In this policy, not of sharing the market, but of favoring greater
(loititic expansion, through a relating of the quota percentages pertaining
to eacIt country, would greatly facilitate the development of new beet areas
in this country without disturbing the old areas.

The objection to this is twofold. One is the factor of international relations;
the other, the factor of marketing additional beet sugar in thi. country.

Unquestionably the United States is calaMble of producing efficiently and eco-
noinicailly much more sugar and a higher share of our national consumption
than now Is pro(luced. Our princilml suplllier from the outside, namely, Cuba,
would be economically happier if she could move away front abject deltlenee
upon sugar as a source of national income. She has made many unsuccessful
efforts t) do o, indicating that it must be (lone from the outside. A shift of
a third of the Cuban quota to the United States permanently would l:ave the
undoubted virtue of helping Cuba to throw off her one-crop economy. At the
same time it would permit the utilization of land in this country that is now in
.surplus, withdrawn from cotton and wheat and other crops.

Not only would the beet sugar be refined here, as Is most of the Cuban sugar
normally, but labor would be emnployed on our farms In planting, cultivating
and harvesting beets and also in processing. Unquestionably the Income thus
produced domestically would create a better maket for farmin machinery, ferti-
lizer, food, drugs, clothing, automobiles, etc., than would a slinlar amount of
sugar production in Cuba. Moreover, local taxes for schools, roads, etc., and
Federal taxes, would greatly exceed the amount collected from the nere re-
lining of imported sugar.

As for the marketing objection: the Introduction of more beet sugar would
undoubtedly upset the status quo to which even existing beet sugar processors,
no le.-s than the cane sugar refiners of the East, have become accustomed under
the present law, with its monop,listic features. However, the breaking up of
monopolistic practices when followed by private industry has never been re-
garded as a reason for not disturbing any particular status quo. In fact, the
disturbance of the status quo is specifically involved. Where monopolistic prac-
tices are l)romoted by an act of Congress, the (listurbane of the status quo which
would have the effect of introducing more flexibility than now exists, can hardly
be urged as an objetion against the disturbance.

If sugar is compared with some of our other crops, notably cotton and wheat,
sugar comes off an eaey second beat. Both raw cotton and wheat and wheat
flour tire strictly protected by import quotas. Only a very small percentage of
the domestic market may be supplied by imports.

Yet sugar i an essential product no less than cotton and wheat; and It Is
-eadily grown In this country economically and efficiently. The cost is some-
-what higher than in Cuba and other areas; but this Is also decidedly true of
wheat and cotton. In order to export these crops we subsidize them from 30 to
35 percent because our domestic price 's higher than the world market.

Wheat and cotton are grown In great surplus and have created most difficult
problems of disposal. The expansion of sugar production would help to correct
some of the balance.

At the outset, the element of time was mentioned. This is very Important.
The House Committee on Agriculture has, since 1955, stated a policy of helping

-new beet areas to obtain acreage, but the policy has not been implemented.
Nothing has in fact been done to change the Sugar Act In this direction. A year
ago an emergency act wa6: passed. The claims of the new areas and the small
areas, excluded by the Sugar Act from natural expansion, were held in abeyance
with assurance that action would surely be taken. in early 1961. Thus 1 year
"has already been lost.

Now, in effect, 2 more years are to be lost, for a 21-month extension would
-arry us through 1962.

Surely, with the ground covered in previous hearings,%there is no good reason

why Sugar Act amendments could not be considered and carried to the floor of

Congress in a matter of 3 or 4 months, I.e., during the present session.
Every spring that passes loses another year and postpones by 3 or 4 years the

day when many thousands of idle fxcres might be planted to sugar beets. Yet

there could be no more appropriate time than the present to recast the offshore

Import quota system since It has been completely disrupted by forces outside

ot the sugar legislation. The time is opportune for doing what should have been

done 10 years ago or more.
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S7T uaMLNT Or .'NAToH {.AA'1Ix W. Y.RmwOluou ON 1I.R. 5463 (MA~cH 27, 1961)

Mr. Chairman, the thousands of American taxpaying citizens in the farm areas
of wheat, cotton, and other controlled crops, who have bein forced from drought
to develop, at their own financial risk and cost, underground irrigation water,
ne( and desire to produce a portion of the sugar that they and other American
people consume-which, under present law and the proposed 21-month extension,
must be purchased from foreign countries.

These citizens believe that this 21-month extension may very likely result in no
permanent legislation that would give tlem the right to produce beet sugar even
at the end of that period, and that we may well find ourselves in the same place
in 1962 as \ e were in 1960, when, early in 1960, as well as in the short session
following the conventions, they were promised that permanent legislation would
be passed by the 1960, and again by the 1961, Congress, before the deadline of
March 31, 1961.

This extension of 21 months if passed, wll very likely delay, by another 2
years, new producing areas from starting the construction of refineries, the
building of which will take 2 yetrs-thus, they would be 4 years further away
from production.

A permanent law needs to be enacted during this Congress. Arguments to the
contrary will have the effect of postponing consideration of increasing the domes-
tic production of sugar.

Loglcal reasons exist in favor of our country producing sugar. From the
taudl)oint of independence from foreign sources, we need production, not only

in the event of international conflict or war, but as has been established by the
Cuban example, in time of peace as well. Certainly, it is a good step in the
right direction: it would aid in solving the unemployment situation; it would
strengthen the farm econon'y considerably. Thus, the national economy would
be helped, and the solution would help balance our gold reserve, and strengthen
our economy.

The State Department and the Department of Agriculture, representing the
Administration, both testified on March 27 that we need a permanent Sugar Act
at the earliest possible moment, and that, if it could be written in a short time,
they were in favor of doing so. The industry has likewise indicated the neces-
sity of a permanent, Sugar Act, as contrasted to mere extensions. It is of utmost
importance to the new growing areas, which should have the right to participate
In the production of sugar, that this be accomplished without delay.

Failure to write a domestic sugar-beet producing section Into the law now
will kill the chances of the American farmer for Immediate par'leipation in
this program. The domestic associations, representing more than 10,000 farmers
and prospective producers from Texas and other States, plead for action now-
that is, before March 31-and they have every confidence in the ability of this
committee and the Congress to produce an equitable bill for the taxpayer and
farmer of the United States.

They believe that American growers should have priority rights in seeking
an equitable solution.

Delays In facing up to the proposition of the American farmer producing
sugar, cane and beet, complicate the consideration of all matters pertaining to
the U.S. sugar law. When all foreign countries are heard, those who are favored
may temporarily feel good, but we have not made friends with those whom we
may deny the right to send sugar into the United States. No foreign country
on the face of the globe can be critical, of the United States for saying to them
and to the world that this Government will, by this act, give Increased sugar
quotas to its own citizens who desire to produce, grow, and manufacture sugar
consumed by them and their fellow Americans.

Farmers and producers prefer for this Government to protect their Interests
in the importation of sugar.

U.S. domestic Increases in sugar production would alleviate several serious
problems of overproduction of farm-produced grains; lands now used to produce
grains could more profitably be uxs, ed to produce sugar.

If we are to be realistic and helpful to other countries such as Cuba-should
she be able to overthrow her Communist government-we will, through other
sources enable her to be self-gustaining in a good, sound agricultural policy.
Such action would offset Cuba's being wholly dependent upon sugar exportation.

The exodus from the farm to the city, adding as it does to increased unem-
ployment, is a serious matter, and the small American farmer, particularly the
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tenant farmer, faced today with the prob)l', of survival, should be given inmedi-
ate help We should not postpone for 21 inntlis, or any other unnecessary
length of time, in the consideration that we give to thik problem.

The CTAIRMA-X. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF JAMES W. WITHERSPOON, TEXAS SUGAR BEET
GROWERS ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY H. L BENEFIELD,
OF HEREFORD, TEX.

Mr. WITIHERSPOON. 'Mr. Chairman, the matter of the 21-month ex-
tension is the thing that we are interested in. As Senator Long re-
ferred to it as being almost a permanent act, and it, seems to us that
that. is more or 10.5 what it is. Hu'iestly, we are afraid of this 21-
month extension for several reasons.

First, historically, let ie say that this organization, the Texas
Sugar Beet Growers Association, now has a nembership of al)proxi-
matelv 10,000 people in the west. Toxas area from Dell City, Nago-
doehes, and Texas City south on ul) to the Oklahoma line, that are
interested in this legisli tion.

Now, they have been coming uI) hero now for about 15 months.
I'rior to that., in the year 1955, some assurance by some Members of

Congress was given to them that there would be some legislation to
take care of new areas where you can grow be4ts, and where people
want to grow beets, but from 1955 to 1960 nothing was done.

Of course, there was plenty of time to work on a permanent law
somewhere along there. But in January of 1960, when we came ul)
here, we were led to believe that before Congress recessed for the Con-
volntion that year, hearings would be held, and we would be given
some consideration.

Well, you-will recall what took place.
We were here, we have been here--someone has been here practi-

cally all the time for these past 15 months, some representatives of
this organization.

The joint resolution that was refelTed to this morning was passed,
I believe it was 8:30 Sunday morning, almost, before you adjourned,
says that as soon as Congress reconvened following the convention,
that wb would again get to work on a permanent sugar law. At that
time, also, I believe, this 90-day extension to March 31 was passed by
the joint resolution.

We were here when Congress eam nebck after the recess-
Senator BE.NNFnr. Mr. Witherspoon, just for the record, there was

no joint, resolution passed. This'bill the bill as it, existed then was
extended to'expire MIarch 31, hnd in the report of the conference was
contained the statement liat the Itouse Agriculture Connittee -would
bring up a bill again during the August session. .

Mr. WITHERSPOON. Yes, sir. It was my understanding that the con-
ference, 6r whatever you call it, that it was stated in it that itnine-
diately upon reconvening it would be taken up, and work started to-
ward a permanent Sugar Act. , As I sky, we were here. This is the
first opportunity that we have ever had to come before any committee
of Congress as suclh in any public hearing.
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Senator Blixwrr. Just let me finish with the record.
Tie House did come up with a bill in August. The purpose of th-at

bill was to widen the powers of the President. It was not to get into
th! question of quotas. So, in effect, the louse lived up to its promise,
Here was a sugar bill in August.

But since we only had a few days in August to work on it, there was
no opportunity to get to this basic problemlC.

Senator Lo<wN. And plus that we then proceededd to do what the
a(lministratiol asked us to do in the Senate, with the re ult. that we
got no sugar bill. That is what happened. But the House did send
us a bill.

Senator J3.-mNz-r. They sent, us a bill, we will have to adnit that.
Mr. WrirIiiuspoox. We asked for permission to be heard, and we

understood that we were going to be given permission, we as well as
all the new growing areas in the country. We have never approached
this on a selfish basis from the standpoint of Texas alone. We have
asked for the farmers through the area, cane and beet, wherever they
may be, that, produce sugar, be given consideration in that direction.

We have been here, we have been here constantly. We were told
then later before Con gresvs adjourned in 1960 that :we would get to
work on it the first of the year. The first of this year has dragged
along, and although we have reqjuested to be heard, our Congressznan
from our section, New Mexico, and other States have asked to be
heard, and in connection with this there have been no hearings, there
has been no good faith. There has been nothing done permanently
toward writing a permanent Sugar Act, as I can see.

Tihe only thing has been now with respect. to a 21-month exten-
sion. We',figure that at the expiration of this 21 months there still
may not be a permanent Sugar Act, and we would then be faced again
with another extension. Whether that be right or not we do know
this--we have confidence in this committee here, this fPtinance Com-
mittee, and we believe that they can write a sugar law. The Seere-
tary of Agriculture, Clinton Anderson, when lie occupied that posi-
tion, wrote this law, had a lot to do with it. We feel that ie can write
aSugar Act. We feel that it can ba done in 90.days. If it cannot be
done in 90 days by the House Agricultural, Committee before the ad-
journinent, or prior to the adjournment, then if this committee here
can extend it 30 or 60 days, we can cooperate in that, thing, anid we
can get a Sugar Act.

The complications of it that are referred to we fail to understand
from the explanation of this sugar law this morning: ,Evryone who
has spoken about it says it is a matter of. control, production, a matterr
of quotas for production and sale in this country, and of .quota-for
iml)orLation and sale out of this country. ,

It is just as simple as that. . .
Someone may say, "Well, we have gotJto, hear all of the foreign

countries who want to talk about tlis things before the.s committees."
Maybe that is true, that we 'have to... It may, tae a, week or a day.

And if they can get through their testimony we halv here today, if
they can testify as fast as the people who appeared here today have,
it isn't going t o take any 9 months or even any, 6; months to have an
extension.



We appreciate that the onl, thing before you today is tle exten-
sion on this thing, how long should it be extended. As we understand
the testimony today and friom everybody whom we have talked to, the
industry wants a permanent SuNgar Act. You want a permanent
Sugar Act. It seems like, if it is the thing to have, to have a, perma-
nent Sugar Act, then we should get busy tnmd have it, as soon aslpoasible.

Senator LoNo. Here is part of the probh,m, though. I would like
to see a Sugar Act written for all eternity right now if it were l)o Si-
ble to (1o it. But this Nation historically has purelased more than a.
third of its sugar from Cuba.

Now, we don't know what the situation in Cuba will be in a couple,
of years from now. We are writing an act, now that is ba.ed on the
assumption that we dont know what this country is going to want
to do in regard to its attitude toward the Dominicamn Republic where
we buy a great amount of sugar. And unfortunately from an inter-
national standpoint, from the administration point of view tley will
not be in a position to commit themselves as to what they want to do
in a, permftnent act. And that is why we have the situation we have
here of a short. duration act..

But the Cuban situation could change back around to where the
Government there was friendly, and you know that tim preIsure would
be on tiis Government to resume large-scale purchases from Cuba.
And with the fluid situation that we have, where the administration
does not know what it, wants to do about the Dominican quota, we
can't arrive at a peminanent act, as I can .we, becathse there are to(>
many unpredictables that you can't fill in.

Mr. WITiERSPOON. Mr.* Long, we are absolutely convinced that if
they ever enlarge the sugar business in.far as the American taxpay-
ing voter is concerned in this country, it is going to have to be at the
hands of the U.S. Congress, the Senate and the House of Representa-
tives, that represent the people.

We believe that. It is true we do not know what will be done in
Cuba 21 months from now. I do not know myself in reading the
papers any singlkl nation on the face of the globe that is under the
domination of Russia that has ever gotten out from under that situa-
tion short of war.

Senator LoNo. Yugoslavia?
Mr. WiTrmspooN. I don't know what that means here--
Senator LoNe. Yugoslavia, west Austria-that is, east Austria and

Yugoslavia, wouldn't they be exceptions ? South Korea;
i, Mr. WrrnmsPooN. We had a war over in South Korea, as I recall.
"tSenator LoNe. But east Austria and Yugoslavia. are not under
direct Russian. control.

Mr. WiTHEuspOON. I don't know which way they lean mostly.
But the point I am trying to make is this---
Senator LoNe. How about Guatemala wouldn't you say that that

would bc a, exception to your statement
Mr. Wrrornspoor. I don't think Guatemala has* ever been as far

as Cub%, has been.
Senator LoNo. Castro thought enough of the kind of government

they had down there in Guatemala to name one of the first American
mills he seized the Guatemala mill. So I would say that the judgment
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of Castro is that the Goverjunent of Guatemala is tinder his baluier,
wouldn't you?

IMr. WITHERsPooN. Quoting Mfr. Castro further, he says that the
l4pited States Sugar Act has enslaved his people, and if I understand
his reason, he .iays that is the reason thby are communistic today, that
they are in the position they are in today, because. it enslaved his
people.

Now, I am quoting Mr. Castro, he has made that statement a number
of times.

Senator Lx).o. I was under the impression, and I believe this is cor-
rect, that that was a communistic takeover in Guatemala, and Ahbends
and that group-

Mr. WiTiT11SpOON. I didn't recall that Russia was furnishing them
arns, buying products from thor, and so on.

Senator LoxN(i. It hadn't gotten its far as the Cuban situation, but it
was my impression, and my best information, that it was communistic.

.fr. WITiHERSPooN. Senator, you would know more about it than I
Woull, of coulse.

It does seem to me like ppssibly, from the study that we have made
and the research that we have had done for us, that if we wanted to
hel ) Cuba, if we ever have the opportunity to keep her on our side
instead of going in the op )osite direction in the manner about which
the discussion has turned here, the way to do it would be to help her
do what some of the former governments in Cuba have tried to do,
and that is get t more stable farm economy in the country with rota-
tion of crops, rather than planting the same crop year after year,
cane sugar. And possibly we would be doing Cuba a favor and the
people in Cuba a favor and Cuba's Government if we cooperated in
those respects and purchased less sugar from her in the future than
we have in the past, and make her more independent, where she is not
depending upon sugar as much as she has been in the past.

Let me call your attention to this a little bit, if you will, please, as a
little background to those reople who are interested in this thing that
we do speak for today.

This example applies pretty well, I think, throughout a number
of sections of the country, probably. But we have found in the last
10 years here--we have had two drought periods since the early
1930's; of about similar duration, and we haven't heard as much of the
last one in 1950s as we did back in the 1930's when President Roose-
velt first took office. But, through necessity, the farmers of that area
have expanded their underground water, they have drilled their own
wells and paid for their own pumps. That has been expanded now
to where we find, according to a recent survey that was made by a
group out of New York City in cooperation with a group in Dallas
who were interested in building mills, sugar mills, that from the
southwestern part of Kansas through the western part of Oklahoma
and western Texas that we could produce in good farming practices
as much sugar-more sugar, more sugar than we have purchased from
Cuba each year annually, we could produce that much more annually.

Those people are settfig there under this position. 'This one county
gives a good example.

Ten years ago we had 450,000 allotted acres of wheat. This year
we have 190,000. That is how much it has been cut down. Ten years
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ago awe had 10,000 acres, allotted acres of cot.ton-20,00. Last year we
had 1O,()()J in the eii county. Phojs J)eole are relegated to other
crops. And what is it in our country, a(I all this vast. section? It
is mil naie. And -kith the cost of irrigating and growing mil)
maize, with the supl)ort price that we have, for it, it is not a very proit.-
able crop. And specially insofar as the tenant farmer is coiierned, he
finds that. each year, oel after the other, he is a little further in the
hole, if he doesn't ha-ve cotton sll(1 wheat acreage, fnd eventually l
hasa foreclosure anl he isout of business. oe hb't thilik that is ;good
for the farm area of that section or any farm area of the country.

We don't think the exodus of the farmer to the city is good, becalulse
we will have nelu)oylnent. But we do think that'if we were given
the right, to produce. more of the sugar that we grow, that. we con-
sume in the United States, that the farmer eats and his family eals,
that if the farmers were given that right, we would be stronger in this
country, that our farm economy wN:ould be strong.

And when the farm economny is strong, the national economy is
strong, and that is what we would like to see done.

And we think it is important enough that, it. ought not to be put off
21 moiiths.

If we have this 21-month extensions, if the p)eoplh, in tlese newer
areas have to wait 21 months before they can construct the mill, be-
fore they can start producing, it will be 4 to 5 years. If we had a law
now, it 'would be 2 years, because it takes 2 years to construct the
mill, approximately 2 years. So we would be 2 years that we would be
buying this sugar from the foreign countries, we would have the
pleasuiv of doing that for 2 years if we started now to try to help the.
American farmer.

If we put this offtconsideration of this bill for another 2 years, it
will be 2 years counting the first 3 months in this through 1961, and
tein we are just 2 years further a;way from that condition and that
position than we would be if-we tried to get something done now.

I-a a-- in,-g yoet gnloenn to taTv I don't know What you can do.
with the THouse Agriculture Committee, it, may be that. we have no-
)ower in the Senate to control the situation, that we have to take what-

ever they give us, Vind jist take it, that way. .. .
But . believe that,tme men here on this committee are qualified to.

da1 Iwith th 0,, people., to .1ow 0me1 the importance--if I have f ailed,.
and Mr. BeaefiehQ, presidentiof our.as§octon, has failed to point up
the imJ)ortance of it, andlour Conlgressmen and oiu' Sewators from our
State have,, wobelieve tiht,t there are people in Congress who haye
the leadership and th ability to lead, and get this thing done, if it is
good.
And, we say thatevery season . the world exists for this being

a good philosophy. If it is good for us in' this country to produce any
one conunodity anmct be independent -in our production of it., if it is
whet, cattle, strategic material, or anything else, the same reasoning
will apply to sugar just as well as to cotton, wool, or anything that
we produce in this country or we consume in this country.

We certainly want-we are here today to appeal, I might -ay, for
your consideration in trying to get this job done, that everybody wants-
done, and that is, a permanent Sugar Act.
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We are hoping and praying that in connection with that permanent
Sugar Act we will be given sGIe relief, that we won't be put '2 years
further down the line, I years altogether.

Questions have been raised this morning by someone concerning
subsidies of this crop. The subsidies, direct subsidy from t lie Govern-
ment has been about $2 an acre--2.20 a ton. The freight rate that
we pay, 3.50 miles from Hereford, Tex., to Pocky iFor(i, is about $3.8,5
a ton. Those men in our area who have been growing that. 1,900 and
2,000 acres of beets for 16 long years and shipping then to Rocky
Ford, Colo., woulh be willing to-you could forget all about that
Government bonus or Government payment to the farmers as far as
we are conerlle(le, we can grow. the sugar and never expect you to pay
it dime, if the sugar price remains like it is, if the )aynlents for the
growing remain as good as they have during this past 16 or 20 years.

Senator B]:xturr. MIr. Witherspoon, I don't, think you want to let
that arithmetic stay in the record. Where did you get your figures of
$2.20 a ton?

Mr. IWx'JIE.Rnsoo-. The grower who is the biggest grower in the
State of New Mexico, Mr. Benefield, receives the statement from the
Government, and I an quoting hin on that.

Senator 13IVNr-r. That, is $2.20 a ton for sugar.
Mr. WVrrIwlsooN. That is the beet, that. is the beet tonnage that

is shipped.
Senator BEN-NErr. That is the payment from the processing tax to

the grower?
Mr. WrriwyisPoo.x. That is right.
Senator BENNFrr. But that isn't., the subsidy, that tax is collected

from the processor and turned around to the grower.
Mr. WrrJiEnspooN.. That is the 6nly subsidy payment that is made

by the U.S. Government direct.
Senator ]iqN-i-rr. The Governmnnt is just a channel through

which that passes, the Government--,the taxpayers,, the general tax-
payers do not pay that, the beet grower does. . - I ;

Mr. WirrHiimtspoo. That is true, the beet grower himself really pays
it, the industry pays it., the refiner, right."

Senator BF, NKEI. The refiner pays it?
Mr. WITHuMsPOON. 'Yes.
Senator B.x,-rr.. And it ii added to the cost* of the sugar, so the

consumer pays it.
Mr. Wrm.RnslooN. The consumer, I'Suppose.,
Senator B*EN'mAnd it is channeled in and out of the'Treasury

witli a profit to the'TreaSury. , ' . , " '
Mr. IrI"ERSPOON.' But we would like' to give -. hat to the U.S.

Treasury and have them keep it'if we can grow tlie beets, is what we
are saying, on the same structure as now. Everybody in Texas now
says the same thing, and the New Mexico and Oklahoma boys, they
would like to give that to the U.S. treasury.

Senator B3ENNEr. Are you saving to us that you would like the
act, changed 'so that ho money out 6f the processing tax goes to the
grow er? .. ..

Mr. I'ITiHERsPOO'. I say if you will give us a. refinery or a luota
for a refine, where we can have a refiniery in Texas, we would be
happy to do that. We would be better off, because it, costs us more
than that to ship it 350 miles. And, besides that, those poor boys in



N, ,et,--tico that. gnow that 800 acres of beets that they have lben
growNivg iiow for 16 or 20 years, they may have hlad 0.8 of an acre
increase a few years along in the whole S tate of New Mexico, but
tley have come all the way from Albuquvrque to .0 miles this side
t i'ougll Ifereford to Rocky F ord, a (listalmCe of about 55() niles, to
t heir pr.l csilg plant. T hatis where they go.

And we are asking that we lbe permlitted 'in a COOleratiVe program,
if vou can work out were it will be bIenelicial to the Treasury, as
Senator Douglas staes, or sonebo(lv, if at the same tine we can just
be afforded the right to produce sugar and 1n1ill it, refine it in this
country, sell a little of it in Texas--we. consume about. 450,00M to
500.000 tons in Texas each year, and that 1,900 acres will amount
to about 4,000 tons that we. get to produce in that State-we would
like to sell some sugar in the State of Texas that is grown in the State
of Texas.

When we get to thinking about what it will do for the economy,
ns someone mentioned, I would like to call your attention to this.
This may be somewhat different than it would be with eime refineries,
because as I understand cane-refined raw sug9L' here, is is 94 percent
pure or something like "hat, that is, it. has been, partially refined when
it. gets here; I don't know) how many emnl)loyees run one of these cane
refineries on this irnp.)rted sugar.

But when you grow that sugar here, cane or beet, it is a different
sihti,)n, as I am sure Senator Ellender would know, because there
you employ a lot of people in peak season, your farmers employ
people , you add considerably to the employment, you would add in a

community where we might have a refinery now on, say 40,000 acres
of beets, you would add something like $20 million in that community.

And the economists have worked with us and studied this thing
as to what would be good for this country-and we are Americans
-and we want whate-eer is good for our country;-and they have shown
that that dollar turned loose means several when it has gone around
To your g-ocery men and your oilman, mnd to tmrn. $20 million !o i
means more than just $20 million. It means several times that much.
And it means this, with the Treasury being the beneficiary on income
taxes, and what-have-you, it means more.

As I see it, from the standpoint of what would be good for this
country, it would be better to do Tm*naIt thtuvi would '
it somewhere else.

Now, during this same period of time since .1955 we have been
trying to get some rights to grow some beets in areas where we have
got a historical basis. W5 have been growing them for so long, since
1948 at least, we have been growing beets in and around the county
where I live-Mr. Benefield has been slipping, as I said, to Rocky
Ford for 18 years.

We find that the Export-Import Bank the Development Loan
Fund, the International Cooperation Administration the Inter-
American Development Bank, the International Bank of Reconstruc-
tion and Development and its International Finance Corporation
functions of this Government have by loan and so forth encouraged
and helped foreign countries not only in buying this sugar in some
section, as the Sugar Section of the Agricultural Department has
done, but also in getting them hito the business, loaning them money
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to help theni build refineries and add to their refineries, and getting
then into the sugar beet, producing businens-not beet, but cane,
cllle, I mean, p'ardon me. And at the same tine---and those figures
have been for 1957, 1959 1960, 1961, and the years through there
since 19.). We have not even been permitted to go do it ourselves
and spend our own nioney, as we have in irrigation wells, and build
our own plants without the Governnient loaning us a dime, we can't
do it, Nve can't do it ulldcr this law.

And we want to do it. If one of the beet compaimes-and I do not
understand or do not know whether there is any interlocutory interest
or stockholder interest between cane and beet. refineries or not, I
haven't ever gotten to that and (lout know and can't say. But we
would like for then to build it, if they don't want to build it let us
build it, just give us an opportunity, give us a law that we can live
under, give us a law that we can go forward in. Give us a law that
will allow us to have more independent communities in farm areas
in this country and help us, let us make better American citizens
and indelendent (it izens in this count rv'.

11 ixy honietown, we think that if a mn supports his wife :111d his
family and his kids he has added something to that coimuni ly.
And I say the same principle ap I)lcs to the United States of America,
if we take care of our own self,if -we take care of our own people
here and give them the opportunity, wo will have more, we will have
more. stature in the world of nations today than we would if we don't
do that and we find ourselves weak in any phase of the national
economy, farm or otherwise.

I filed with you here this morning a rather short talk on this, about
nine pages. I am used to, when I have the opportunity and am called
upon, to make about an hour-and-a-half talk, and then still not have
time enough to cover the subject.

(The statement referred to is as follows:)

STATEMENT OF JAMES W. WITHERSPOON FOR TIlE TEXAS SuOAR Brxr GRowm
ASSOCIATION, MARCH 27, 1961

The approximately 10,000 underground-water irrigation farmers of west Texas,
southwestern Oklahoma, and eastern New Mexico are most appreclative.to have
this opportunity to be heard for the first time before arty committee interested in
sugar legislation, which we believe is one of the most important phases of legisla-
o~ir WA U~ U 'I1 TVALUJA iu) . %th A & I

EXTENSION OF THE ACT 1 'IMAS THE TIME WIHEN NEW.MILLS CAN BE CONSTRUCTED
TO HANDLE ACREAGE OF NEW o OWER AREAS

New growing areas have heretofore been unable to receive consideration In
Congress for the expansion of domestic sugar beet production and refining.
Favorable con Aderation was promised in 1955, when the present act was passed.
Early in 1960 we were assured that a permanent Sugar Act would be enacted
in the early part of 1960 which would give consideration and relief to new beet
growing areas. This committee will recall that when Congress recessed for
the cnnventlons in 1960, by Joint resolution it provided for the holding of hearings
and p..ssing of a permanent act immediately upon the reconvening of the
Congress . ......Weu0no iod a4rft new Congress convened in 1961 and before thp exylra-
tion of ie 90-day extensA:-i, hearings would be held and a permanent law writ-
ten. 'ew growing rreas akain have been disappointed, and we are now faced
with he action of the Hous on Msre! 21, leaving only 10 days remaining for

Con /fess to pass a permanent law. New grower areas are fearful now that a
21-rjonth extension may well mean that: (1) they wUl be 1 or 2 years further
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delayeil in a permanent act that will enable themf to build mills so they can start
;rothdItnitn ; and, or (2) at tile end of this vxteIsion, till another extension may

be enated without providing for them.
We are told that 21 months are necessary to gain the Information for writing

of a lermanet sugar Act. We are told by others that this length of time is
iinreaionable. Anl exonslon will farther delay atin(! hinder a great eginiiit of
this country in producing and refining a greater portion of the sugar consmuied
in this country. All areas where irrigation and sunshine exist are interitesd,
these being the only two essentials for the growing of the beet crop from which
sugar is extracted.

We are told that we must hear testiioliy and arguments from foreign countries
desiring to sell to us. They have been around for some time now. We under-
stand that the Industry and all concerned agree we should have a permanent a(t
instead of a short-term extension, at the earliest polble moment. Likewise,
that in all probability it can be done in less time than 21 months. If It is to 1)c
do,! by this Congress before adjournment, It should be doje within the next 4
months. If the American farmer., and the farm economy of this country are to
be recognized In the halls of Congress as living a right to participate In the
production of a commodity consumed in this country, considering that it will take
approximately 2 years to build refineries, definite steps should be taken as soon as
p ssible, to assure thee areas that they can start producing beets when their
mills are completed.

If this law cannot be written within a relatively short period of 3 to 4 months,
we have confidence in the Senate Finance Committee and the House Agriculture
Committee, operating, to extend the time for hearings for an additional 30
or (0 days, if necessary, to finish the Job.

SIMPLICITY OF TIlE ACT

Some statements have been made to the effect that the law itself has so many
ramifications and complications that a permanent act cannot be written In a
lort tine. Those inI the Ilouse and Senate familiar with the net would refute

this misconception. These statements may be inspired to deter or "scare off"
consideration of this law and to fool the American public into believing that it
h4 itpom Able to amend the Sugar Act to take care of new growing areas and new
mills. The House and Senate Members will refute these misconceptions. In
truth, the law Is one simply to bar overproduction. It Is a case where production
is less than consumption, and the consumer price Is stabilized. It Involves the
granting by this CIovernment of quotas for the "right" to produce and albo to
import the sugar that is not permitted to be produced within this country.

Many change., have taken plhvte which t- e-ni conslidArntion of the
basic provisions. The law protects the existing refineries and growers now
engaged in production by a system which affords a guaranteed return for the re-
fined product. There is no complication or mystery about the proposition of
whether or not we should produce a greater amount of cane and beet sugar,
domestically, in this country. Tlhe complications fnd mysteries raised do not
exist &S sueh. 0-cytmes thpy nmav be asserted only for the purpose of con-
fusing the real Issues.

There is nothing about the sugar law or the enactment of a permanent sugar
law at this time that is not now known-and has been known for months and
years. Any attempt to avoid consideration of the real issue of granting "quotas"
to new mills and new domestic areas Is only a postponement of the right of
many Americans to be heard before their Congress.

APPROACH MUST BE REALIXSTIC

Clainms have been made that the Sugar Act must provide for "tlUotas" for for4
elli imports In order that this country maintain friends Internationally. Castro
has publicly, on numerous occasions, stated that the 0.S. fSugar Act enslaved
his people. The masses of Cuba have followed his thinking. It is evident that
our favorable sugar law has failed to maintain any form of democratic govern-
ment In that nation. The Communists are unquestionably In control, with
Rtissia acquiring a large portion of the Cuban sugar on an -ntlrely different
basis from the past procedure of this country under whiclt about double the
world market price was paid.

With several fotefgn nation makitig claims, on various bases, to export sugar
to this country, we here face the eventual unfavorable atUtiude toward this court,
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try when later we select one or niorouf them with whom we may deal, to the
exclusion of the others. Those not receiving what they want will say we favored
another. Those sime foreign countries will respect our Government when Lid
if we say to them uIlnejliv:LU.Iy tLitt we intend to maintain our farm voni miy,
thereby st retqgthening ow riatio,1a: ecoinoy, alld picriiti ag the citizeiis ,f tlhis
country to produce the sug ar that we (olSUill. AWe are not ,advoatillg that Nva
should be given the right toy law to produce all the s-ugair cozIItinei) at this time;
hut we do sincerely suggest that Congre.ss should view with equal ,con-ern the
rights and the demands of the large farn segment (;f this country desiring to ei-
gage in sugar production as we would consider foreign nations which. under
the law. should have ui "rigot" a such. The taxipaying i livhlals of this
eountr. should actually have the "rights"; i.e., to produce the sugar consumed.

Ist POITANT CON SIOLIA'ION 8

1. It is readily understood that every arguntent in favor of this Nation being
Independent In the production (if any commodity applies with equal force to
domestic sugar production.

2. In the event of international conflict or var, if we are dependent upon some
foreign country' as the source of our sugar, there continually exists the pus-
silillty of our being cut off from our supply. The only sure solution is that
we broaden and expand production within this country.

3. Much has been said about unempiJ.yment in this country in re(-ent months.
Although employment in the o1pration of cane refineries of partially refied
foreign sugar may nrt add materially 'o solving the unempjloynment sitwtition,
the reverse Is trme of beet sugar refineries. By way of ahltlysis, let us consider
a 1 million ton quota of sugar refined in new areas within this country and do-
termine the results of such impact by way of comparison.

One modern beet refinery would cost approximately $15 million. To con-
struct the mill would require approximately 2 year:. Labor wol he (III-
ployed in the manufacture of the plant and in the assembly. When the plant
operated, it would employ in peak Peason approximately 300 persons. It would
refine 100,000 tons of sugar from apl)roxilmately 40,000 acres of beets. There
would be many lwrsons employed in growing and harvesting the beets. One
operation of 100,000-ton capacity multiplied by 10 would (lenionekrate that this
is certainly a step in the right direction insofar as relief of unemployment is
concerned.

4. Expanding production of sugar in this country will materially add to the
income and will strengthen the farm economy, and thus the national eConomy.
Extend-_ng the example above, one cuch refinery would pay tc the farmers of
the area approximatePly 112 million annually. Tho aanm e reflnery wroild ex-
pend approximately $5 million additionally, annually, for taxes, supplies, serv-
ices and labor. The economists assure us that this annual income, when turned
over many times in a community or State, increases the economy many times
the original dollar spent. When this is considered in the light of several addi-
tional mills and refineries, it is apparent that a great contribution will be made
to the farm and national economy which can only result in good to the Nation

nn .. hrAhn, #^v- nix Mhn Inillyttsi a! ,nit an nrfwanc'r~a un Anlca tho Vatinn

It would mean that with each separate refinery, thousands of trucks and
separate pieces of farm machinery would e manufactured, sold, and put Into use.
The Treasury Department would be the beneficiary, as well as the people.

5. We have been concerned over the persisting shrinkage of our gold reserve.
We believe that a change in our sugar policy that would help our farm and
national economy would at the sane time mitigate thls situation. The amount
paid for iml)orted sugar from foreign countries in lft) was in excess of $00
million. Why should sugar bear the brunt at a time when there exists such a
demand throughout the country for an Increase In domestic production?

Sugar Importation Is competitive to farm production. It is in a different
class of imports from complementary commodities such as coffee, rubber, carpet
wool, and cocoa.

6. We are faced.with overproduction in practically all farm-produced grains.
How can it logically be stated to the farmers of the United States that you
cannot produce a farm commodity' where there Is a great underproduction of
approximately 45 percent? Certainly, the expansion of sugar production would
be a step in the right direction in alleviation of this surplus situation.
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TJIZ n'-*.1iOT O THE FAIMEB

Although it has not been publicized the Central Southwest section of these
United States hbu, sustained during the past 10 years drought equal to that
of the 1930's. The people of this area, through foresight and nvcebsity, have
dev-ioped, itt their own financial risk and expense, underground water for Ir-
rigation, covering several millions of acres.

Recent surveys have shown that western Kansas, southwestern Oklahoma,
west Texas and eastern New Mc-xico can easily produce each year by good
agricultural practices, more sugar than the annual quota p, ovided by Cuba.
At the sane time, these farm areas have suffered at the hands of the Govern-
imeut and the agricultural laws of this country, setbacks of the most severe
nature. An example in one county in Texas (Deaf Smith) will point this up.

lit I V50, the county had 450,000 allotted acres for wheat. Ten years later
in 1961 the allotted acreage was 191,000. Ten years ago, the allotted cotton
acreage was exactly double what it was In 1300. The expensive irrigation
and chemical fertilizers with the depressed price structure of these other crops
have been such that it has not been very profitable. Are the farmers in these
areas, or any other area in the United Stat.f. not entitled to consideration at
the hands of this Congress? Should they not be allowed to produce a greater
portion of the sugar consumed in this country?

OONFLICT8

Arguments have been made that we should not buy sugar from Dictator
Trrujillo of the Dominican Republic. It is conceded that we should not buy
sugar from Communist-dominated countries, although it is pointed up that sugar
from any country may find its way into this country in the world markets. The
intrigue in dealings with many foreign countries is the factor that complicates
the Sugar Act. The promises of today may not be relied upon tomorrow.
It would appear that the State Department with trained personnel should
handle the foreign relations questions of this country, separately and apart
from the legislative branch, and that it is properly a function of the executive
branch to win and keep friends among foreign countries. Neither sugar nor
any other commodity should be used as an international football; the American
farmer should not be denied his right as a taxpaying Individual to participate in
production.

It is our thinking that every segment- of our national economy should be
strengthened: that America at all times should be. strong with'~n; that we will,
better occupy our proper place of leadership in the world by an expansion of
our own commodity production. The citizen of any community who is self-
supporting has added to the strength of the community. The same principle
.applies to America as a nation. We might be playing into the hands of the
Communists if we fail to keep our farm and national economy strong, our labor
employed, and our gold reserve in proper balance.

The American farmer in most instances today Is faced with a problem of
survival. The exodus from thue farm to theC"ty, dingto the 'enMenrvment
,problem, has been noted by you, and is a source of considerable anxiety.

We urge that the Sugar Act be amended to permit new areas, capable and
desiring to produce sugar, to commence the necessary preparation to produce
and refine, as soon as possible, without unnecessary delays but with speed and
dispatch for the overall general welfare of the Nation.

The CHAIRMAN. You ought to come to the Senate and do a little
filibustering sometime.

Mr. WrrnEpsooN. Senator, I will visit you if you can' get me in
there to make a- spee- O U subject same te, T will flibuster for
9 months if necessary.

Senator CuTnRs. May I ask a question?
You do not feel that this -Senate Committee on Finance has been

dilatory or responsible for this ?
Mr. WrrHns1ooN. No, sir. Let me say to you, this is the first op-

portunity you have given us--you have given us the opportunity
Senator CntTis. It h the first opportunity we have had.
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Mr. WVITiInsiooN. That we have been asking for--most of our
work, let me say, has been in the House, not in the Senate.

Senator Cuwris. \Well, earlier in 1960, and again later in 1960, and
again now, a bill has not arrived over here in time for this committee to
hold hearings and give it the consideration that an important. subject
like this merits.
. Now, I do not-what I am about to say is not to argue with anyone,
but I think the record ought to show it. The House ofRep resentat ives
can pass a Sugar Act any time that the majority leadership of the
House decides they want to do it. They do not have to wait for a
committee. I served for some years in the House of Representatives
and I know a little about their rules.

They do not have to wait for the Agricultural Committee.
Back in 1955 the Eisenhower administration made a request for a

6-month extension of the excess profits tax. The committee. to which
it was referred (lid not report it out. The chairman was violently op-
posed to it, he did not call the committee together, and did not report
it out. The leadership directed the Rules Comrnittee to take the bill
away from the Ways and Means Committee, and it was brought to the
floor an(, it was passed.

Now, the majority leadership in the House of Representatives does
not have to be at the mercy of the. chairman of the Agricultural Com-
mittee or any other committee.

And since you agree that this committee has not been negligent, in
our duty, I merely want to tell you that there is a forum that has the
legal power to do something about getting the Sugar Act out in time
so it can be considered and all the parties have their interests con-
sidered in ample time to do it.

Senator BENmvr. You are reminding him that the man who has
that power in the House comes f rom a small State down in the, south,
west part of the United Statecs called Texas.

Mr. WITiESPiOoN. Yes, sir.
Senator Cuwrms. And his whip that lines up the votes for himcormes

from Oklahoma.
Mr. WnrnERsPooN. We have talked to him many times.
Senator CURTmis. A fine man.
Mr. W!THERSPOO n d 40~lk w1 haWfiXs vrtee

yes, sir.
Senator BNqirr. There is another way to do it. They can amend

the Constittion to permit the Senate to act first on sugar legislation.
Senator CuRrs. That isn't necessary. But there is a precedent in

the House of Representatives for the House to act on legislation that
a committee has not-that a legislative committee has not recorded,
the precedent that I cited, and also they have over there a petition
method whereby 219 members can do it. That is a little bit cumber-
some, but happens once in awhile.

Mr. WIERSPOON. We believe, we are hopeful that you, together
with the House Agricultural Committee, can get this job done before
Congress adjourns this year. It doesn't seemlike it should be such a
big job but whab it could be done.

Senator B1 i i ir. That is what we thought last year. But w-a
found ourselves up to the night of adjournment twice without any
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opportunity on the part of the Senate to have even this much of a
hearing or consider any change in the basic pattern.

Mr. -NVrrnr.Rfwoox. Senator Bennett, let me say that I hope you
think this is worthwhile legislation, enough to be done as soon a: possi-
ble, and that we will try it again anyway.

Senator BENNmVr. 1 have been a member of the Conference Com-
7,.ttee as you heard in the discussion this morning. I was a member
of the three lost souls who marched over to the House after midnight
twice to try and work out a conference with the chairman of the Agri-
cultural Committee. And I don't enjoy these all night sessions. I
would rather get some permanent legislation or some legishation that
would last for several years, so that we don't have to go through that
year after year. But unless something is done to give us the oppor-
tunity to get to permanent legislation, we are helpless, as we were
last July and last September, and as we are right now.

Mr. WITImEsPOON'. I really believe that the people in the House
whom they represent want permanent legislation. I really don't
believe they realize the seriousness of it. I think possibly that if they
were given anopportunity to work on this thing now if they felt they
had to do it instead of dilly-dallying around about it, so to speak, I
believe they will go to work on it.

Now, they say they are going to do it in May anyway, and they
may find that it doesn't take so long to hear these people from India
and all over the country as they think It will. They may run out of
something to say like I have here before they get too far along-I
mean if these were the ones to be heard, most everyone else here--I
have been seeing these faces around the country here for the last 15
months, in Florida and different places, people that are here today in
the audience and I don't think that there are any of them here who
could keep this floor occupied for more than a week altogether. So
I think in a week or a month or 2 months or 3 months we could have
all the evidence we wanted to.

And I will say in the minds of some people in this U.S. Congress-
and I think I am talking to some of them here today--that they have
got the know-how and understanding about the Suy!ar Act to write ft
bill, and if they desire to give the American farmer fne right to expand
they can do it in a very orderly way end they can also take care of
buying the sugar so we won't run out ior the 2 years while the mills
are- being OuiI. , Ai.d X thi e av the ability fo write the law.

If we have the desire, if the desire exists sufficiently in the U.S.
Congress to afford new growing areas and the farmers the right to
participate, there isnk--I believe that-there isn't too much pressure,
as I %se it, to possibly keep that from being done.

There are several other reasons that I haven't mentioned here that
may have been intimated during the testimony today. It was men,
tioned over here that the price of sugar one time went up and (.oat us
too m-n'ic. But that was when our supply from Cuba was cut off.
And that was in time of war. Since that time, .the price of sugar has
been consistent. And, may I say, the retail price to the consumers is
all I know about. But I do find that the retail price of sugar to the
housewife in Salt Lake City and Denver, where we grow sugar beets,
is not as much as it is in the east here, where we refine their mue as W



as the retail price is concerned per pound. I don't know what the diff-
renCe is.
We were told by the Members of Congress, "Now, go work your

solution out with the boys in the industry; if you will get the bo+,e in
the industry to say it is all right, we can get this thing done quick."

Listen, we have spent time with the industry, with those people,
we have come up with suggestions-for instance, some of them say,
"Well, the cane people ship too far west and get rid of their surplus,
and then they come back to the Secretary of Agriculture later on
when we can'i go that far east. on account of the higher price that we
pay as growers of beets than do cane growers, so they got more sugar
in, in December and November, when they run out.."

We said, "Well, let's have a suggestion here. Why not, whenever
the quotas are fixed and those things are established, whenever any-
body runs over instead of a 50 cent tx let's put a $2.50 tax on it, and
see if that will ikeep them home."

We don't want to hurt the cane people or anybody. But we found
375,000 tons of 100 percent refined sugar that was coming into this
country from Cuba, 375,000 out. of about 3,500,000 of importations of10¢ pawnt rflnet sugar. 'We said, "For gooness sskes j t giva 'iR

that 375,000 tons, let us have tlree or four mills scattered throughout
the United States, and start milling, and we won't hurt the cane
people, we won't hurt the beet people, we won't hurt anybody, if you
will just give us that."

Senator Brnqri-r. Is it coming in now 1
Mr. WiTmixsiooN. I can't tell you. It has been coming in.
Senator BYNNEr. Is there any sugar coming in from Cuba I
Mr. Wrrn soox. Not today, no. But that was the case. And we

could take it away regardless from that standpoint, take one item.
Besides, that is'only a drop in the bucket anyhow; it is only 10 per-

cent of the total quota. And by the time we built the mills for con-
sumer use in this country it would almost be built up to that, don't y6u
see. There are enough babies being born that are going to eat yearly
100 pounds of sugar in the United States; and if we had 875,000 tons
that we could go to building mills which, in a very few years would
equal that. We can't get that. We can't get consideration. We have
spent our time we have been spinning our wheels here trying to talk
to the people that we have been told to, in Congress, to go to work it
out before we could get anything. We haven't been able to do it. We
are asking you to do something for us, because every man in here is
my senator, whether I am from Tcxas or anywhere else. And I read
the papers, and I look to your leadership all the time, and I think
that is the way that it should be. And I want my Texas Senators to
represent the people in your State, too, just like they do the people
in Texas.

The CHAIRMA. Any questions?
Mr. WVrrmlPoox. Mr. Benefleld, have I left anything out that you
.. .1I III-- A. .. .. L - . . ' . . . . . . . .. .*

rrttnt . rUz w zzye1rre
Mr. BEwMNEFiE. You haven't left much out; haven't said as much as

you usually say. But I would say on behalf of the growers that you
are telling these gentlemen the truth that my Government payment
doesn't pay my freight to Rocky ForA; so if you would give us a mill
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in that area down there of Texas and New Mexico, and I could have
the pulp to feed my cattle, I would be that much better off not paying
the flight. So I can't see-I believe Senator Ellender thought we
would have to subsidize that crop some more. As a grower for these
16 years, I can't see any need for that sugar beets, even though I have
shipped all the way to Rocky Ford, Col., have put me in a good posi-
tion financially. So I would still be doing just as well-I would be
doing a little bit better for the reason I just mentioned, if this Gov-
ernment didn't pay mei a dime, just give me my byproducts in trade,
and I will give you that trade bill.

Mr. WITIIERSPOON. Thank you, gentlemen.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Witherspoon.
The next witness is Mr. Floyd N. Smith, the chairman of the Gov-

ernor's sugar beet ,omniittee for the State of Arizona.

STATEMENT OF FLOYD N. SMITH, CHAIRMAN OF THE GOVERNOR'S
SUGAR BEET COMMITTEE FOR THE STATE OF ARIZONA

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman, qnd members of the committee, my
name is Floyd N. Smith, and I reside at 8520 North Central Avenue in
Phoenix, Ariz. I appear before you today as a representative of the
Governor of Arizona, who has established a. committee to promote
and foster the sugar beet industry in our State. In addition to being
chairman of this committee, I have a definite interest in the problem
as an Arizona farmer and as a representative of Arizona agriculture.

Although I have been farming in the Salt River project in Arizona
since 1931, I have had some experience in the sugar beet industry. I
also farmed in the Imperial Valley in California for a period of 17
years where I grew sugar beets, vegetables, and other crops generally
grown in that area. I-pioneered the growing sugar beet seed in Ari-
zona on an experimental basis in 1934. Our seed was acceptable to the
Colorado companies and today Arizona is among the principal con-
tributors to the supply of sugar beet seed in the United States.

My initial experience and interest in the sugar beet industry began
in the State of Colorado in 1919 where I was employed in the research
department of the American Crystal Sugar Co. at Rocky Ford, Colo.
From 1921 through 1930 1 was an agriculturalist for the National
Sugar Manufacturing Co. in Sugar City, Colo.

My purpose in being here today is to tell you of Arizona's need for
a sugar beet quota--our ability to produce the. crop economically-
and to assure you that our Central Valley lands, our Yuma County
lands, and other areas of the State can produce crops of superior
quality.

Arizona's irrigated valleys cannot compete with the nonirrigated
areas of our country in the production of grain crops. The vegetable
industry in our established agricultural areas has suffered greatly in
the last few years. The only so-called cash crop of prominence is
cotton. Due to our national surplus, cotton acreage is m a restricted
category. WW-Au, poing into moL A.'L'c"t" n aum you that
farming in Arizona'hasecome more and more difficult during the
last several years. A substantial sugar beet acreage would not only
improve the economy of the State as a whole, but would also divert
acreage now producing surplus crops to the production of sugar.
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In response to a recent questionnaire, 354 Arizona farmers have in-
dicated a desire to raise sugar beets. These farmers indicated a desire
to plant 67,722 acres of sugar beets. Incidentally, any one of three
counties included in this acreage could supply a 4,000 ton per day
slicing capacity mill.

Arizona has 1,260,000 acres of the finest, farmlands in the country.
Six hundred and forty thousand of these acres are irrigated by gravity
flow waters from rclamation projects and local irrigation districts.
An additional 626,000 acres are privately irrigated by water pumped
from the underground. The State has a more desirable climate, with
fewer weather hazards than other areas in the country now raising
sugar beets. I have grown sugar beets ex-;perimentally in the Salt
River Valley in Arizona with an extremely high sugar content. The
yield was comparable in tonnage to any other district or area of the
country now engaged in the business.

A sugar mill in Arizona, centrally located, would have an added
advantage over mills located in other States. Due to climatic condi-
tions in the State, the various producing areas would harvest their
sugar beets at different times, therefore, giving the mill a longer an-
nual campaign. Beets from Yuma County would come off earlier
than those grown in Maricopa and Pinal Countie.q. Following fle
'arvest in Maricopa and Pinal Counties, Chino Valley, the Gila"Val-
ley, and the Wilcox Valley would be ready. Although this fact does
not bear directly on your decision *to give Arizona a sugar beet allot-
ment, it does, however, indicate the probability of more efficient oper-
ation of a sugar mill.

The high degree of interest among farmers and citizens of Arizona
in being allowed to participate in the production of sugar cannot be
overemphasized. Sugar is one of the few nonsurplus "cash crops" in
the country today. It is among the most important and vitally
needed commodities in our country. We believe that the Nation
should produce within its own borders a greater portion of its own
sugar needs.

The State of Arizona rid those of us who farm there want the
privilege of participating in this increased development. We want
this privilege without injuring our fellow farmers in other States
who are now engaged in the indusry. Neither do we desire to inter-
fere or hinder the efforts of others in these established areas who wish
to participate in the industry but have no present allotment. We be-
lieve this can be accomplished by allocating a portion of the former
Cuban quota, pius the increased consumption, to domestic growers

I have pirrposely taken less than my allotted time in making this
statement, hoping that I might be able to answer such of your ques-
tions as may fall within my knowledge and experience.

But, before closing, let me say that we from Arizona respectively
request that the Sugar Act be amended, in this session of Congress,
by establishing substantial and economic quotas for Arizona and
other States which are capable of economically growing sugar beets
and desire to paftiipate in the industry.

Thank 
you.

The ClAMANM. Thank you, Mr. Smith.
Any questions?
(No response.)
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The CHAIRMAN. The committee will now adjourn, to meet at 10
o'clock tomorrow morning in executive session.

(By direction of the Chairman, the following is made a part ofthe record :)
SWISHES COUNTY SUGAR .ELT Guowus Xssooi.AITIOl,

TuiaA, Tzx., Morcs. R8, 1961.
HOD. 11A.WLY FLOOD lYRD,
U.S. Hentwe, Washington, D.C.

DEA.R SENATOR flyua: We feel that Congreasman Cooley's extension of the
sugar act is unfair to the U.S. farmers, and also to foreign countries for the
following reasons:

1. The U.S. farmers can and need to raise the sugar consumed in the United
States. Raising sugar beets would be a boost to our income and would take
some feed grain acreage out of production.

2. If only two or three new beet sugar mills, each producing approximately
50,000 tons of sugar could be built in the United States it would be a good boost
to our national economy. Each mill would cost about $15 million, and take
approxiwaely 2 years to build, avd employ *bout 300 people, each, after oper-
ation started.

8. If we give our sugar business to foreign nations now, and a year or two
later start producing our own sugar, decreasing their quotas, we feel our diplo-
matic relations will be In far worse shape thun now.
Qur agriculture is one of our strongest weapons against coramualisa. We

are the only nation that has never suffered a famine. Red China is starving
t ndqy, .aD. Rilmist d o*sq not produce enough to feed her people.

Please get behind the U.S. sugar beet grower., and fight for us and our
national economy.

Thank you for your consideration and support.
TOM AIIERNATHY,

Seoretar,.
G. L. 8A Rt

PLANVIW, Tzx., Maroh $4, 1001.

1WqthfmtoM D.,7,
Please help the beet and cane sugar Industry by seeking a 9-month extension

of the present Sugar Act Instead the 21-month extension passed by the IHouse.
This would give ample time for a new sugar act to be drawn and presented
before the 9-month extension expires.

Gw.D:)Y Tux NYrj,
0hairyman gqlave (onimttee, Plainvfew hanibpr of Commerce.

New XoYK, N.Y., faroh 24, 1961.1101. TIARRY F. BYRD,

Uhaftman, 5 enate Fkflttno iotmnftte,-
Setwto OAo Butlding, Waahingt^o D.C:

Ar an American company whose sugar properties were seized by Castro we
Join with other American coapaule* in urging that the Sugar Act be extended
for 21 months until Pecember 1902 as passed by the House. t.S. sugar legisla-
tion will be still part of U.S. program for rehabilitating Cuba when friendly
196Vernment installed since only feasible means for rehabilitating the Cuban
economy without undue delay is restoration of the Cuban sugarindustry. AnY
otbat program would reqvlre very. substantial amounts of aid from the UnIteo
States over a considerable number of years and complete unheaval in the
islands economy and organizatlo. Wh--n- f,."- iy 1"itban Gevernmennstt d
it will have to face the chaos ergated by Castro and it will be important to
help restore sugar economy quickly to start -on road. to recovery as lIoig as
Cuban situation remains unsettled we believe Sugar Act should be extended
so that the United States retains freedom to help a new Cuban goverprej4 by
resuming sugar imports promptly. By extending act 21 months"the' nIted
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States will keep the necessary flexible authority to carry out its program for
Cuba's rehabilitation. Twenty-one months' extension will not Jeopardize U.S.supplies because sufficient sugar is available from offshore producers for U.S.
requirements in 1961 and 1962 without the necessity of new investments in
planting or mills facilities.

Tax FIxAncisco Suoiu Co.

Naw Yow.M N.Y., MAarch 24, 1961.
lion. HARRY F. BYR,
Ohairtnan, $e ne Fit¢jo8 Coim iiflce,
Scnato Offlce 1uil4ing, Wlshirngton, D.(L:

As an American company whose jgar properties were seale, by Castro we
Join with otlior American companies In urging that the Sugar Act be extended
for 21 months until December 1962 as passed by the House. U.S. sugar legisla-
tion will be still part of U.S. program for rehabilitating Cuba when friendly
government Installed since only feasible means for rehabilitating the Cuban
economy without undue delay is restoration of the Cuban sugar Industry. Any
other program would require very substantial amounts of aid from the UnitedStates over a considerable number of years and complete unheaval in the Island's
economy and organization. When friendly Cuban government Installed It will
have to face the chaos created by Castro and it will be Importent to help restoresugar economy quickly to start Cuba on road to recovery. As long as Cuban
situation remains unsettled we believe Sugar Act should be extended so that the
United States retains freedom to help a new Cuban government by resuming
sugar imports promptly. By extending act 21 months the United Statea will
keep the necessary flexible authority to carry out its program for Cuba's rehab-
ilitation. 21 mouths' extension will not Jeopardize U.S. supplies because suffl,
cdent sugar Is available from offshore producers for U.S. requirements in 1961
and 1962 without the necessity of new investments In planting or mills facilities.

MANHATTAN SUOAR CO.

SErATW FINANCE CA MuLEeHoE, TEx., March 23, 1961.
Sena te Office Building, Wa,#hingtonm, D.C7.:

Please help the beet as well as the cane new producing areas to Immediately
commence construction of plau.4 capable of producing at least 1 million tons.Please see to the Sugar Iegislation immediately and in such form a4 Americans
will be for Americans and the American farmar and not t0r foreign eokntrles
at our expense.

Chairman, Agriculture ComitMtee, Mule8hoe, Ter., Thamber of 0omm eres,

Senator HARRY BYRD, TUCUMcAR, N. MEFX., March 24, 1961.
Senate Offlfe Bulding, Waehington, D 0.:

Please use your influence to defeat the extension of present an agr law png :
enact new sugar law which give the American farmer-a chance to produce our
own sugar. This will aid our entire economy and help relieve some of our
farm surplus.

TuouMOARX SuoAR Bmx GROWERS AssoCoATIoN.

TueoucA%, N. Mzx, March 24, 1961.Senator HRy F. B~m,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, Waahington, D.C.:

P.... u y ......... t . a hat the prwe-n uugar act is not extended.
Urge new sugar act. Which would allow our American farmers to raise sugar
for Americans. Thus enhance American farm economy as well as industry in
building new refineries.

Rep. M. S. DicKixisoN,
President, Quay County Sugar Beet Aesociation.
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BOSTON, MASS., March 24, 1961.
Hon. IIARRY F. BY RD,

Chairman, Seaate Pinance Commit icc,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

As American company whose sugar properties were seized by Castro we Join
with other American companies in urging that the Sugar Act be extended for
21 months, until December 1962, as passed by the house. U.S. sugar legislation
will be vital part of U.S. program for rehabilltating Cuba when friendly govern-
ment installed since only feasible means for rehabilitating the Cuban economy
without undue delay is restoration of the Cuban sugar industry. Any other
program would require very substantial amount of aid from the United States
over a considerable number of years and a complete upheaval in the island's
economy and social organization. When friendly Cuban government installed
it will have to face chaos created by Castro policies and It will be important to
help restore sugar economy quickly to start Cuba on road to recovery. As
long as Cuban situation remains unsettled therefore we believe Sugar Act should
be extended so that the United States retains freedom to help a new Cuban
government by resuming sugar imports promptly. By extending act 21 months
the United States will keep the necessary flexible authority to carry out Its
program for Cuban rehabilitation-21-month extension will not Jeopardize U.S.
supply because sufficient sugar is available from offshore producers for U.S.
requirements In 1901 and 1962 without the necessity of new Investment in plant-
ing or mill facilities.

THOMAS H. SUNDERLAND,
President, United Fruit Co.

TuouMoAn, N. Mmx., March 24, 1961.
Hon. t-. F. BYRD,
Chairman, New Sugar Legislation Commtteo,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

In favor of the new sugar legislature and feel that it Is essential.

CALvxw MooRA,
Manager, Southern Union (as Co.

TuouMoAI, N. MEl., March 24, 1961.
Hon. H. F. Bm,
Chairman, Neio Sugar Legislation Committee,
Senate Offlce Building, Washington, D.C.:

Highly approve of the new sugar legislation, feel that Is necessary for our
economy.

DREW RtISKA,
Manager, J. C. Penney Co.

U.S. SENATE=
COMMITTEE ON AGRIOULTURE AND FORESTRY,Mahru...re 9A 8 1.t

Hon. HARRy F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: Enclosed Is a resolution adopted by the North Dakota
Legislature concerning the extension of the Sugar Act.

I hope it will be possible to include this resolution as a part of the hearings
when your committee considers this legislation.

With warmest personal regards,
Sincerely,

MILTON R. YOUNG.
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Thirty-seventh Legislative Assembly, State of North Dakota, begun and held
at the Capitol in the City of Bismarck, on Tuesday, the third day of January,
one thousand nine hundred and sixty-one

SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTIoN A

(Trenbeath)

A concurrent resolution requesting the National Congress to give inmediate
attention to amending the Sugar Act of 1948, and to give the American farmers
their right to produce a larger share of the U.S. sugar market

Be it resolved by the Senate of the State of North Dakota, the House of
Representatives concurring therein:

Whereas North Dakota farmers are confined to the raising of crops presently
in surplus because the climate of this northern area will not permit a shift
in the growing of cereal crops; and

Whereas they have increased their sugar beet production the past 25 years
and have consistently requested Congress to permit the production of sugar
beets on additional acres; and

Whereas they can produce sugar beets profitably and assure U.S. consumers
of a steady and stable supply of sugar at reasonable prices; and

Whereas the legislative assembly believes the American farmer has a vested
right to all increases in the American sugar market which would not reduce
the present quotas of foreign countries: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the Senate of the Stale of North Dakota, the House of Repre-
sen tatires concurring therein:

Tbat the U.S. Congre.wi Ia urged to amend and reenact the Sugar Act for a
period of 5 years, revise the growth formula by allowing 100 percent of the
American consumptive increases be allocated to domestic areas, and add to
the basic quota of continental United States an amount equal to what they have
recently supplied for deficit areas; be It further

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be forwarded by the secretary of state
to the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture, the U.S. Secretary of State, chairmen of
the U.S. Senate and House Agriculture Committees at Washington, D.C. and
to each Member of the North Dakota congressional delegation.

ORVnIL W. HAGEN,
President of the Senate.

HOWARD F. DOHERTY,
Seoretary of the Senate.

R. FAY BRowN,
Speaker of the House.

GERALU L. STADI,
Chief Clerk of the House.

(Whereupon, at 4:20 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene in
executive session at 10 a.m., Tuesday, March 28,1961.)


